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Summary

The problem of pattern or object recognition is recognized as being a highly
complex and difficult one owing to the fact that there is no systematic theory for
establishing the pertinent shape characteristics and features to perform this task.
Therefore, it is not surprising that a wide variety of approaches can be found to
deal with any of the specific instances of this problem ranging from text
recognition to face recognition. On the other hand, human capability to that effect
still remains unsurpassed.  Even for the very intensively studied problem of text
recognition, the current OCR systems may match or supercede the human
performance in terms of recognition rates and speed but only under controlled
circumstances and by heavily relying on the available application-specific
constraints (like restricted lexicon, cross-referencing, specific context etc.). They
are not a match with respect to the training requirements (for the same recognition
accuracy), performance on unseen data and robustness to distortion and
disturbances: intensive training is crucial for high performance. This not only
imposes the requirement of a large amount of training data but may often lead to
the problems of under-training, over-training etc. Heavy training dependency also
poses hindrances to system extension which may even require re-training. System
behavior on unseen data (from new or even known classes) usually could not be
guaranteed to be stable and conforming to the expectations. Moreover, a task that
requires simultaneous handling in real-life situations is segmentation i.e. that the
ability to detect and isolate a pattern in the presence of other patterns or structured
noise. Many pattern recognition approaches that are highly robust to shape
variability still lack the segmentation ability.

This work focuses on proposing a high performance recognition methodology
with reduced training requirements and better robustness in the specific context of
text recognition i.e. symbols (characters) and strings of symbols (words). In this
regard, a pattern transformation (or matching) approach has been investigated.
Unlike statistical and neural approaches commonly employed for the recognition
task, the pattern transformation method emphasizes on looking at real-life images
and objects as transformed versions of reference shapes or images and relies on
proposing models for variations and distortions (noise) to cover the large number
of forms in which a pattern might appear. This leads to a powerful pattern
recognition methodology in which the recognition problem is basically defined in
terms of an optimization problem among possible transformations that may map an
input pattern to the reference shapes. Once these transformations are established
intensive training may be dispensed with. The issue of system extensibility to new
classes (suffering with similar variability and distortions) then becomes the task of
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entering new reference shapes on which these transformations need to be applied
for recognition. The performance of the system is not only guaranteed by the built-
in models but the system behavior on unseen data also remains predictable owing
to the implicit generation of class boundaries. The issue of enhancing robustness
becomes the question of editing or extending the model. At the theoretical level
this approach provides the ability to understand (through analysis-by-synthesis) in
what ways of similarity the patterns of the same class are inter-related, an aspect to
which the most commonly employed statistical and neural approaches  remain
silent.

In the proposed approach we chose to apply the transformation process at the
structural level rather than simply at the image level. This not only provides the
means for building robustness against variability but also provides a mechanism to
segregate the pattern from other disturbances and interferences. Furthermore, to
achieve these objectives, the approach emphasizes on the flexible identification of
individual parts (or primitives) of a shape in the recognition process of the entire
object. Moreover, this thesis argues that high performance and a robust but
efficient recognition process should be based on hierarchical shape analysis as
against to many one-stage recognition algorithms. In such a hierarchical process,
the focus should shift in subsequent stages from the initial objective of
segmentation and approximate recognition of the shape of the input pattern to
finally improving the recognition accuracy. Such a strategy is also essential for
maintaining generality in the recognition process.

In this thesis we merge the above concepts and observations into a multi-
stage, multi-resolution flexible matching scheme for character recognition which is
then extended for word recognition. The character recognition scheme comprises
pre-recognition, recognition and discrimination stages. These stages offer a
framework of a global more-flexible coarse analysis to a more focused and less-
flexible one. The recognition (classification) stage is primarily responsible for
classification. It works with reference abstract pattern-class definitions and a
general model of variations and distortions (noise). These pattern-class definitions
are handcrafted. However, they are simple in definition and only few per class
(typically one) are required. The pre-recognition (pre-classification) process
provides the opportunity of narrowing down the search process through less
intensive analysis. The backbone of this stage is the modeling and exploitation of
the inter-class shape similarities. The discrimination stage provides an extended
analysis when necessary to resolve the ambiguities in classification. This is based
on modeling and exploiting inter-class shape differences. This work extends upon
the previously proposed structural variation and distortion models to cover the
variability  of shape found in handwritten characters. An important feature of the
work is also its methodology of preparing models of inter-class shape-similarities
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and inter-class shape-differences based on these abstract pattern-class definitions.
The most prominent aspect of the scheme is the success in formulation of a
uniform and class-independent hierarchical process for the required modeling and
the matching process. At the word-level the recognition problem is approached as
the task of identifying individual symbols (characters)  in a string of symbols. This
leads to a segment-free-approach where no a priori segmentation of a word into
characters is required.

Proof-of-concept testing on degraded machine-printed and handwritten text of
the proposed methodology demonstrates  its capability as a high performance and
robust approach. For instance, in dealing with handwritten character patterns the
scheme is able to match the high recognition performance of other state-of-the-art
approaches. On dealing with machine printed text the approach is able to
recognize degraded word images with joined or split characters on which the
powerful commercial OCR packages break down. Not only does the approach
offer  the advantages of stable, predictable behavior on facing distortions and
unseen data but also, unlike most of the state-of-the art approaches yields this
performance without invoking any real training. However, the scheme does
involve a higher degree of design complexity at start-up and may require more
computational effort. On the theoretical side, the approach succeeds in showing
that it is possible to relate and model a lot of diversity and distortions covered in
machine-printed or handwritten characters to a limited number of underlying
characteristics of the writing system, technological and perceptual factors.
Moreover, a number of propositions in the presented conceptual model are fairly
general in essence and are equally applicable to the problem of searching and
recognition of other symbols and curvilinear objects. Such an approach is
especially of help in the situations of scarcity of training data and in building large
and open data sets of  objects sharing the similar composition nature, intra-class
variability and distortions.
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Samenvatting

Invariante patroon (object) herkenning wordt gezien als een zeer ingewikkeld
en lastig probleem vanwege het feit dat er geen systematische theorie beschikbaar
is om de kenmerkende vormkarakteristieken en eigenschappen vast te stellen om
deze taak uit te voeren. Het is daarom niet verrassend dat er een groot aantal
technieken bestaat om de diverse vormen van het probleem aan te pakken, van
tekstherkenning tot en met gezichtsherkenning. Echter, menselijke mogelijkheden
blijven superieur. Zelfs voor intensief bestudeerde problemen als tekstherkenning
kunnen bestaande OCR systemen menselijke efficiëntie benaderen of overtreffen,
maar slechts onder gecontroleerde condities en door zich sterk te baseren op
applicatiespecifieke kennis (zoals beperkte woordenlijsten, cross-references,
specifieke context, etc.) Ze zijn geen partij als het gaat om eisen t.a.v. training
(indien dezelfde herkenningsnauwkeurigheid wordt geëist), prestaties met
onbekende gegevens en robuustheid met betrekking tot vervormingen en
verstoringen: intensieve training is cruciaal voor een hoge prestatie. Dit stelt niet
alleen de eis van een grote hoeveelheid trainingsgegevens, maar kan vaak ook
leiden tot problemen van over- of ondertraining. De sterke trainings-
afhankelijkheid bemoeilijkt ook systeemuitbreidingen die eventueel zelfs
hertraining noodzakelijk maken. Systeemgedrag met onbekende gegevens (van
nieuwe of zelfs onbekende klassen) leidt gewoonlijk niet tot stabiele gewenste
resultaten. Verder is segmentatie een taak die in realistische situaties simultane
activiteiten vereist, met name bij het detecteren en isoleren van patronen onder de
aanwezigheid van andere storende patronen of ruis. Veel patroon
herkenningstechnieken die robuust zijn voor vormvariaties, zijn niet in staat tot
segmentatie.

Dit werk introduceert een goed presterende herkenningsmethode met
verminderde eisen wat betreft training en betere robuustheid in de specifieke
context van herkenning van tekst, d.w.z. van symbolen (karakters) en sequenties
van symbolen (woorden). In deze lijn is een patroontransformatie (of matching)
aanpak onderzocht. In tegenstelling tot statistische en neurale methodieken, die
normaliter gebruikt worden voor herkenningstaken, legt de patroontransformatie
de nadruk op het beschouwen van echte beelden en objecten als getransformeerde
versies van referentie contouren of beelden en is gebaseerd op voorgestelde
variaties en vervormingen (ruis) om het grote aantal vormen waarin patronen voor
kunnen komen te kunnen hanteren. Dit leidt tot een krachtige patroonherkennings
methodologie waarmee het herkenningsprobleem wordt gedefinieerd in termen van
een optimalisatie probleem van de mogelijke transformaties, die een invoer
patroon kunnen afbeelden op de referentie vormen. Zijn deze transformaties
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eenmaal bepaald, dan kan de intensieve trainingsfase worden overgeslagen. Het
probleem van systeemuitbreiding met nieuwe klassen (met gelijksoortige variaties
en verstoringen) wordt dan herleid tot het invoeren van nieuwe referentievormen
waarop de transformaties moeten worden toegepast voor herkenning. De
performance van het systeem wordt niet alleen gewaarborgd door de ingebouwde
modellen, maar het systeemgedrag op onbekende gegevens blijft ook voorspelbaar
dankzij de impliciete generatie van grenzen van klassen. Het probleem van het
vergroten van de robuustheid van het systeem wordt dan herleid tot het invoeren
van vormen of uitbreidingen op het model. Op het theoretische niveau geeft het de
mogelijkheid te begrijpen (d.m.v. analyse door synthese) op welke wijzen
gelijkaardige patronen van dezelfde klasse aan elkaar gerelateerd zijn; dit is een
aspect waarover de meest gebruikte statistische en neurale methodieken geen
uitspraak doen.

Bij deze aanpak kiezen we ervoor het transformatieproces toe te passen op
structureel niveau i.p.v. eenvoudig op het beeld niveau. Dit geeft niet alleen de
mogelijkheid om robuustheid voor variaties in te bouwen, maar geeft ook een
mechanisme om het patroon te scheiden van andere verstoringen. Om  deze doelen
te bereiken legt de gekozen aanpak bovendien de nadruk op flexibele identificatie
van individuele onderdelen (primitieven) van de vorm in het herkenningsproces
van het volledige object. Ook wordt in dit proefschrift beargumenteerd dat hoge
performance en een robuust maar efficiënt herkenningsproces gebaseerd moet zijn
op hiërarchische vormanalyse in tegenstelling tot vele enkel-staps
herkenningsalgoritmen. In zo'n hiërarchisch proces, moet de aandacht in
opeenvolgende stadia worden verlegd van het initiële doel van segmentatie en het
bij benadering herkennen van de vorm van het invoerpatroon naar een
uiteindelijke verbetering van de herkennings-nauwkeurigheid. Zo'n strategie is ook
essentieel voor het behoud van generalisatie in het herkenningsproces.

In dit proefschrift worden de bovengenoemde concepten en inzichten
samengevoegd tot een flexibele meer-traps, multi-resolutie matching methode voor
karakterherkenning die vervolgens is uitgebreid naar woordherkenning. Het
karakterherkenningsmechanisme bestaat uit een voor-herkenningsfase, een
herkenningsfase, en een discrminatiefase. Deze stappen geven de structuur die
loopt van een globaal en meer flexibele grove analyse, naar een meer gerichte en
minder flexibele. De herkennings- (of classificatie-) fase is in hoofdzaak
verantwoordelijk voor de classificatie. Dit gebeurt aan de hand van klassen van
abstracte referentie patroonklassen en een algemeen model van variaties en
verstoringen (ruis). Deze definities van patroonklassen worden met de hand
opgesteld. Zij zijn echter per definitie eenvoudig en hiervan is er slechts een klein
aantal per klasse (normaliter slechts één) benodigd. Het voor-herkennings (of
voor-classificatie) proces geeft de mogelijkheid het zoekproces te beperken door
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middel van een minder intensieve analyse. De basis voor deze stap is het
modeleren en benutten van de overeenkomsten tussen de vormklassen. De
discriminatiestap geeft de mogelijkheid om, indien noodzakelijk, een uitgebreide
analyse toe te passen om ambiguïteiten in de classificatie op te lossen. Dit is
gebaseerd op het modeleren en uitbuiten van verschillen tussen de vormklassen.
Dit proefschrift vormt een uitbreiding op eerder voorgestelde structurele variatie-
en vervormingsmodellen om de variabiliteit van handgeschreven karakters te
kunnen omvatten. Een belangrijk aspect van het werk is ook de methode van het
opzetten van modellen voor overeenkomsten en verschillen tussen vormklassen,
gebaseerd op de definities van deze abstracte patroonklassen. Het meest
opmerkelijke aspect van deze methode is het succes in het beschrijven van een
uniform en klassen-onafhankelijk proces voor het noodzakelijke modeleren en het
matching proces. Op woordniveau wordt het herkenningsprobleem benaderd als
het identificeren van individuele symbolen (karakters) in een string  van symbolen.
Dit leidt tot een segmentatievrije aanpak waarbij geen à priori segmentatie van
woorden in afzonderlijke karakters noodzakelijk is.

De testen, uitgevoerd ter verificatie van de voorgestelde methode, op zowel
machinaal gedrukte en handgeschreven teksten toont de mogelijkheden als ook de
hoge performance en robuustheid aan. Voor handgeschreven teksten bijvoorbeeld
is de methode in staat de goede prestaties van andere state-of-the-art technieken te
evenaren. Bij machinaal gedrukte teksten kan de methode beelden van woorden
van verminderde kwaliteit met elkaar rakende of juist gebroken karakters
herkennen, waar commerciële OCR pakketten het laten afweten. De methode geeft
niet alleen voordelen van stabiel en voorspelbaar gedrag in het licht van
verstoringen en ongeziene gegevens, maar geeft ook, anders dan de meeste state-
of-the-art aanpakken, deze performance zonder echte training te vereisen. Echter,
de methode vergt een vrij grote initiële ontwerpcomplexiteit en eventueel meer
rekenkracht. Aan de theoretische kant slaagt de methode erin aan te tonen dat het
mogelijk is een grote verscheidenheid en verstoringen, die optreden in machinaal
gedrukte en handgeschreven tekst, aan elkaar te relateren en te modeleren, d.m.v.
een beperkt aantal onderliggende karakteristieken van het schrijfmechanisme en
technologische en perceptuele factoren. Bovendien zijn verschillende proposities
in het gepresenteerde conceptuele model generiek en eveneens toepasbaar bij het
zoeken en herkennen van andere symbolen en curvelineaire vormen. Zo'n aanpak
is vooral van nut in situaties waarin een tekort bestaat aan trainingsgegevens en bij
het bouwen van grote open gegevensverzamelingen van objecten, die gelijkaardig
zijn in compositie, variabiliteit tussen klassen en vervormingen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Pattern recognition deals with the description, identification, classification, and
extraction of patterns in data [1]. The problem of invariant pattern recognition is
recognized as being a highly complex and difficult one [45]. Therefore, it is not
surprising that a wide variety of techniques have been invented to deal with
specific or general instances of this problem. While reviewing classical and
modern techniques for pattern recognition, Wood [45] lists several issues that need
to be considered when constructing a system for invariant pattern recognition:
invariance versus tolerance, discriminability, computational complexity, ease and
speed of training or learning, generalization ability, flexibility and possibly the
retrieval of transformation that generated the pattern from a prototype representing
its class. Humans can be regarded to perform this task in its generality in the most
optimal way under real-life situations which is full of diversity, noise and
degradation.

Optical character recognition (OCR) has been an intensively and extensively
studied problem of computer vision and pattern recognition for quite a long time.
Govindan et al. [5] in his review on character recognition, traces machine
replication of human reading as a subject of intensive research for more than three
decades. During this time a large number of research papers and reports have
already appeared on the topics of machine-printed and handwritten text and fall
under the off-line or on-line recognition categories. In the off-line mode of
recognition only the static image of the text is available. However, in the on-line
applications not only the static image is available but also the temporal and
dynamic information like pressure and pen-inclination are also available. For the
handwritten text one can distinguish many styles. Handprinted style refers to a
sequence of discrete characters. In the run-on style the discrete characters start
overlapping. When all characters are connected, it is referred to as the cursive or
connected handwriting. The most common type, however, is a mix of these styles.
Much progress has been made on the recognition of clean machine printed text. On
the opposite end, the problem of off-line cursive handwriting recognition is far
from being solved. Similarly, considerable performance improvement is still
required when dealing with (machine- or hand-) printed text comprising of
touching or degraded characters. We will further elaborate on this point shortly.
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Interest  in the OCR field is understandable because of various reasons. A
major interest has been due to its wide-spread commercial applications as part of
reading systems like automatic sorting of postal mail pieces, automatic processing
of bank-checks, reading for the blind, processing manually filled-out tax forms,
and flexible and user-friendly human-computer interface. Another reason has been
its complexity owing to wide variations and deformations in character shapes,
especially handwritten, that makes it an interesting and challenging pattern
recognition problem [49] [19]. Thus the area has not only been a direct research
topic but also a vehicle for research in other allied areas of classifier design, multi-
experts, feature extraction,  shape analysis and matching, statistical training,
inductive learning etc. Consequently, one can find a broad range of techniques and
methodologies stemming from diverse backgrounds being proposed and applied.

Broadly speaking, there are two main streams of techniques for pattern
recognition and hence for OCR. These are statistical (decision-theoretic) and
structural (syntactic/ linguistic/grammatical) approaches. The statistical
approaches describe the input patterns by a number of features usually in the form
of an ordered fix-length feature vector. The classifier operating on these extracted
features can be automatically trained to classify  the input patterns by means of
data-driven learning. Several popular techniques like HMMs (Hidden Markov
Models)   and neural networks can be classified under this category. The structural
approach, on the other hand, represents the pattern as a set of simpler shapes or
shape primitives which are usually in the form of an unordered list of variable
length. They exploit the shape and relative positions of these primitives for  the
classification process based on rules. Examples of structural (or syntactic)
approaches include many flexible graph-matching approaches. Though statistical
approaches have gained more popularity because being supported by well-
developed training theories,  each class has its own merits and demerits. Thus their
choice largely depends on the researchers background and the research objectives.
We will return to this point in more detail in Chapter 2.

It is also possible to classify approaches with respect to their character
segmentation strategy. The classical paradigm referred to as ‘segment-then-
recognize’ involves three steps: segmentation, feature extraction and classification.
Most of the traditional approaches as well as most of the neural approaches are
based on this paradigm. However, a basic drawback of such character-oriented
recognition schemes is their dependency on the segmentation of  words into
constituent characters. More recent approaches are based on implicit segmentation
which attempts to perform the task of segmentation and recognition
simultaneously. They are usually referred as segmentation-free or recognition-
based segmentation approaches. Example of these are the increasingly popular
HMM based approaches. Here the character HMMs are matched to the word
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symbol sequence in a maximum-likelihood manner which jointly optimizes the
segmentation and classification results. Similarly, a number of structural
approaches have been proposed under this class [5], [12]. The above two classes of
approaches are also referred as analytical approaches since they still segment
word into letters for recognition. Yet, another class of approaches exists that
avoids segmentation entirely by recognizing the complete word as a unit. These
are referred to as holistic or global approaches. These are based on extracting
global features from an unknown word which are then compared with those of the
reference words in a lexicon. Most of the adopted techniques under this class
originate from speech recognition like the ones which are based on Markov or
Hidden Markov chains. A major drawback of holistic approaches is that their use
is usually restricted to a predefined lexicon [12]. This is because complete words
are treated as symbols for recognition instead of letters. This means when training
on word samples is required, a training stage is mandatory to expand or modify the
lexicon of words. This property makes these kinds of approaches limited to only
static dictionary applications like bank check recognition or for on-line recognition
on a personal computer with the recognition algorithm trained for a specific user
and on a particular vocabulary.

1.1  Research Objectives

In the above lines we briefly introduced the area of pattern recognition and
introduced OCR as a specific instance of this problem. In this section we will first
define our broad research objectives as one of the key pattern recognition issues
which, however, is being worked out in the context of OCR. We will also compare
our viewpoint and objectives with others and highlight how it can contribute
usefully both to the OCR field and more broadly to the pattern recognition field.
We will conclude this section by deriving an informal specification of the problem
that is being worked out in this thesis.

A goal of pattern recognition, as pointed out by Nishida [20], is to find
compact, efficient and effective methods for describing a class with various
deformations. According to him the analysis of shape deformation of objects is a
key to exploring such methods and leads to the design of methods for shape
description and recognition algorithms. In the context of content-based access of
image databases, Zhu et al. [46] sees the need for shape formalization such that it
allows a precise description and recognition of a wider class of shape variations
that invoke the same overall perceptual similarity in appearances. Similar
conclusion has been drawn by Hu et al. [48] who regard curvilinear objects of
different types emphasis on a structured and abstracted representation of objects as
an efficient and effective means for their search and recognition.  In their famous
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historical review of OCR research and development [35], Mori, Suen, Kazuhico
and Yamamoto draw the following conclusions: “...The important point is that we
should make these methods more precise in the sense of an exact science, not a
merry accumulation of empirical knowledge. The above statement is very much
related to a shape model in which we need to establish an exact and flexible
mathematical model of shape including noise model which can be independent of
the shape, but is intrinsically related to a given shape. The above two statements
might have the relation of “chicken and egg” but it is necessary to attack both of
these problems at the same time in order to establish a shape recognition
technology on scientific ground. Based on these efforts we will be able to make a
machine which will approach human performance on shape recognition.”

However, one of the most puzzling problem in shape analysis and
representation is that of defining shape invariants [3]. Certain types of features
may be important for shape recognition, yet they could not be concluded as good
stable features. This is because in real life variation, deformation and degradation
in shapes of objects could be very large and diverse. For example, as Nishida [20]
points out, although handwritten character recognition has been studied for 30
years, few studies have been reported for modeling shape deformation of
handwritten characters. While considering this modeling as essential in breaking
through the difficulties in handwriting recognition, he points out that it is still an
open problem and requires basic intensive research. He presumes that character
shapes transformed continuously: The instances of a particular class are
transformed continuously to each other within some bounded subspace of the
shape set. If some shape is transformed beyond a boundary of the subspace, the
transformed shape belongs to the other classes.

Our study approaches the OCR subject specifically from the point-of-view of
shape analysis and modeling; thus viewing character recognition as a specific
instance of pattern recognition problem. The goal is to evolve a shape
representation and analysis model that may allow to represent pattern shapes
belonging to a specific domain (writing system) in a compact robust way and leads
to a basis for a  natural, efficient way for search (segmentation) and recognition of
patterns. Such a model should be able to cope with most of the variations,
distortions and degradations in shapes of domain objects (characters) usually
existing in real-life situations. The main issues are devising an appropriate
structured representation and similarity measure that could be used in efficient
searching and recognition of  pattern clusters especially when (character) shapes
are transformed more or less continuously. Such an analysis should also lead to a
case-specific adjustment of class boundaries when new domain objects are added
or the set of domain object changes. Moreover, we will also aim at investigating
the partition of  shape definitions from the variations and distortion models.
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More specifically our approach differs from many current OCR approaches in
the sense that their primary goal is to optimize performance (speed and accuracy)
largely for focused applications. Moreover, they generally focus on learning the
existing sub-division of a non-varying pattern space into class subspaces
corresponding to a fixed set of domain objects. Our approach, on the other hand,
inclines to analyze and explain the resulting structure of  class subspaces in the
pattern space for a specified set of domain objects in terms of their shared similar
degradation and variation behavior. Our approach also differs from the multi-
expert approaches [28], [29], [30], [31] whose primary focus is not classifier
design but the issue of improving overall recognition rates by complementing
deficiencies in the performances of pre-developed individual classifiers by means
of an optimal combination scheme. We, on the other hand, undertake designing
appropriate experts in a coherent  multiple-expert scheme by applying the lessons
learnt in this area. When compared to the work in the direction of  inductive
learning [6], while the inductive learning proceeds to automatic construction of
structural models, the scope of our work only covers evolving appropriate
similarity measures and shape descriptions; a key issue in effective inductive
learning. Our approach differs from analysis-by-synthesis approaches [20], [26],
[27] in that they use the deformation model to synthesis patterns but we use it to
search and classify objects.

Approaching the problem from this angle does not only provide better
understanding of the deformation laws governing character shapes, but even more
important, is also serves as a vehicle for research towards a more broader goal of
developing a better methodology for image understanding and classification and in
understanding the recognition process itself. Hu et al. [48] observes in the context
of curvilinear object search and matching by humans that the basic recognition
methodology seems to hold in general. Thus various aspects of the scheme, though
they worked for a specific instance of pattern recognition problem (OCR), hold in
general and could be applied to other areas like curvilinear-objects search and
recognition.

In the following paragraphs, we summarize specific ways in which this
particular viewpoint can be of benefit in general and in the specific context of
OCR research.

Though OCR is considered as a major success story of pattern recognition, as
pointed out by Govinda et al. [5] the ultimate goal of developing a reading
machine having the same reading capabilities as of humans still remains
unachieved. There still exists a  big gap between human reading and machine
reading capabilities. Rocha and Pavlidis [3] observe, that in general OCR systems
that perform almost as well as a human reader on good text drop well below
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human performance on text of lesser quality. That is,  the current OCR systems do
not degrade gracefully. Tian et al. [8] note that despite the fact that many
manufacturers claim recognition rates as high as 99.9%, in reality, recognition
rates of these OCR software and systems for printed text cannot even reach 95%
for many office documents with mixed fonts, sizes and formats. This is far lower
than 99.5% which may be regarded as a minimum recognition rate for a practical
OCR system. Fairhurst et al. [9] point out problems in the recognition of
structurally similar characters like  ‘5’ , ‘S’ by typical classifiers. In general such
confusion classes are a substantial source of error in the overall performance of a
classifier [9]. Moreover, the behavior of the system on ‘unseen’ data not coming
from the same/similar database is usually unpredictable owing to heavy
dependence on training. However, in practice it is hard to build a complete
database that duly represent all types of variability found in real-life.

This gap between humans and machines does not only exists in coping with
degradations and  unseen variability in data of the same class but also w.r.t. heavy
training requirement at the initial system setup and on its extension with new
pattern classes. For reliable performance in practical applications it is not
uncommon to utilize a huge training data set comprising of several tens (or even
hundreds) of thousands of samples even in case of just ten pattern classes.
Learning one new class may need at least a few hundred examples. Additionally,
many systems require re-training on the entire database. Moreover, this heavy
training dependency also brings other problems into picture like the issues of
under-training, over-training and non-convergence. This could be easily contrasted
with humans who outperform machines both on recognition and learning by
requiring far less examples per class.

These shortcomings could be analyzed as follows: Rocha et al. [3]  relates the
rapid deterioration of system performance  with deterioration in the quality of the
input  or with the introduction of unusual fonts to the fact that the current OCR
systems do not take full advantage of the definition of the symbols. Also they note
that statistical classifiers (including neural networks), which learn the shape
differences, and structural classifiers requiring a large number of prototypes are
examples of systems that look for completeness by exhaustion. As stated earlier, in
practice it is almost impossible to build a database having all examples of
degradation and variation for every character class being duly represented in it for
training. The best way to tackle this problem, therefore, is to model the normal
occurring variation and degradation separately from the reference pattern (rather
than incorporating in it). This is possible in many cases since the variation and
degradation often depicts a similar behavior. This view-point may give a better
generalization ability to the recognition system,  which treats each new instance of
a reference pattern as a transformed version of it based on a variation and
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degradation model. Nishida [20] finds such an analysis and modeling of shape
deformation and variation as a key to breaking through the difficulties in
handwriting recognition.

As indicated earlier, another issue that is closely linked to character
recognition is character  segmentation. We only consider analytical approaches
since for most of the applications, understanding of individual symbols of a word
is required and based on explicit or implicit character segmentation. The classical
paradigm in this category of segment-then-recognize has been pointed out to be
paradoxical since without understanding the involved symbols, there are no good
criteria to avoid errors of segmentation [2]. Also from practice this has been
recognized to be inadequate and in a conventional character recognition scheme,
the system becomes virtually useless when the characters get connected [17].  In
fact  segmentation has become increasingly the weakest link in OCR [15], [25].
Thus, more recent segmentation-free approaches combine segmentation and
recognition together. Here segmentation is the by-product of recognition [12].
These segmentation-free approach could be considered at the opposite extreme of
segment-to-recognize strategy. The classification algorithms simply do a form of
model-matching against image contents [12]. However, though more effective, it
could no longer make use of the a priori segmentation information in contrast to
segment-then-recognize approach since this recognition task has to be performed
for all possible groupings of extracted features when identifying character
candidates in a word (character string). The strategy is therefore more computation
intensive. It also raises the question if  this way of handling segmentation and
recognition is the most efficient and if detailed classification is really crucial for
the segmentation process. For instance, the exact identification between {U, V}
and {L, C} is of importance for the recognition process but may not be of much
importance for the segmentation process. In this case full-scale classification to
perform segmentation seems to be an over kill. This issue in OCR may be seen as
a specific case of a more general problem in pattern recognition and information
retrieval related to search and recognition of objects, especially 2-D curvilinear
objects. Here too improving the efficiency of search is the major concern,
especially when the data set is large [48]. Using full scale shape matching is not
efficient for exhaustive search since such algorithms are computational expensive
and it is crucial to first reduce the set of candidate matching reference objects. Hu
and Pavlidis [48] advocate a structured and abstracted representation of objects as
an efficient and effective means for this combined task. Thus shape analysis is
helpful in answering such questions as to what features and which resolution is
useful in the process of searching and which are more effective in classification
and at which stage in this combined process. This can lead to a more natural and
efficient merging of the two processes.
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The work resulting from the adopted point-of-view and methodology will be
leading us to extensively dealing with measures of pattern similarity and modeling
of variations and deformations in patterns. It may not be out of place to briefly hint
the general significance of these issues in other areas of pattern recognition:

Inductive learning (or machine learning) aims to learn structural models by
examples in order to circumvent the often tedious task of manual construction of
such models. Though it is an important problem both from the academic and
industrial view point including its application to character recognition, it is still a
challenging problem. Nishida and Mori [6] observe that a key to automatic
construction of structural models is in the construction of a compact, clear, and
rigorous description scheme of shape.  They consider most of the shape
description techniques as ad hoc and owe the presence of only few machine
learning systems to this fact. Further to that inductive learning of structural models
requires rules of generalizing or merging a pair of classes into one (generalization
rule). For that adopting a good similarity measure for establishing correspondence
and comparing (attributes of) components of structural descriptions of two classes
for merging is crucial.

Developing similarity measures is also of use in cluster analysis in the field of
pattern recognition and image processing [1]. It is a tool of exploratory data
analysis that attempts to assess the interaction among patterns by organizing the
patterns into groups or clusters such that the patterns within a cluster are more
similar to each other than are patterns belonging to different clusters. Among other
applications the result of cluster analysis is helpful in identifying, grouping and
classifying new patterns. Clustering algorithms group patterns based on some
measure of similarity or dissimilarity between patterns. Thus adopting an
appropriate similarity measure is important since different similarity metric can
lead to different partitions of the same data [1].

Modeling the mechanism of shape deformation as in handwritten characters is
also a key element in pattern synthesis. Artificial synthesis of deformed patterns
has been advocated  [26] to compliment deficiencies in the training data set owing
to missing specific cases.  This leads to the saturation in performance of
recognition algorithms like for handwriting recognition. The deformed instances of
patterns are synthesized from before-hand prepared shape models by employing
the shape deformation model of handwritten characters.

Finally, we may also point out that the primary concern of this work is the
proposition of the methodology, its philosophy, its goals, its appropriateness for
the task at hand and its global outlines. Representation and algorithm are also
discussed but so as to show the viability of the approach. Formulation of the best
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and most efficient representation and algorithm for the realization of the above
concepts is not the objective. The details of (hardware/software) realization of the
approach are of least concern and are not covered in the thesis.

1.1.1  Problem Specification

With the above general aims in mind, in this thesis our specific focus will be on
evolving a shape analysis model for characters and its application in off-line
recognition of individual characters and strings of characters (words) and to show
its viability to function as an efficient segmentation-free approach. For that we will
select features, representation scheme, and approach for analysis, classification
and segmentation. In case of recognizing words we will largely focus on words
from a full-lexicon which require full-understanding of each symbol (character)
involved. Both omni-font degraded machine printed and handwritten characters
are kept in the scope, since a number of issues encountered in both cases are the
same though their intensity may differ. For example, characters in a word both in
case of degraded text and handwritten text may be touching. Introduction of gaps
due to aging, bad digitization etc. is true for both. However, handwritten
characters show more variability in their shapes. On the other hand, for omni-font
capability in machine-printed text recognition and owing to the introduction of
script fonts, the problem is qualitatively the same.

1.2 Related Work

In this section we will only suffice on concisely reviewing and referring to the
work that is either closely linked to our work or may be of help in relating our
work to that of others in the field of pattern recognition. In the following chapters,
the more closely related works we will be further detailed out to compare them
with ours.

In recent years, a general review on modern and classical pattern recognition
techniques has been presented by Wood [45].

In connection to the overview of the state-of-art in the field of OCR and
various techniques that have been employed in this area we would specifically
refer to the review by Mori et al. [10], the survey on omni-font printed character
recognition by Tian et al. [8], a review on character recognition [5] and survey by
Suen on handwriting recognition systems [11]. In connection to a review on
character segmentation one can refer to articles by Casey et. al [12] and Fujisawa
[13]. An overview specific to machine printed character segmentation can be
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found in [15].  A review on segmentation and contextual analysis techniques for
text recognition can be found [16]. In connection to feature extraction one can
refer to the survey by Trier et al. [14].

In recent years, HMM and neural net techniques have gained a large attention
and have been successfully applied to the OCR field. In connection to the off-line
recognition of degraded machine printed text based on HMM, one may
specifically  refer to the work of Elms et al. [41] and Bose et al. [17].

Related to the work on structural shape analysis, modeling and recognition,
we may start with the work of Rocha and Pavlidis [3] which presents a shape
analysis model for recognition of degraded machine printed text based on
multiple-to-one homeomorphic graph matching. The same approach is extended to
a segmentation-free approach in [2] by the same authors. In a related work [32]
Zhou et al. propose a multi-stage hierarchical approach to character recognition.
Work of Hu et al. [48] and Marceli [18] concentrates on preparing hierarchical
shape descriptions with the highest level corresponding to abstracted features
applied to curvilinear object retrieval and speeding character classification
respectively. Lam and Suen [19] propose a multi-stage approach with structural
classification and relaxation matching for totally unconstrained handwritten
numerals. Nishida presents a scheme for modeling deformations and
metamorphosis (transformation of an instance of a class into another class via
continuos transformation) for handwritten characters [20]. In his work [21]
Nishida proposes a model-based shape matching scheme based on structural
feature grouping applied to character recognition. In [6], Nishida, in the context of
automatic construction of structural models for character shapes, develops a
similarity measure and prescribes conditions for attribute values that must be
satisfied by each component of a class-shape. Nishida and Mori in [8] and Nishida
[7] present a rigorous approach to structural analysis of description of line-pictures
on 2-D plane in terms of global and qualitative features.

Also of relevance are the transformation and image morphing methods as
proposed in the context of recognition of industrial parts [62] and face recognition
like [63-65].

We shall also refer to related work on compound classification and multi-
expert systems. Early work of Xu et al. [22] discusses methods of combining
multiple-experts from the point-of-view of classifier output. Kittler introduced a
common theoretical framework for combining classifiers using distinct pattern
representations  and showed that many existing schemes may be considered as
special cases of compound classification [24]. Later work of Rahman and
Fairhurst introduces a new way of categorizing classifier combination based on
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how individual experts exchange information [23] and in [49] evaluate various
multi-expert configurations for the recognition of handwritten numerals. Of
specific interest is the work of Fairhurst [9] which uses a multilayer hierarchical
classifier structure to effectively reduce the misrecognition of structurally similar
characters. Also of interest are the results in [28] related to Institute for Posts and
Telecommunication Policy (IPTP) character recognition competition on
handprinted numerals.

1.3 Thesis Layout

Most of the material of this thesis is derived from the author’s publications in the
area of image processing and pattern recognition. This thesis has been written
down to provide a systematic and integrated look into the proposed methodology
for pattern matching that emerges out these publications. The thesis chapters have
been designed to describe the scheme using consistent notations. Additional
experimental results and discussion has been provided so that all components of
the proposed scheme could be viewed in their proper context.

The organization of the thesis is as follows: In the following Chapter 2 we
will present the design philosophy and scheme outline of our character analysis
model and character classification and segmentation scheme. Appropriate pre-
processing and representation of the input pattern for recognition is covered in
Chapter 3. Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 cover the detailed stage-wise description of the
multi-stage character classification scheme and describe the related experimental
results supporting the adopted approach. Chapter 8 addresses the word recognition
problem based on search and recognition of character instances that appear in a
word. Chapter 9 collects some publications in connection to the conducted work;
this might not only help easy referencing but may also supply additional
background information on the conducted work. The complete list of author’s
publications is also supplied at the end and have been referred to in this thesis by
using Roman numeral system. Finally, chapter 10 issues concluding remarks
including suggestions for further research in this direction.
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Chapter 2

The Conceptual Model

This chapter is devoted to outline the proposed shape analysis approach aimed at
classifying  input samples of characters  and words. The first section elaborates
the underlying philosophy on which the design is based. This is followed by the
overview of the proposed classification scheme. Later chapters cover the
realization of various portions of the scheme.

2.1 Design Philosophy and Background

A key to invariant pattern recognition lies in the choice of features. Though
defining perfect stable features is still an open problem [3], the choice of features
that are robust to variation and distortions makes the recognition task simpler [14].
It has been increasingly realized that structural features show high tolerance to
distortions and style variations and are the most promising ones for shape
description and analysis. Govindan [5] observes that employing the quasi-
topological features are the most popular. These features may represent global or
local  properties of the characters. These include strokes and bays in various
directions, end points, intersection of line segments, loops, and stroke relations,
angular properties and sharp protrusions. Though they help to process characters at
high speed, the extraction process in general is more complex and so is the
difficulty to generate masks for these types of features. Nishida [21] advocates the
use of quasi-topological features (convexity, concavity, and loop) and quantized
directional features (four/eight directions) and observes, based on a quarter of a
century of research, that they are flexible and powerful for the shape description of
handwritten characters with a variety of deformations. Rocha and Pavlidis [3] use
straight line segments, arcs and loops for their approach and Suen et al. finds line
segments and (close and open) convex polygons as primitives adhering more to the
nature of characters resulting in reduced storage space and fast classification. We
have, therefore, employed geometrical and topological features in our scheme for
analyzing global and local properties of the character samples.

Next it would be interesting to look into the nature of the approach and
technique to be adopted for analysis. As indicated in the review presented in
Chapter 1, the statistical techniques mainly concentrate on feature spaces based on
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prescribed features. Here the pattern recognition problem becomes one of
establishing the best subdivision of the feature space into subspaces such that each
subspace corresponds to a class. This stream is supported by very well-developed
learning theories and may allow fast classification. However, this approach
essentially requires a large amount of training data and it is very difficult to
analyze the cause of substitution errors or rejections in recognition since the
mapping from the shape to the subspace is often complex and unclear [6]. Also the
theory offers little guidance in selecting the characteristic features. On the other
hand, the structural approach agrees with human intuition and recognition results
are guaranteed by the built-in-models. However, it is generally hard to establish
systematic ways of learning structural models and there is little theory supporting
this approach. Generally, manual inference of individual shape descriptions is
undertaken which is indeed laborious. Nevertheless, the benefits are reported to
outweigh the development costs [44].

Thus, the adopted methodology in our design of the shape analysis model can
be regarded as a hybrid of statistical and structural techniques. This point-of-view
is also supported by others in the fields. Govindan et. al [5] in his character
recognition review holds the view-point that a hybrid model of syntactic and
decision-theoretic approach is the only solution to practical character recognition
problems. Also we may quote Fu [45] ” ...the dichotomy of syntactic and decision-
theoretic approaches appears to be convenient only from the view-point of
theoretical study. In other words the division of the two approaches is sometimes
not clear-cut particular in terms of practical applications.” In our approach, while a
structural approach is employed to work out the structure of the model, the model
parameters could be statistically tuned. Adopting the structural approach for
building the model structure makes it possible to benefit from human experience
and knowledge about various shared aspects of shape structure and deformations.
It also helps to establish and see the relation between the subdivision of the pattern
space into class-subspaces and those simple aesthetic rules that are generally
applicable to the structural construction of pattern shapes.  On the other hand, the
available parameters give the possibility to optimize the classification performance
by tuning the relative influence of these rules by means of statistical training. Such
a hybrid methodology in our opinion provides the best vehicle to our goals. As is
being increasingly realized [55], [56], adopting hybrid statistical and structural
method helps to compensate the shortcomings of either technique.

We would also make a separation between the abstracted shape definitions
and the conceptual models for variations and distortions occurring in the reference
shape. Constructing abstracted shape definitions and shape differences should be
based on simple rules. The variation and distortion models may be complex and
composite structured to deal with the difficult interplay between the discrimination
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among classes and the selection of a suitable boundary function. However, they
need to be designed only once rather than for each class of character.

Since it is generally hard to establish systematic ways of learning the
structural models, the nature of the adopted approach can only be experimental.
This is a natural approach to tackling engineering problems for which rigorous
mathematical models have not yet been explored [20]. This leads to building a
reasonable approximate model for the problem at hand. Note that basing the
model-structure on a structural approach means that the model is editable and
when properly structured can be repaired and improved based on experience. We
will extensively make use of human experience and visual perception in
developing such a model thus simulating human reasoning; human reading
performance is still considered to be the ideal and the ultimate goal [5].

It will be useful also to shortly review the research on multi-expert or multi-
classifier systems. Though our goal differs from direct research on this subject, it
is still relevant to adopting an appropriate classifier-structure for our scheme. The
research addressing the problem of combining multiple classifiers, as argued by
Kanal [13], provides new insight into pattern recognition field. To start with, the
traditional focus has been on designing one good classifier that can pursue perfect
classification employing an a priori choice of the feature space. This has led to the
choices of high dimensional feature spaces and the development of more and more
sophisticated and complicated classifiers. However, because of the problem
complexity, the job to find a (close to) perfect solution to the problem has proven
itself to be exceedingly difficult. The more recent emphasis has been to employ
multiple classifiers or experts and to combine their decisions to achieve a highly
reliable performance [22], [29]. It is based on the idea that classifiers with
different methodologies or different features or both can complement each other.
Hence, by employing an appropriate combination that can take advantage of the
strengths of the individual classifiers  and avoid their weaknesses an overall higher
performance can be achieved. However, the ideal combination of the potentially
conflicting decisions by multiple classifiers remains an open problem [29], [31].
Various expert combination schemes and multi-classifier structures have been
investigated during this time in terms of decision summation and rejection. These
combinations may involve a classifier output that may be a unique class label, an
unordered set of class labels, or a ranked set of class labels. According to Fairhurst
[23],  despite the diversity,  they basically  fall under the three categories. The
categorization is performed based on the processing route that is followed by the
input sample:
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•••• Serial combination: This combination strategy is based on applying experts
sequentially one after the other. The number of candidate target classes is reduced
continuously as the series configuration is traversed. A simplified schematic of the
scheme is shown in Fig. 2.1. Here multiple algorithms are applied sequentially in
increasing order of complexity and performance. While earlier layers are generally
used to generate a shorter and ordered list of candidate classes, later layers are
entrusted to make the final classification. Usually, the whole structure has to be
optimized to get the best overall performance. Moreover, the serial implementation
suggests a faster implementation since the complex algorithms are asked to
process a reduced list of candidates. The weakness is that the  performance of the
subsequent experts is dependent on the previous experts. For example, if the
earlier layers fail to include the right candidate in the reduced list, the subsequent
experts become useless.

•••• Parallel combination: Here the experts are applied concurrently and
independently. The individual decisions are combined in some appropriate way
based on a decision combination strategy to arrive at a final decision. The
simplified schematic is shown in Fig. 2.2. By invoking more than one expert in
parallel and independently for the same task, this configuration offers an effective
possibility of improving the final decisions by taking into account the a priori
knowledge of the behavior of each individual expert. Many popular approaches
that have been developed fall under this category in which most of them focus on
combining the classifier outputs that deliver only single class labels. That is
combined via voting, Baysean or Dempster-Shafer approaches [31].  However, this
configuration has its own shortcomings. It is inherently computational expensive
and the combination of the potentially conflicting decisions of the multiple
classifier is challenging. Moreover, usually a generalized classifier trained for all
the classes is employed and the option of special considerations or specialization
for particular cases is not available.

First
expert

Second
expert

Last
expert

Input character Identified character

Figure 2.1:Multiple experts: serial
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•••• Hybrid combination: Hybrid combination strategies have also been adopted to
exploit the advantages of both serial and parallel combination schemes. A
simplified schematic of a hybrid combination is presented in Fig. 2.3. In this
scheme in some parts of the configuration the experts are working in series and in
other parts in parallel, thereby making the scheme a hybrid one.

Under this categories the multi-layer hierarchical structures [24] have drawn
attention more recently. Here the multi-expert configuration  can be envisaged as a
structure having multiple layers of filters each of which separate the input stream
of patterns into multiple smaller streams. While some of the layers employ single
experts, others employ more than one. For  instance the scheme of Rahman et. al

Figure 2.2:Multiple experts: parallel

Input
character

Identified
character

 Expert
A

Expert
N

Expert
B Decision

Combination
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[37] needs mentioning in which they evaluate employing individual experts of
diverse natures in such a configuration. It is based on exploiting the a priori
knowledge of the behavior of a certain basic classifier (the primary filter) on a
certain database and use that information to take further decisions like combining
some of the filtered streams. In general, not all the streams need to be filtered
further, as the decision of the primary filter is efficient enough to have a relatively
successful classification rate and further processing will compromise the
acceptable complexity of the structure with respect to the overall performance
enhancement. There are some streams which need to be processed further.
Depending on the confusion and the a priori knowledge of the classes, small
groups of classes are formed and after subsequent re-filtering are focused to the
specialized groupwise classifiers (or dichotomisers). Another example is the

Identified
character

Input
character

 Expert
A

Expert
N

Expert
B Final expert

(or Decision
Combination)First expert

Figure 2.3:Multiple experts: hybrid
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hierarchical recognition scheme of Zhou  et. al [32] who proposes a two stage
process. An aggressive graph-matching procedure first attempts to recognize
various broad classes. It then triggers a set of highly specific routines suitable for
recognition  of particular classes by adding further constraints and additional
measurements.

The most significant aspect of a hybrid multi-expert classifier is the particular
(hierarchical) structured way in which the decisions are taken and than combined
to form a final classification. This involves a more structural complexity compared
to serial or parallel combination schemes. As the structure is traversed in the
forward direction, an input pattern is more and more focused at. As the number of
separable clusters reduces, the task of forming separating hyperplanes between the
different clusters becomes simpler. The structure can be based on the high-level
knowledge about the problem domain and advantage can be taken of  specially
trained experts or tailor-made algorithms for a specific task.

Concluding the research on multi-expert systems, we can say that it has
demonstrated that multiple-expert configurations are generally able to out perform
corresponding single-experts. This enhancement of performance comes at the price
of additional structural and computational complexity which implies higher
processing time and lower pattern throughput. Moreover, it has been increasingly
realized that hierarchical classifiers offer the optimal trade-off between speed and
efficiency [38]. In the context of recognition of handwritten numerals, Rahman et.
al [49] concludes that while  parallel configurations are better than serial
configurations, hybrid configurations are even better  especially when they are
built on employing high-level knowledge about the specified problem domain like
regarding the physical structure of the numerals. They do not consider the findings
as particular to a specific symbol set and suggest that multi-layer hierarchical
structures can be an appropriate choice when considering a classifier design for the
problem of recognition of large class unconstrained databases.  Fairhurst  et. al [9]
find such a scheme effective for dealing with structurally similar and often
confused classes. Similar effectiveness of a multi-stage hierarchical recognition
process has been advocated by Zhou et. al [32].

Thus a hierarchical examination approach has the ability to serve as a unified
and coherent framework in which a priori high level knowledge regarding the
specified problem domain can be effectively utilized. This viewpoint is consistent
with the others who observe that the way how human beings compare two
curvilinear objects is also hierarchical [48]. Basically, it offers the possibility of
breaking down the problem of classifying a high dimensional feature space, as in a
single stage analysis  into the problem of  multiple lower dimensional feature
vectors for subsequent examination. Thus the advantages of a multi-layer hybrid
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approach can be effectively exploited by using an appropriate feature space
hierarchy. The idea of feature space hierarchy is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. in which
difficult-to-separate classes are mapped in subsequent feature spaces specific to
the confusion where their distributions are better separated. In other words
systematic introduction of more features in stages may provide the information
missing in the previous stages and hence compliment the shortcomings of the
previous stages.
Employing multi-resolution features in conjunction with feature space hierarchy
leads to the concept of focusing . Here one moves from the examination of coarse-

Figure 2.4:Illustration of feature space hierarchy: Better separation
between indissoluble classes by mapping to subsequent feature spaces
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level features to specific finer level features. This may be supported by an
appropriate hierarchical representation of shapes. Usefulness of employing multi-
resolution features in a systematic way has often been found useful in both
improving the system accuracy as well as speed [48], [32]. Such a choice is based
on the observation that pattern classes are not equidistant from each other in the
pattern space when speaking in terms of their structural similarity.  Some of them
are clearly structurally dissimilar while in others the shape resemblance is quite
close. Thus based on hierarchical analysis, classes that are clearly far off from the
target class in terms of structural similarity can be reliably filtered out at an earlier
stage with the help of coarse-level features. This saves further computational
intensive processing of these classes.

In Chapter 1 we briefly introduced the segmentation-free strategy and
reviewed its nature. To conclude  this section it will be useful to elaborate more on
segmentation-free methods. As mentioned earlier, letter segmentation is a by-
product of letter recognition in these schemes. Casey [12] considers all methods
being conceptually derived from the same scheme. Here, the basic principle is to
use a mobile window of variable length to provide sequences of tentative
segmentations which are confirmed (or not) by character recognition. Multiple
sequences are obtained from the input image by varying the window placement
and size. Each sequence is assessed as a whole based on recognition results. In
recognition-based techniques, recognition could be performed by following either
a serial or a parallel optimization scheme. In the first case the recognition is done
alternatively in a left-to-right scan of words, searching for a satisfactory
recognition result. The parallel method proceeds in a more global way. It generates
a lattice of all (or many) possible feature-to-letter combinations. The final decision
is found by choosing an optimal path through the lattice. A recognition based
scheme may operate directly on image pixels or may work on a feature
representation of the word image. Word level knowledge may be introduced
during the recognition process in the form of statistics or as a lexicon of possible
words or both.

2.2 Approach Outline

Based on the aforementioned underlying philosophy, this section presents the
outlines of the proposed general composite shape analysis scheme. Various
components of the scheme are however covered in the following chapters. In this
section, first the outline of the recognition scheme for pre-segmented (isolated)
characters is presented. This scheme is then extended for the task of word
recognition.
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2.2.1 Character Recognition Scheme

The block diagram of the proposed three layer hybrid classifier scheme employing
multi-resolution structural features is depicted in Fig. 2.5. Quasi-topological
features in two levels are employed by the first two layers, while the last layers
employ local features like corners and gaps. The middle layer serves as the main
classifier. It is designed such that both the extracted feature detail and the analysis
complexity of the layer is optimized to be enough to reliably distinguish and
classify samples of most of the classes. The pre-classifier acts as a filter to screen
out candidate classes that are clearly far off in terms of shape similarity. Coarser
shape features are employed to allow this quick filtering. This reduces the
computation intensive classification task for the main-classifier. To deal with
confusion cases arising at the main classification stage, the main-classifier is
followed by the third disambiguation layer which is a bank of dedicated pair
experts. Note that these ambiguous or confusion cases mainly belong to classes
with close shape similarity. Each pair expert is trained to examine the additional
local features of finer detail to discriminate among two cases. Important to note is
the fact that while the pre-classifier focuses on coarse shape similarity, the
specialized classifier in the discriminator layer focuses on fine structural shape
difference.

 The back-bone of the scheme is a manually pre-prepared database of shape
models or prototypes constructed as curvilinear objects  that provides the complete
abstracted (skeleton) description of a shape category for the complete analysis.
Since the scheme separates the variation and degradation model from the shape
model, only few, typically one, easily designed prototypes per class are required.
The three-level analysis is supported by the construction of a hierarchical
reference shape data structure. It is pre-compiled and consists of three-layers as
shown in Fig. 2.6. The mid layer of the data structure simply holds the manually
constructed prototype database.  The top level comprises of group-prototypes
which can be regarded as a coarse-level shape abstraction of prototypes based on a
defined set of coarser quasi-topological features. These group-prototypes represent
group-clusters of character classes that are coarsely similar. The lower most layer,
on the other hand, is a library of sets of finer structural feature differences between
pairs of prototypes.
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Figure 2.5: The proposed 3-layer hierarchical classification structure
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The input stream is first filtered by the pre-classifier which is asked to decide
upon a few candidate group-clusters that might contain the target classes. The
following decision layer decides upon the course of further processing which is
data dependent.  In case of no candidate cluster indication the sample is sent to
reject recovery. Alternatively, the main classifier is invoked for a full-scale
matching on the set of prototypes corresponding to the selected group-prototypes.
At the main classifier a ranked candidate list of prototypes is prepared. It is based
on the computing similarity scores with the prototypes. This list only contain those
candidates that depict similarity above a selected limit. Alternatively, the sample is
rejected if this list is empty. Generally, the matching process at the main classifier
stage is considered enough and the sample is passed on to the final decision layer
without further processing. However, for cases where the top ranking two or three
candidate classes fall under the category of confusion groups, the sample and
along with the identified confusion group is passed on to the disambiguation layer.
It invokes one or three pair experts as the cases may be to discriminate between
the two or three member-classes of the confusion group. The decisions of these
experts are combined along with the initial decision at the main classifier either to
arrive at a final character identity decision or to reject the sample. The final
identity decision of the final decision layer is expressed in terms of class-
confidence scores. The output may be a set of three classes ranked according to
their class confidence scores or simply the winner class based on some imposed

Main-classification layer knowledge

Group-prototype

Prototype database

Pair-wise local discriminating
features

Figure 2.6: Hierarchical data structure with multi-resolution

Pre-classification layer knowledge

Disambiguation layer knowledge
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criteria. A reject recovery stage may be incorporated based on an alternate scheme
to make another attempt to re-evaluate the sample in case of rejection.

The required structural features employed at each stage are extracted
separately at each stage. To facilitate the extraction of these features, the input
sample is preprocessed and a skeleton description is prepared. This suffices for
most of the feature extraction process. The discriminator layer, however, may in
addition to it refer to the original sample image for extra accuracy with respect to
the extraction of finer local features. We have chosen the skeleton description as
the principal representation  since one observes that intrinsic shapes of characters
are made of skeletons. Most writing system use strokes to produce characters. The
shape of such stroke-based objects can be very concisely defined if expressed in
terms of skeletons.

The following aspects of the scheme may be further commented:

Note that the system takes advantage of the complete shape definition as has
been emphasized for robust performance [3] in a systematic and efficient way.
Coarse-level features employed at the initial stages capture the global shape of the
characters, while the specific finer-level local features are utilized later in the
analysis. Also while working on the related sets of features, a classifier layer
complements the previous one in the sense that it processes that information which
may help in curtailing the ambiguity of interpretation left by the previous stage.
The candidate set is sequentially narrowed down.

Another important aspect to highlight in the scheme is that till the
disambiguation stage global deformation models are applied in interpreting a
sample. Employment of class-specific constraints are delayed to the last stage of
the analysis where they are used only in case of confusion. The global deformation
models employed at the pre-classifier and main-classifier stages are constructed
based on the collective considerations w.r.t. degradation and variation behavior of
character patterns. This is equivalent to defining a general tolerance delta
specifying the acceptable bounds of the excursion from the reference character
shapes. This may not be optimal since within the confine of a class some patterns
may deform to a greater extent than others as shown in Fig. 2.7. This strategy
could therefore be seen to favor generalization. However, when it leads to
confusion between two or more classes the departure is taken from the assumed
general behavior. Still, this modification in the class-boundaries from the general
case is carried out based on a certain discrimination model; the parameters of
which are, however, tuned for individual cases.  Adaptation of this strategy is
expected to deliver the best compromise between generalization ability and
classification accuracy. Also important to note is the increased sensitivity and
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hence the increased necessity of statistical training of the model parameters of
each layer from left to right in the structure.

We may also briefly compare our scheme outline with others. Specific
detailed comparison of each stage will be undertaken during the detailed
discussion corresponding to individual stages. In [19], Lam et al. adopts a two
stage classification approach for handwritten numerals. The feature extractor
decomposes the character skeleton into geometric primitives  which are open and
close convex polygons and line-segments. The first stage in the classification
process is a fast structural classifier that identifies the majority of samples. A
robust relaxation algorithm which classifies the rest of the data is adopted for the
second stage. Though the scheme is partly similar to ours in the choice of feature
types and their attributes, the organization of the classification structure is quite
different. For example, the fast structural classifier in the scheme only operates on
specific characters and is based on hierarchically grouping of the input data into
sets in the form of a decision tree structure. The tree structure is optimized
according to the topological information regarding the numeral shapes. Though the
performance is interesting, the design is both complex and  difficult to extend to
other character classes since the decision tree structure will require a major re-
design. Moreover, in our scheme, the first stage is aimed at fast filtering of
uninteresting candidate classes that may or may not result into class identification.
Another difference with ours is that for both stages the same set of extracted
features are used.  In [32], Zhou et al. proposes a two stage scheme on views
similar to ours. An aggressive graph-matching procedure first attempts to

Feature
y

Feature
x

Figure 2.7:Illustration of classification boundary overlapping with
class
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recognize most of the classes. It then triggers a set of highly specific routines
suitable for the recognition of particular characters or classes of characters. These
two stages of the scheme basically intended to improve recognition accuracy
would compare with the last two stages of our scheme. Highlighting the exact
differences between this scheme and ours is postponed to the following chapters.

2.2.2 Word Recognition Scheme

In this section we extend the previously presented character recognition scheme to
the task of searching, isolating and recognizing individual characters in a character
string or a word and to integrate the results to perform word recognition. While the
scheme outlines are presented in this section, the entire scheme is elaborated  in
Chapter 8.

The block diagram of the scheme is presented in Fig. 2.8. This time the input
sample comprising the entire word is preprocessed and a skeleton representation is
prepared. Coarse-level features related to the pre-classification stage of the
character recognizer are extracted. The important extension in the scheme is the
addition of an extra layer on the character recognizer to allow the character
recognizer to have a systematic scan of the entire word from left to right by means
of a windowing process simulating the reading process. The pre-classifier is
presented at any time with those extracted features (corresponding to a word
portion) that lie in a suitable sized window. The pre-classifier produces possible

Skeleton
representation
of input word

Character recognizer

Figure 2.8: The proposed word recognition
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character hypotheses. These hypothesis are nothing more than a set of group-
prototypes corresponding to the class-group that can be flexibly matched with the
observed features in the window. Just as in the character recognizer, the generated
set, if any, is passed on to the following stages for more detailed analysis. Each
corresponding character hypotheses is evaluated and the confidence score of each
hypothesis being a genuine character instance is produced. The word recognizer
stores the top few hypotheses along with the related information in a lattice or the
interpretation net. The window is advanced to the next step to repeat the same
procedure till the end of the word is reached. Finally, all alternate consistent
sequences of character hypotheses or candidate word interpretations are compiled
in the interpretation net based on the flexible application of the basic word layout.
These candidate word interpretations are ranked based on the individual character
hypothesis confidence scores and the evaluated word layout quality. This ranking
can be further facilitated by the incorporation of the contextual information like
character transition probability and dictionary knowledge if available from the
specified application. The top ranked interpretation is chosen as the recognized
word.

An aspect of the scheme to note is that the employed hierarchical character
analysis process helps to produce hypotheses of word segmentation based on
‘early recognition’ only, which are further evaluated through full-fledged
recognition. This is in contrast to many recognition-based-segmentation
approaches like HMM approaches which evaluate all possibilities through a full-
scale recognition process since the classification is a one stage process. In contrast,
this strategy, expedites the combined segmentation and recognition process.
Further comparison especially  in relation to other segmentation-free structural
approaches is postponed till chapter 8.

2.3 Implementation Scope

The rest of the thesis is mainly devoted to the design of various components of the
proposed framework and to present the related experimental results. The main
objective of the implementation is, however, to prove its viability and not to
present the most efficient materialization of this framework. For example, in the
scope of this work alternative methods for realization of the reject recovery stage
are not investigated. Room and ways of  improvements  in the current realization
will also be indicated at the appropriate places in the following chapters. Also,
since the work is more concerned with the general issue of shape analysis and
modeling, the incorporation of application and language specific contextual
information is not being carried out, though that could have further improved the
recognition performance. We will not concentrate on handwritten text in pure
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cursive style where owing to carelessness or to maintain continuity the individual
characters in a word might be distorted in shape to an extent that they are no
longer legible in isolation. For accurate recognition of such words invoking a
lexicon is inevitable.

The experiments related to the individual performance of  the stages of the
scheme are reported together with the stage-descriptions. The resulting system
recognition performance is taken up in Chapter 7 which deals with the final
decision interface. The data sets  used in our experiments are described as follows:

2.3.1 Data Set

Data for training and testing in our experiments is derived from two sources:
CEDAR CDROM-1 and self prepared:

The CEDAR CDROM-1 is a rich and open database of about 50,000
handwritten characters and 20,000 words extracted from live US mail-pieces. This
database is more challenging than many previous ones because it is totally
unconstrained w.r.t. author, writing style, writing instrument and that the author
had no knowledge of the use of these samples. For example, an arbitrary
handwritten word might be produced by a felt-tip pen and could include isolated,
touching or overlapping characters, cursive fragments, or fully cursive words. Also
varying degrees of neatness are possible, from very sloppy to extremely neat. The
words which are city names, state names and ZIP codes are 8-bit grayscale images
scanned at a resolution of 300 dpi (dots or pixels/inch). The alphanumeric
character samples (letters of Latin alphabet and digits) segmented from such words
are binary images scanned at the resolution of 300 dpi. Our handwritten data is
extracted from this database, examples of which will be depicted at various places
in the thesis for approach illustration. For the complete description of the database
one may refer to [57].

For our experiments on degraded machine-printed text (words), a self
prepared data set is employed since an appropriate open database in this
connection was not found. This data set comprises of images of machine-printed
words in different fonts coming from multiple-generation photocopied pages.
Repeated (non-optimal) photocopying often results into words that have characters
that are touching, merged or broken. These samples were scanned as binary images
at the resolution of 300 dpi.
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Chapter 3

Input Sample Pre-processing and
Representation

The classification process, as discussed in Chapter 2,  is based on extracting
different structural features from the character image. In our system the character
skeleton description forms the primary source of  extraction of these features. This
chapter describes how this skeleton description is derived from an input character
image and the related analysis terminology.

The first section describes how the initial polyline of the character shape is
derived from the input sample. Section 3.2 discusses the secondary processing for
the identification of possible gaps in the character shape. Section 3.3 formalizes
the skeleton description in terms of the processed character skeleton polyline by
introducing various related geometrical representations and definitions. Also
covered in this section are the definitions related to the analysis involved in the
classification process. This includes defining various types of paths, concatenation
of the polyline-segments (and gaps), to consider meaningful sub-character level
structural features for the matching process at the classification stage. Finally,
Section 3.4 covers some general remarks regarding the current pre-processing
stage and also suggests ways of improving it. Note that though the reference is
made to character images, there is no principle difference in how the skeleton
descriptions are derived in case of word images. Also note that in the forth coming
description a number of system parameters that are introduced will be represented
by labels. The selected values of these parameters during the conducted
experiments will be reported in the related discussion.

3.1 Polyline Generation

The input binary image of the character is pre-processed  for noise removal and
enhancement and then thinned (skeletonized). Tools supplied by commercially
available products like MATLAB and SCIL-Image [52] have been used for this
purpose. The thinned image is then polyline fitted with straight line-segments. The
parameters of the polyline are chosen so as to retain a good shape resolution while
controlling fragmentation at smooth corners. Thus, the result of this stage is a
polyline of the input character approximating its shape, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
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Details of the algorithm can be found in [39]. First the skeleton is normalized
in size. This normalization is done such that the height of the skeleton equals the
standard height used for constructing the (group-)prototypes. The aspect ratio is
maintained the same as of the original skeleton. From now onwards we will refer
this normalized skeleton as simply the skeleton. The polyline fitting algorithm first
identifies the following ‘key’ pixels in the skeleton:

-  Termination point: A pixel having only one neighboring skeletal pixel.

- Branch point or Junction: A pixel having more than two neighboring skeletal
points.

- Sharp turn or corner: A pixel  in the region where the skeletal curve takes a
sharp turn.

- Curvature change point: A pixel where the pursued turning direction of the curve
changes to the other direction.

The first two are stable significant points, while placing of the remaining key
points can be challenging. However, the matching process is tolerant  to
reasonable  variations  in the placement of these points. The polyline fitting
algorithm considers these points as fixed knot points of the polyline. The curve-
segments between these ‘key points’ are non-intersecting, smooth and convex i.e.

Figure 3.1: Polyline fit generation: Examples of  (a) Original binary images;
(b) Thinned images; (c ) Polyline fitted results.
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each segment turns consistently either clockwise or counterclockwise (if it turns at
all). These curve-segments are then polyline fitted by the algorithm by introducing
additional knot points of the following category:

- Curve break points: These knot points may be placed on smooth curves at any
place such the maximum deviation of the skeletal pixels from the polyline-segment
have both the absolute value and the relative value (w.r.t. to segment’s length) not
exceeding maximum limits maxabssegd and maxrelsegd  respectively. Also the length of
the polyline segments is kept between the minimum and maximum limits

maxsegl and minsegl  respectively.

The algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. A first attempt is made to fit one line-
segment to the curve-segment. On violating one of the above constraints, a knot or
a node is introduced at the pixel of maximum deviation from the line segment and
the curve-segment is now split into two with each one fitted with a line-segment.
The constraints are once again checked for each segment and divided further into
two if these constraints are not met. The division process stops when either the
length of a line-segment reaches its minimum limit or all the other constraints have
been met.

3.2 Identification of Candidate Gaps

Due to image degradation, binarization or as a result of careless handwriting, gaps
might be introduced. The secondary processing of the character polyline helps to

Figure 3.2: Repeated subdivision of curve segments for better
polyline fit

(a) (b) (c)
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identify candidate gaps. These candidate gaps are considered for bridging during
the matching process.

The candidate gaps and, consequently, the candidate branch points are considered
at the following places:

a- where the end-points of two polyline-segments are in close vicinity  with a
distance less than end

smallgapl .

b- where a termination point or a sharp protruding corner either is in the close
vicinity (shortest distance less than close

smallgapl ) of a ‘nearby’ polyline-segment  or its
‘perceptual extrapolation’ meets a ‘nearby’ polyline-segment. At this point the
polyline segment is divided into two and a vertex, referred to as  candidate branch
point, is introduced. This ‘perceptual extrapolation’ is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. Note
that the ‘nearby’ polyline-segment refers to the segment for which the considered
gap does not exceed maxgapl  and does not intersect some polygonal segment in
between.

We will refer all the aforementioned six types of points as key-points and all
but the curve break points as the critical points or singular points.

Figure 3.3:Illustration of secondary processing: Candidate gaps (shown dashed) and
additional branch points added into the initial polyline fit (shown solid) as a result of
secondary processing.
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3.3 Analysis Notations and Terminology

In the process of matching the input sample with the (group-) prototypes, we will
analyze the pre-processed character polygonal description to identify meaningful
sub-character level structural features based on various concatenation (groupings)
of the polyline and candidate gap-segments. In this section we undertake various
notations and terminology that will be frequently employed during the
classification process for this task.

Definition 3.1 (The character skeleton description or character polygram S).
The character skeleton description or the character polygram S is the polyline of
the input character skeleton together with the identified candidate gap-segments.
Thus the vertices or nodes v of the character polygram refers to the key points. The
polygram- segments or edges are the polyline-segments  and the candidate gap-
segments and are referred as solid-edges and gap-edges respectively for
distinction. The adjacent vertices refer to the two vertices of any polygram-

3v

1v

2v
4v

5v

6v

32e

23e
43e

54e

21e

34e

45e

12e

64e26e
46e62e

Figure 3.4:Illustration of the Definition 3.1 regarding character skeleton
description or character polygram
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segment. If av and bv  are two adjacent vertices in the polygram, eab refers to the

directed polygram segment from vertex av to vertex bv .

Note that  eba actually represents the same polygram-segment as eab does but
is oppositely directed. Fig. 3.4 shows an example of  such an input character
polygram. For the sake of clarity, the pair of oppositely directed segments are
drawn as a bi-directional edge.

For analyzing various concatenation of the polygonal-segments we will
consider various paths in the character polygram S  defined as follows:

Definition 3.2 (Candidate path in S). A candidate path c is a concatenation of
directed polygram-edges of S between an ordered set of c

vN nodes, (v1....., vi ,
.... cNv

v ), in which only the first node v1 and the last node cNv
v  may be the same.

Thus it is represented as :

c = ( ....., 1+iie ,...) where i =1 to c
vN - 1.

Note that the nodes v1 and cNv
v  will  alternatively also be referred to as c

begv ,
c
endv respectively. Also the candidate path may also be referred to as a candidate

feature or candidate group-feature in the context of abstracting it to structural
features considered at various stages of classification.

Also note that the definition of the candidate path allows it to be a cycle
(closed polygon) when c

begv and c
endv  are the same nodes. However, the definition

eliminates the possibility of a path having multiple cycles or utilizing the same
polygram-segment more than once.

In order to consider ‘meaningful’ structural features in the sample, we define
the following candidate path types along with the employed notations. In defining
such paths of various lengths good-continuity based on visual perception is the
basic consideration.

Definition 3.3 (Candidate path types and notations).

1. Candidate straight paths: When considering such a candidate path c we will
be dealing with angles c

jφ refering to the smaller of the two angles between
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adjacent edges at path-vertices  j. Following constraints apply while considering
straight paths of various lengths:

a- The start node of the path (considered as the mapping of vbeg of a  primitive)
may only be one of the critical nodes of S. The same applies to the end node of a
path.

b- Any two nodes of the path located at a path traverse distance  greater than
gapvertexl  should have a minimum distance of gapvertexl between them.

c- The (smaller) angle at a vertex adjacent to a (solid- or gap-) edge with length
exceeding line

smallsegl  should not be lower than line
small minφ . This constraint yields good-

continuity.

d- Gap edges cannot be adjacent to each other.

e- The first and last path-edges can not be gap-edges

f- Only gap-edges less than line
gapl max  are used in the path.

lv

iv

jv

lje

jie

mv

mke

1c
jφ

kje

Figure 3.5:Extension of a candidate straight path (…., ei j ) on the vertex vj
adjacent to both a solid-edge ej l and a gap-edge ej k

kv
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g- Following additional restrictions apply w.r.t. to the gap-edge sizes for good-
continuity:A gap-edge greater than line

smallgapl  is not added for path extension if a

solid-edge  with the (smaller) angle greater than line
small minφ   with the last path-edge

can be found adjacent to the vertex. Similarly, such a solid-edge is not added after
a gap-edge for which another solid-edge exist at the vertex that makes a (smaller)
angle greater than line

small minφ  with it. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.5.

2. Candidate convex paths: A path that may qualify this type either forms a cycle
(closed polygon) or may form a cycle by assuming a closing edge between the start
and end node of the path such that it will not intersect other edges of the path.
When considering such a candidate path c, we will be considering the internal
(inside) c

jintφ and external (outside) angles c
jextφ  between adjacent edges at the

path-vertices j. For example, when assuming a direction of clock-wise traverse on
these (convex) paths the internal angles are those lying on the right-hand-side
while external angles lye on the left-hand-side of the path. Additionally, for the
open-convex paths c

begintφ and c
endintφ  are the assumed internal angles at the start-

node and end-node respectively if the path is closed by a closing edge (reference
chord).  When considering such paths of various lengths, different constraints that
have to be met are:

a- The start node of the path (mapping of vbeg of a  primitive) can only be one of
the ‘critical’ nodes of S when considering candidate open-convex paths. However,
a candidate closed-convex path is allowed to begin at any node of S. The same
applies to the end-node of a path.

b- The distance between the start-node and end-node of the path should be greater
than  curve

gapopenl  to qualify for an open-convex paths. For the case of closed-

convex paths this distance should be less than loop
gapclosel .

c- Any two intermediate nodes (i.e all but start and end-nodes) of the path located
at a path traverse distance greater than gapvertexl  should be situated at a minimum

distance of gapvertexl between each other.
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d- The internal angle at a vertex adjacent to a (solid- or gap-) edge with length
exceeding curve

smallsegl  should be in the range curve
minintφ  to curve

maxintφ . This yields good
continuity.
e- Gap-edges cannot be adjacent to each other.

f- The first and last path-edges can not be gap-edges except when considering
closed-convex paths in which only one of two may be a gap-edge.

g- Only gap-segments less than curve
gapl max  are used in the path.

h- Following additional restrictions apply w.r.t. to the gap-edge sizes for good-
continuity:A gap-edge greater than curve

smallgapl  is not added for path extension if a

solid-edge  with internal angle in the range curve
minintφ  to curve

maxintφ with the last path-
edge can be found adjacent to the vertex. Similarly, a solid-edge can not be added
after such a gap-edge for which another solid-segment exists at the vertex that
makes an internal angle in the range curve

minintφ  to curve
maxintφ with it. This is illustrated

in Fig. 3.6.

Already implied in the above definitions is that while the number of path-edges in
a candidate straight path may be one, at least two solid edges are required for
candidate convex paths. Moreover, the net change in the tangential direction while
traversing a candidate convex path shall be greater than zero.

Figure 3.6: Extension of a candidate convex-path (…., ei j , ej m ) on
the vertex vk  adjacent to both a solid-edge ek e , and a gap edge ek m
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A number of shape and spatial inter-relation attributes during the
classification process will employ a reference chord and a feature-bounding box as
defined below for a candidate path :

Definition 3.4 (Reference chord and Feature-bounding box for candidates).
The reference chord, except in case of a candidate closed-convex path, is a
directed line-segment joining the start-node c

begv to the end-node c
endv  of path c; for

a candidate closed-convex path, it is the directed line-segment joining c
begv  to the

vertex closest to the mid of the path.
The feature-bounding box is an assumed minimum-sized rectangular

bounding-box enclosing the candidate path  such that one of its sides is parallel to
the reference chord. For the case of a co-linear path, the width of the feature-
bounding box is zero. cxmin  and cxmax are defined as the minimum and maximum x-

coordinates of the feature bounding box while cymin  and cymax are defined as the
minimum and maximum y-coordinates of the feature bounding box. The reference
point ( c

cenx , c
ceny ) of the candidate path c is the centroid or center of mass

defined as follows:

Figure 3.7: Illustration of Definition 3.4 in case of (a) open-convex
path (b) and closed-convex path
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where:

il and ),( imidimid yx  are the length and the mid point of the polyline-segment i of
the path c  with m segments.

The above definition is illustrated in Fig. 3.7 with a few examples. Also note
that in case of a straight-path of co-linear segments, reference chord simply
coincides with the path itself and the feature-bounding box has zero width.

Following functions are defined on the candidate paths c that will be
employed for shape-analysis during the recognition process:

Definition 3.5 (Functions defined on path c).

1.  )(_ clengthtraverse is the total path-length of path c including bridged gaps.

2.  )(_ clengthchord  is the length of the chord joining the start and end-nodes of
path c.

3.  )(max_ cdeviation  is the maximum deviation of the vertices of path c from
the chord joining the start and end-nodes of the path c.

4.  )(_ cbridgessum  is defined as the sum of all gaps that were bridged in path c.

For the case of a closed-convex path the closing bridge between c
begv and c

endv  is
also included.

5.  ),( ji ccoverlap is the sum of the lengths of the path-edges that are shared by
paths  ci and cj.

6. ),,( kNccurvature K  is the net change in the tangential direction as an angle
value on traversing path c from the start-node to the kth interval-point with k = 1 to
NK  interval-points placed at the end of equal-spaced traverse distances from the
start-node with the last interval-point NK coinciding with the end-node. The
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),,( KK NNccurvature is a fixed value for path c and will be simply denoted as
)(ccurvature .

7. )(_ clengthframe  is the length of the side of the feature bounding-box of c
which is parallel to the reference chord.

8. )(_ cwidthframe is the length of the side of the feature bounding-box of c
which is perpendicular to the reference chord. It can be alternatively interpreted as
the sum of the maximum deviations of path c from the reference chord on its either
side. As indicated earlier, this is zero for a co-linear path.

Following auxiliary functions are also used:

Definition 3.6.

1. ),(_ 21 θθangdiffsmaller refers to the smaller absolute value of the two angle
differences between angles 1θ  and 2θ  or mathematically speaking:

)360,min( 2121 θθθθ −−−

2. 
0if
0if
0if

0
1
1

)(
=
<
>

�
�

�
�

�

−
+

=
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x
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xsign

3.4 Discussion

On comparing our input sample pre-processing and representation with the
approach in [3] and [4], it may be noticed that we have avoided abstraction of the
polygram into features like strokes and arcs and their representation as a feature
description graph. A priori abstraction into strokes and arcs, may provide
processing speed advantage, however, it also compromises on the possible
interpretations that may be attached to a given character shape. This is because
unique segmentation and abstraction of an input  (character) shape into features is
a challenging task in most cases. Thus we have preferred to stick to a simple
skeleton description employing basic geometrical notions and representations. The
remaining feature extraction process is closely linked with the classification
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process and is discussed together with the classification process in the chapters
that follow.

We may also mention some of the short-comings of the current pre-
processing stage and hint their possible remedies. Though the employed thinning
algorithm produces quite reasonable skeletons in the majority of the cases, it may
produce bad results specially on characters with mutually overlapping adjacent
strokes owing to pen thickness. This is illustrated  with a few examples in Fig. 3.8.
Despite the fact that the classifier is robust to many distortions, examples like that
shown in Fig. 3.8 leading to  a poor or even misleading representation of a
character shape may result into misclassification. Though a perfect thinning or
skeletonization algorithm does not exist, such problems may be repaired to a
certain degree of success by also taking into account the character contour. We
may refer to one such method proposed in the literature by Hori et. al.[53]. Also
the use of gray level images for extraction of features is preferable on binary
images (as in our current implementation). This has been shown to be quite
effective in literature [3], [4], [54] especially when handling degraded character
images.

Figure 3.8:Examples of badly ‘thinned’ images
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Chapter 4

Pre-classifier

As discussed in Chapter 2, the character recognition process can be speeded up by
reducing the number of candidate classes that have to be considered during the
classification of a given sample through less elaborate analysis aiming at
selecting broad class-cluster(s) that may contain the target class. This role of a
“sieve” should be achieved in a way which is robust to real-life variations and
distortions and by employing a uniform method.

4.1 Design Philosophy

We begin this chapter by reviewing our concepts of clustering classes into groups
based on high-level similarity as have been recently proposed by us in our various
papers on the issue [V], [VII], [X]. For smooth zooming into the subject we may
give a brief global view of the existing pre-classification techniques. One
interesting scheme is closely reviewed elaborating on its merits and short-comings.
We then present the outlines of our improved scheme as covered by these related
papers.

Pre-classification techniques have been widely investigated in case of hand-
printed Chinese character recognition and are considered to be the most promising
ones. For a comprehensive review on the pre-classification techniques in the
specific context of OCR we refer the reader to literature [40]. Two streams could
be identified. One uses the same set of features as for classification but the pre-
classification strategy is different. The other larger stream adopts as pre-
classification features a combination of features used for classification. Although
the performance of some of these methods is quite high, especially for the
approaches in the second stream, the computational complexity is also rather high.

Recently, Marcelli et al. [18] proposed a method which is based on easy-to-
compute set of features arranged in a multilevel data structure. The bottom level
contains the complete shape description in terms of features provided by the
feature extractor. During the preliminary phase, a multi-level description
associated with each prototype is prepared and stored. The highest level of this
multi-level description, which is used for pre-classification, corresponds to a
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simplified description based on simple shape elements called group-features.
These are mapped onto groupings of extracted features. The scheme uses  13 types
of group-features belonging to three families: loops, straight-strokes and arcs. The
highest level is basically an index vector whose elements specify the number of
group-features of a certain type found in the prototype. At run-time, the features
are extracted from the polygonal approximation of the character skeleton derived
from the sample. The same multi-level representation is computed for it as well.
The pre-classification is carried out based on flexibly matching the group-feature
index  vector of the sample with that of the prototypes in which a match for every
group-feature of the prototype has to be found in the sample group-feature index
vector. If the exact match is not found, a set of transformations based on semantic
equivalence may allow to change a group-feature into another one. The scheme
has been applied to machine-printed upper and lower case Latin alphabet. A set of
74 prototypes were used to model this character set. The automatic off-line
construction of the multi-level data structures gave rise to  129 group-feature
vectors owing to different possible grouping of features proposed by the
decomposition. However, based on preliminary experiments with handwritten
characters, the author finds the variability encountered in dealing with large
badges of handwritten characters to pose a major challenge in the direct
application of the approach. Moreover, the performance to cope with degraded
machine-printed characters like touching and broken characters remains unclear
though the approach is stated to be robust to distortions.

Though our approach is based on similar concepts, the most prominent
difference in our approach is the employment of a more abstracted definition of
group-features and the incorporation of a rough but fast spatial inter-relation
check. These have been shown by us to be effective even when dealing with
handwritten characters [V], [VII], [X]. Further to that we consider those candidate
group-features that may even require bridging gaps. The approach is based on
preparing coarse shape (or structural) definitions of character classes by ignoring
the finer structural details and taking into account only stable and prominent
coarse-level structural features or group-features. The term group-features refers
to their generality and abstraction. This permits similar character classes to share
the same model. We term these structural models as group-prototypes covering a
class-group of shapes. This on one hand, reduces the number of models that are
needed to be compared at the pre-classification stage and on the other hand
permits to keep often confused character shapes together which anyhow should not
be distinguished at the pre-classification stage. The rough classification of an input
sample is performed by first extracting the candidate group-features. Based on it,
those group-prototypes which flexibly resemble the input sample are included in
the output set for the next stage. The adopted resemblance measure for flexible
matching not only takes into account the types of group-features identified but also
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their rough spatial inter-relationship. The employment of the fast spatial inter-
relation check helps to increase the screening efficiency.

The scheme leads to the effective realization of the intended design goals.
These are the fast and case-specific generation of a set of candidate classes for the
input sample that takes into account:

• similarity among character classes for potential confusion;

• possible distortions and variations in the input sample shape from the reference
models.

Here we may specifically clarify, that at this stage we chose to avoid
quantitative similarity analysis. Firstly this may not be accurate enough owing to
the high degree of abstraction in defining the group-features and the coarse level
of analysis for their identification in the input sample. Moreover, many class-
groups represent more than one class. In that case, the computed similarity score
will not be indicative of the similarity of the input sample to a specific individual
class.

The rest of the chapter adds more details to the pre-classification scheme presented
in our papers [V], [VII], [X]. The following section undertakes various definitions
and details related to modeling the class-groups. Details on how the candidate
group-features are extracted and represented is covered next. Then the screening
process resulting in filtering out unlikely class-groups   is described in Section 4.4.
The algorithmic complexity of the pre-classification stage is discussed next. The
concluding discussion is used for further illustration of the scheme and its
comparison with others.

4.2  Modeling Class-Groups with Group-Features

The employed set of group-features is meant to model parts of character-shapes in
a uniform general way. The definitions of the employed group-feature types, what
portions of  a character shape they can coarsely model and their associated
attributes are given as follows:

Definition 4.1 (Group-feature set).  Following are the thirteen types of group-
features divided into three families. Related to them are the group-feature
reference points ( f

cenx , f
ceny ) which give a rough estimate of their relative
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spatial locations in the group-prototypes. Another attribute is fϕ which specifies
the direction/orientation of the group-feature.

1. Loop(or circle): It may represent any bounded (closed) convex polygonal
portion of the character shape1. Its centroid (center-of-mass) is considered as the
reference point. Being a direction-less group-feature, its direction f

loop
f ϕϕ = is

simply set to zero.

2. Bay: This family includes eight types of bays in one out of eight principle
directions1. These discrete 1directions are equally spaced at an angle of 45 ° from
each other starting from the first principle direction parallel to the horizontal axis.
This also defines the group-feature’s direction f

bay
f ϕϕ = which is expressed as a

(counter clockwise) angle with the horizontal axis. The centroid (center-of-mass)
is employed as the reference point. They may model any open-convex polygonal
or curve portions of the character shape for which the average change in the
tangential direction (expressed as an angle value) from start to finish is below a
limit bay

maxβ . The selected principle direction determining its type is the one which is
closest to the typical direction of the abstracted character-shape portion.

3. Line-segment: This family comprises of  four types of line-segments determined
by four principle orientations1: vertical, horizontal and ±45° inclined to the
horizontal. Its orientation f

line
f ϕϕ = is expressed as an angle w.r.t. the horizontal

axis having one of the four values: 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°. Its mid-point is considered
as the reference point. It may model any straight  line-segment of the character
shape which cannot be included in a bay or loop. The selected principle orientation
is the one which is the best quantization of the actual average orientation.

This proposed mapping  of group-features to prototype parts is illustrated in
Fig. 4.1 with a few examples.

Definition 4.2 (Group-prototypes). A group-prototype F is a set of labeled
group-features fi  or:

F = { f1,.....fi,....., fNf}

                                                
1 Exact shape and size is of little significance; detailed quantitative analysis is of little use
owing to high degree of abstraction (see design philosophy)
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with Nf being the number of the group-features involved in the construction. The
associated primitive labels express its attributes which are: (a) type of group-
primitive and (b) its reference point

Currently, the construction of the group-prototypes is manual and is carried
out by the system designer or user himself. However, the process is not complex
because of simplicity of the group-prototypes definition. In a number of cases, the
proposed modeling mechanism uniquely leads to shared group-prototypes among
classes, thus merging classes into clusters. As part of class-screening efficiency,
also, for classes whose modeling is not unique, preference is given to let classes
share models wherever permitted.

Finally, Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 illustrate the previous definitions of group-
features and group-prototypes with the help of few examples. The entire sets for
upper-case Latin alphabet and numerals used in the experiments are specified in
the Appendix. Note, that generally two group-features are involved in constructing
a class-group, allowing fast processing. Also note that in case of class ‘Q’, the
intersecting line-stroke is left out to arrive at a group-prototype shared with classes

Figure 4.1:Some group-features with examples of  character-shape components
that can match them in cases of group-prototypes and input samples

Super-feature Examples of 
prototype features modeled

Examples of 
candidate feature(s) mapped

Group-feature
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‘O’ and ‘0’. This is left as a ‘finer detail’ for the examination by the following
stages.

4.3 Extraction of Candidate Group-Features from a Sample

The character polygram is employed  to extract candidate group-features (loops,
bays and line-segments) from the input sample. To accommodate the non-
idealities, variations and degradations somewhat loser definitions are used for
identifying these group-features. For this purpose various candidate paths c in S
are explicitly considered and tested against imposed conditions to be regarded as
candidate group-features. The designed constraints have the underlying intention
that a candidate group-feature be large enough in size. Moreover, the flexibility in
shape deviation and the amount of permitted gaps are to be limited to avoid an
unnecessarily long candidate list.

Definition 4.3 (Candidate group-features). By employing the following
definitions

•   )(_)(_ ii
c

gaps clengthtraversecbridgessumr i =

•   )(_)(_ ii
c

st clengthchordcwidthframer i =

•   )(_)(_ ii
c

aspect clengthframecwidthframer i =

Figure 4.2: Examples of group-prototypes in a few
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the candidate group-feature family is detailed as follows:

1. Candidate loops:  These are those closed-convex paths fulfilling the following
constraints:

a. loop
i lclengthframe min)(_ ≥

b. curve
maxgaps

c
gaps rr i ≤

c. loop
minapect

c
aspect rr i ≥

2. Candidate bays: These are open-convex paths that fulfil the following
additional constraints:

a. bay
i lclengthframe min)(_ ≥

b. curve
maxgaps

c
gaps rr i ≤

c. bay
minapect

c
aspect rr i ≥

d. bay
iccurvature min)( β≥

3. Candidate line-segments:  Straight-paths that fulfill the following constraints:

a. line
i lclengthchord min)(_ ≥

b. line
maxgaps

c
gaps rr i ≤

c. maxst
c

st rr i ≤

Fig 4.1. also illustrates the flexibilities permitted by the above definitions in the
identification of candidate group-features. For instance, small gaps are permitted
or an adjacent set of polyline-segments can be grouped to be matched to a line-
segment group-feature if the deviation from straightness is not too large.

A candidate group-feature set C= {ci} is prepared for the extracted candidate
group-features ci. They are attributed with associated labels carrying the following
information:

a- Candidate group-feature family.
b- Reference point ( ic

cenx , ic
ceny )  as covered by  definition 3.4

c- Direction/Orientation icϕ : It is expressed as an angle value bay (in counter-
clockwise direction). In case of a candidate line-segment it is the orientation
of the secant joining the path start-node with the end-node in the range
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1800 +<≤ icϕ °. For candidate bays, it is the direction perpendicular to
reference chord which is directed outwards the bay. It is set to zero in case
of loops.

Note that unlike the case of the model group-feature set, the direction of the
candidate group-features are not quantized but kept as a continuous value. Also
note that multiple interpretations are permitted of the same or overlapping parts
of the polygram as candidate group-features. They are appropriately screened
out later in the context of the group-prototypes.

4.4  Screening Character Classes

As indicated earlier, the filtering of character classes at this stage is based on
analyzing the ‘coarse resemblance’ of the group-prototypes with the input sample.
This also includes a rough comparison of the relative spatial inter-relationship of
the candidate group-features with their counter-parts in a group-prototype. An
inter-relation matrix is prepared both for the group-prototypes and the extracted
candidate group-features set for this purpose. The elements of an inter-relation
matrix specify the relative angular position of one (candidate) group-feature w.r.t.
another. The direction of the directed line-segment from the reference point of one
to the other is utilized for this purpose. The inter-relation matrix for the group-
prototypes is compiled off-line only once.

A group-prototype is included in the pre-classifier output list if all of the following
conditions are met:

a. All group-features of the model can be flexibly matched with all or a subset of
the candidate group-features. A candidate group-feature ci is considered a flexible
match to group-feature fi if it belongs to the same family-type and the deviation in
its direction/orientation does not exceed the permitted limit as given below:

fc
dev

fc iiangdiffsmaller max),(_ ϕϕϕ ≤

Note that for case of the loop group-feature this direction/orientation constraint is
always fulfilled.

 b. As part of the simplified relative spatial inter-relation comparison, for each pair
of  candidate group-features (ci, cj) that has been matched to model group-features
(fi, fj) the following should hold:
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fc
dev

ffcc jijiangdiffsmaller max),(_ γγγ ≤
where:

ji ffγ is the relative angular position of fi w.r.t. fj specified by the pre-compiled
inter-relation matrix for the group-prototype.

jiccγ is the relative angular position of ci w.r.t. cj specified by the computed inter-
relation matrix for the candidate group-feature set.

c. Finally the global layout constraints w.r.t. the candidate height and width should
be satisfied as follows:

frame
C

height
C HrH •

′′ ≥   and  frame
C

width
C WrW •

′′ ≥
where:

CH ′ and CW ′ are the height and width of the minimum bounding-rectangle
enclosing the grouping of the candidate group-features matched to the group-
prototype.

frameH  and frameW  are the  height and width of the sample polygram.

Note that according to the first condition matching all the candidate group-
features is not essential. This is due to the anticipation that extraneous features
may exist owing to distortion or decorations in the input sample. However, the
(inexact) match of all group-features of the model should be found in the candidate
group-feature set to be included in the pre-classifier output list of possible classes.
The global layout constraints help to eliminate models which inherently possess a

Figure 4.3:Pre-classification scheme illustrated with few (artificial)
examples; Shapes (on the right) with character classes that may be selected
(on the left)

4,5,S

B,8,0,O,D

H,X,K,A

E,K

H,X,K
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subset of the group-features of the other models like a loop of a  ‘0’ is found in a
‘8’. Fig. 4.3 illustrates the scheme philosophy with few examples.

All character-classes represented by the group-prototypes included in the
stage output set are considered as candidate classes for the input sample at the next
stage processing.

4.5  Complexity Analysis

The complexity of the pre-classification scheme can be examined in two steps: one
regarding the feature extraction procedure and other regarding the screening
process.

The feature extraction process can basically be seen to consider candidate
paths of various lengths which, depending on the constraints that are met, are then
tagged to belong to one or more of the candidate group-feature categories. Let M
be the number of vertices of the character polygram, D be the largest degree
(number of adjoining branches) of any vertex in the polygram and K be the
maximum number of polyline-segments that may be present in a candidate-path. It
is easy to see that the number of  single polyline-segment paths considered at a
vertex does not exceed D and  the number of paths originating from a specific
vertex with k polyline segments with k>1 will not exceed 1)1( −

• − kDD . Thus the
maximum number of  paths P that have to be considered with 1 to K number of
polyline-segments originating from a certain vertex will be a polynomial in D of
maximum degree K. These P number of paths may be at the worst considered at all
the M nodes if all of them are allowed to be the path start-vertex. Thus, the
maximum number of candidate features in each of the three categories may not
exceed PM • .

Note that in practice D does not exceed 4, the number of vertices M does
not exceed 15 and K does not exceed 5. Moreover, the actual number of features in
any category found in practice is far less than the worst scenario presented above.
Firstly, the degree of most of the polygram vertices is 2. Additionally, various
constraints w.r.t. start-vertices of a candidate path as well as on the shape of the
feature type limits the actual number to far less in value.

The complexity of the screening process can be analyzed by considering it
as a process in which subsets of candidate group-features are considered to match
the group-features of the group-prototype. Let Nf  be the total number of group-
features in the group-prototypes. The maximum number of set combinations that
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have to be tried may not exceed fNPM )( • , noting that the degree of Nf in the
approach does not exceed 3.  This worst case corresponds to the situation when the
group-prototype consists of three group-features each of different category. Again,
the actual complexity will be far less owing to fact that majority of combinations
will be rejected pre-maturely. As an example, the character polygram of an input
sample of ‘A’ may have typically 5 vertices. The maximum number of paths to be
considered during feature extraction may not exceed 44 resulting into one loop,
three bays and seven line-segments. The group-prototype of ‘A’ consists of a loop
and a bay leading to three set combinations to try.

4.6  Experimental Results and Discussion

Proof-of-concept testing of the proposed scheme has yielded encouraging
results. A set of 25 group-prototypes (depicted in full in the Appendix) were used
in the experiment to model a set of 36 classes comprising of uppercase (Latin)
letters and numerals. The selected values of various parameters used in the
experiments are also reported in the Appendix. Note that, in the current
implementation, these values were roughly set and adjusted manually (to safe
values) using a few hundred samples only (see the Appendix). For testing, a batch
of several hundred samples of mixed uppercase letters and numerals extracted
from CEDAR-CDROM-1 were used. The average screening efficiency (percentage
of classes eliminated) of 85.65% was obtained. For a few cases the screening is
illustrated in Fig. 4.4. It is important to observe that the candidate character classes
selected are not always the same for every samples of the same class. As desired,
the selected set of classes for an input sample depends on the existence of the
actual shape characteristics that raises the possibility for the input sample  being a
member of that class.

We may compare the performance of our pre-classification scheme with that
of [18]. In the conducted experiments to check the correctness of this approach,
experiments mainly involved machine-printed characters provided by the U.S.
postal service. The preliminary experiments over a few hundred specimens of
handprinted characters are reported to be encouraging. However, the actual
performance results are not described and coping with the variability in shape of
handprinted characters is regarded as challenging. In the conducted experiments,
the utilized test set was of 1313 machine-printed upper and lower case Latin
characters. 129 superfeature vectors (high-level shape definitions) were utilized
for these 52 classes. It is  reported that the pre-classifier missed the right class only
in few difficult cases that were related to characters being broken, touching and
merging. It is reported that the screening (reduction in the total number of
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candidate classes) actually occurred in 92.4% of the cases. The screening
percentage was 70% or above in 67.7% of the cases. Though, it will be difficult to
make a one-to-one performance comparison because of the differences in the test
sets involved, we may still draw a loose comparison with our scheme. Most

importantly, the conducted experiments in our scheme  have demonstrated its
success in coping with unconstrained handwritten characters. Unlike [18], the
number of high-level shape definitions utilized on average per class is significantly
less i.e even less than one per class on average. The number of high-level features
per definition (group-prototype) are also lower on average. This reduces the
comparison burden at run time. Despite this, a better screening (or filtering)
capability has been obtained. Firstly, the screening was performed in 100% of the
cases tested. It was above 72.22% in 92.98% of the cases. Thus our results
compare quite well with that of the scheme of [18].

{9,A,R,P} {6,D,0,O,Q}

{I,1,Z,2,7,C,G,J,L,T}

{D,O,0,Q}

{C,G,E,F,K,L}

{I,1,H,X,J,K,L,N,U,V}

{Z,2,S,5,E} {B,8}

{C,G,L}

Figure 4.4:Examples of the result produced by the pre-
classification
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Concludingly, the following features of the proposed pre-classification
scheme can be highlighted: In the proposed scheme, the intra-class variations and
even the inter-class variations (for structurally similar classes) are absorbed in
their high-level shape definitions in a natural and effective way. This scheme
yields on average fewer and simpler high-level shape-definitions. Additionally, the
robust and flexible matching scheme allows for the generally found distortions and
variations. The parameters control the flexibility limits and may lead to optimal
performance in terms of screening efficiency when tuned according to the type and
quality of the input. Note that since the scheme not only takes into account the
type of group-features involved but also their coarse spatial inter-relationship, it
may be regarded in one sense as a fast but rough version of the flexible matching
scheme employed at the main classification stage (as covered  in the following
chapter).
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Chapter 5

Main Classifier

As indicated in Chapter 2, the specific design goal for the main-classification
stage is to be able to classify most of the real-life character samples. The design
goal is not to employ class-specific information and context. In this way the system
is kept context-free  and as open as possible to the addition of  new symbols or
prototypes belonging to the same writing system. Like for all the remaining stages,
the generalization ability of the system has to be maintained as much as possible.

The opening section covers the underlying design philosophy of the main
classifier. The blue-print of the flexible matching scheme is introduced in the next
section. Section 5.3 fills in the details by elaborating on various transformations
and measures related to the flexible matching scheme. Algorithmic aspects of the
scheme are covered in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 discusses how the decisions for
further processing the sample are taken by the decision interface layer based on the
main-classifier processing. Section 5.6 presents the related experiments on this
stage and Section 5.7 concludes the chapter with additional remarks on the nature
and the potentials of the employed flexible matching method.

5.1 The Conceptual Shape Analysis Model

The main classifier can be regarded as the heart of the scheme around which the
whole character recognition scheme revolves. The following paragraphs, therefore,
not only present the design philosophy of the main classifier but also elaborate the
view-point and concepts for shape analysis presented in our various papers [I-IV],
[VI], [VIII], [XI] and adopted for our thesis.

As indicated earlier, the encountered variability in shape of characters is
large. Real-life character images may also suffer from shape deformation because
of paper aging, distortions and noise introduced during the process of scanning and
digitization.

In order to handle them in a generalized way the following approach is being
advocated. All samples of the same character-shape (allograph) can basically be
seen as the instantiation of a simplified abstracted definition of a symbol or
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prototype. The variability in their instantiation is covered by relying on a
conceptual model for variations and distortions that is determined by aesthetic,
perceptual and technological factors, and the specific writing-system conventions.
The abstract shape definition of a symbol can be best expressed in terms of the
strokes involved. This is especially true for the Latin alphabet. For example, the
upper-case letter ‘L’ could be defined as a vertical stroke connected at the bottom
to the left end of a horizontal stroke. While the digit ‘8’ can be seen as two
connected loops with one balancing on the top of the other. When a symbol is to
be written, this abstract definition has to be implemented within some degree of
flexibility. For example a vertical stroke needs not to be exactly so but a slight
slope could be introduced (as in case of italics). Similarly a straight stroke needs
not to be precisely straight but slight curvature can do. In addition, for printed
characters, decorative strokes like serifs may be added. When continuity in the
writing process is desired, the shape can be further distorted to accommodate
connectivity with other symbols.

While such abstract definitions can be quite simple, their instantiations in
real-life show great variability and complexity and are rather difficult to specify.
For example, due to the observation noise and distortions a continuos stroke may
split into two. Similarly, a gap may appear almost anywhere during the digitization
of a degraded character image. Moreover, extracted features and shape-description
inevitably suffer from distortions and deformations introduced at the pre-
processing and feature extraction stage. Thus exact matching of features will have
limited success and inexact identification is necessary for real-world systems. All
these difficulties have hampered attempts to develop OCR system based on such
lines.

In recent years, however, progress has been made on these lines [3], [4], [7],
[44]. Specifically the approach of Rocha and Pavlidis [3] may be elaborated.
Utilizing abstract definitions of characters for prototypes and relying on their
proposed conceptual model of variations and distortions, the scheme succeeds in
covering a large number of forms in which a character might appear. The approach
employs less than two prototypes per class on average when dealing with Latin
upper-case printed characters and numerals. We shall return to details of the
scheme and its comparison with ours in the next section.

Though such a model can be complex, it needs to be developed only once for
a writing system. The design of the prototypes is simple and may also be
accomplished by a graphical editor. Hence the task of extending the system with
new classes (belonging to the same system) is simplified primarily to the addition
new prototypes. Another gained advantage is the better generalization ability of
the system requiring only a few class examples. It may yield better performance
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against unseen data provided the variability and distortion does not exceed
specified reasonable boundaries. The design of such a model  is feasible since it is
possible to express the variations and distortions in real-world samples of symbol
shapes to the individual stroke-level. Thus diversity in shape is attributable to or
could be considered as the variation  and deformation in the shape of individual
character-strokes and their spatial inter-relation. Speaking on this level, character
classes share many of the common variations and degradations. This fact is
depicted in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2 which show real-life and synthetic examples
respectively of multiple instances of various characters. For example, straight
strokes may become slightly curved. The curvature and smoothness of curved
strokes may vary. Their size, orientation and location may fluctuate in a certain

Figure 5.1:Real-life examples of characters illustrating common
variations in morphology and  spatial inter-relations of composing strokes
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range from their ideal values. Similarly, due to degradation, gaps can be
introduced virtually anywhere.  Important to realize is the fact that there is a close
co-relation between these variations, the aesthetic and technological factors and
writing-system conventions. For example, those shape and spatial-relation
variations that are perceptually very different from the original ones are also less
frequent. Similarly shape deformations caused by noise and distortions during
scanning and the digitization of character images,  share a lot in common  and  can

Figure 5.2:Synthetic examples of characters illustrating common variations
and degradations in morphology and  spatial inter-relations of composing
strokes
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be modeled to account for them. This raises the possibility of defining
transformations at the stroke-level to model these individual variations and
degradation in a generalized fashion and to express the matching process in terms
of a series of these transformation. This may, for example, involve filling gaps at
unexpected places and straightening a slightly curved stroke to match a straight
stroke.

Shape variations and distortions related to uncommon or extreme variations
that do not fit a general pattern can be coped with by the addition of new
prototypes still representing the same character-class but defining a new shape
cluster. Furthermore, samples of structurally similar classes causing ambiguity
when interpreted based on these defined general transformations are left for the
next stage.

Thus the employed recognition method for this stage can be seen as a flexible
matching scheme based on multiple to one inexact matching of  features of an
input character with that of a prototype. Prototypes provide abstracted shape
definitions and are composed of  only essential and stable features. These minimal
conditions for prototypes keep them simple, easy to construct and yield a smaller
number of prototypes per class. A candidate that matches a prototype will have
equal or more features than that of the prototype.

It is useful to mention the relation of our flexible matching scheme with the
transformation or morphing based matching approaches for 3D objects like face
[63-66]. Our approach is similar in concept with respect to regarding a test image
or pattern as a transformed or morphed version of a few prototype faces. However,
in this case physical transformations like translation, rotation, scale change and
varying illumination are largely considered and applied directly on the prototype
images. Our approach differs from them in respect that the transformations that
need to be considered are different in nature and in certain ways more complex to
take into account the large intra-class variability in shape of character patterns.
Moreover, they need to be considered at the structural level rather than at the
image level to keep the prototype shapes few per class. In this regard perhaps the
work is more similar to computer recognition of industrial parts [62] except that
character patterns are natural entities and defining both the invariant features and
shape constraints is much more challenging.

To conclude this section it may be beneficial to explicitly point out an
important underlying assumption: The probability that an input character sample is
a member of some character class is closely linked to the shape-deformation and
deviation from the shape of its prototype. By means of modeling a number of
simple, general, visual perception constraints applied to various components of the
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shape of the input pattern, the measured deformation can very well estimate the
likelihood of the input sample being a member of  that class compared to the
others.

5.2 The Flexible Matching Scheme

In this section we elaborate on the various aspects of our flexible matching scheme
which is based on the already discussed design philosophy. As mentioned earlier
in Chapter 2, the flexible matching scheme employs a pre-prepared character
prototype library. Only the prototypes selected by the pre-classifier are to be
considered at this stage. The input to the scheme is the character polygram
prepared at the pre-processing stage. We begin this section by closely reviewing an
existing flexible matching scheme sharing similar concepts [3]. Next the outlines
of our improved scheme is presented by examining the merits and demerits of that
scheme [3].

The approach in [3] is based on homeomorphic graph matching and has been
primarily applied to the recognition of multifont machine-printed character
samples including difficult cases (like broken characters). It makes use of Feature
Description Graphs to express the configuration of features of both the prototypes
and the input characters. The labeled edges of the graph correspond to features
which are straight or curved strokes and the nodes of the graph correspond to their
junctions. An input character graph is homeomorphic and hence transformable to a
prototype graph  if the input character graph can be obtained from the prototype
graph by a sequence of subdivision of edges. Thus the scheme is basically inexact
multiple-to-one matching of the edges of the input character graph with the
prototype graph. Various transformations involved in the process are accompanied
with the respective cost measures. They are used to calculate the total amount of
transformation cost of an input sample to a prototype based on which the best
prototype can be selected as the winner.

Our approach, though based on similar concepts, departs from this approach
in the ways described as follows. Note that they are geared at making the flexible
matching of an input sample with the prototypes more powerful and robust. This
has succeeded  in extending the scheme to the recognition of unconstrained
handwritten characters which are more challenging owing to their inter-class
diversity and variability.

Firstly, in our scheme we have preferred to employ the actual character
polygram S for matching with a prototype. Thus no attempt is made a priori (with
the prototype context) to pre-group and abstract the adjacent polygram-edges of S
into some structural feature types (like straight or curved). This abstraction task is
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performed directly in the context of a prototype. This  supports optimal mapping in
a number of ways. For example, sometimes topological changes, like closing of an
open loop,  will be required on the polygram in order to identify it as a prototype.
Another difference is that though both arcs and line segments are used to construct
prototypes, the allowed primitive types are restricted to only a few types.
Moreover, a hierarchical interpretation of these primitives is emphasized in the
overall approach. This permits accommodation of inter-class variation into fewer
prototypes while maintaining enough details for an additional discrimination
process at the following stage for similar classes whenever necessary.

Another major difference compared to the flexible matching scheme of [3] is
the extension and modification of the scheme with respect to the modeling of the
variability found in the spatial inter-relation of character strokes. The scheme of
[3] being based on homeomorphic graph matching relies on one-to-one mapping
between the feature- (stroke) junctions in the prototype and the input character.
However, this constraint may not be met in a number of cases especially when
dealing with handwritten characters. The adjacent character strokes in real-life
samples may frequently overlap, get disconnected or shift relatively such that one-
to-one mapping of their junctions may not be possible. As will be elaborated in the
following sections, our model approximates this diversity in spatial inter-relation
in a better way. Thus even those input samples of a class can be mapped to the
same prototype which may not be homeomorphic to it. Additionally, our scheme
not only succeeds to employ one variation and degradation model for all classes
but also yields good performance even when the same parameter values are used
for all classes. This implies a better modeling of the real-life data in our approach.

5.2.1 Class Structural Models and Representation

The reference shape definitions or structural models to represent character classes
are referred in this work as class structural models or prototypes.  A prototype not
only encodes the shape description but also signals the kind of distortions or
variations that are permitted during matching a character sample with a prototype.
Prototypes are constructed  by employing sub-character level structural features
referred to as  primitives.

Primitives abstract various strokes that are involved in a character-shape. In
this work we have restricted ourselves to only a few types which will suffice for
the alphabet set that is used for testing. These primitives possess discrete
geometric shapes that determine their types. Their different types along with the
sub-character level shape-components that these primitives abstract are described
as follows:
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Definition 5.1 (Primitive types).

1. Line-segment primitive: A line-segment used primarily to model straight
strokes of a character. Thanks to the flexibility permitted in the matching process,
it also covers their slightly curved and bent variants that may appear in practice.

2. Semi-circle primitive: A semi-circular arc employed to model those open
(convex-) curved strokes whose curvature is generally around 180°. It may vary
widely in practice but not to the extent of transforming to a straight line.

3. Quarter-circle primitive: A quarter-circle arc employed to represent those
strokes of a character which varies from being a convex open-curve to a straight-
line segment like the lower curve in class ‘9’.

4. Three-quarter-circle primitive: A primitive of this type is a three-quarter
circle arc. It is used to abstract those open (convex-) curve strokes whose curvature
is generally more than 180°. They are occasionally employed  specially to improve
the discrimination of samples for character-classes like ‘C’ from another similar
character-class like ‘L’.

5. Circle primitive: A full-circle employed to model closed (convex-)curved
strokes or loops like that of class ‘O’ and ‘8’.  The possible imperfect closing of
such strokes as frequently appears in real-life is permitted and is separately
modeled.

The last four primitives are also referred collectively as arc primitives. We
can now, formally, define a prototype as follows:

Definition 5.2 (Prototype). A prototype P is expressed as a set of non-
overlapping labeled prototype primitives pi  or:

P = { p1,.....pi,....., pNp} with Np being the number of primitives involved in
the construction.

The associated primitive labels express the attributes which are:
a- Primitive Type
b- The co-ordinates of the start-point p

begv  and the end-point p
endv  of the

primitive. In case of curve primitives, the used convention is to select p
begv  and

p
endv  so as to turn anti-clockwise from p

begv  to p
endv . In case of circle primitive,
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some convenient break-point is declared as the start-point p
begv  which is also

the same as the end-point p
endv . For a line-segment primitive the left-most or

otherwise the bottom-most end-point is specified as p
begv .

Currently, the construction of these prototypes has to be carried out manually by
the system designer or the user. However, prototype designing is simple, owing to
their simple definitions. In prescribing a prototype, a minimum bounding frame
normalized w.r.t. to its height is assumed. An orthogonal axis system centered on
the lower-left corner of the bounding frame is used as  the reference axes system.
The imposed constraints in the definition of no overlap between adjacent
primitives avoids redundancy in the shape-definition.

Fig. 5.3 shows some examples of these prototypes. The complete prototype
database utilized in the experiments for upper-case Latin alphabet and numerals is
specified in the Appendix. In certain cases, the proposed decomposition of a
prototype into primitives is not unique and alternatives are possible. Also note that
exact modeling of a character-class shape is not the goal. Essentially, a minimal
number of prototypes per class are obtainable only by using appropriate primitives
that not only geometrically best resemble the character strokes but also provide the
best interpretation w.r.t. possible variations in font and or writing style.

The above simplified definitions entered on-line by the system-designer or
user could be regarded as user-supplied information or definition. The structural
information or features that are actually employed by the main-classifier and
discriminator are derived from these definitions. They are prepared as a result of
off-line analysis and are referred as the derived information or derived  feature set
for that stage. These will be detailed out in the corresponding discussions on these
subjects. This semi-automated mechanism of entering prototypes keeps the user
interface simpler and more closer to line-drawing specification and leads to the
possibility of completely automating the process of entering new prototypes.
Consequently, the addition of new prototypes is simple.

Figure 5.3:Examples of prototypes in a few cases
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A number of derived shape and spatial inter-relation attributes are defined for
prototype primitives by employing a primitive-reference chord and a primitive-
bounding box as defined below in a manner similar to that in case of candidate
features.

Definition 5.3 (Primitive-reference chord and Primitive-bounding box of a
primitive). The primitive-reference chord, except in the case of circle-primitive
type, is the directed line-segment joining the start-point p

begv  and end-point p
endv  of

the primitive; for the circle-primitive a diameter-chord is selected directed from
the start break-point p

begv  to a diametrically opposite point. The centroid of the

primitive is referred to as the primitive-reference point ( p
cenx , p

ceny ). The
primitive-bounding box is an assumed minimum-sized rectangular bounding-box
enclosing the  primitive such that one of its sides is parallel to the reference chord.

pxmin  and pxmax are defined as the minimum and maximum x-coordinates of the

primitive-bounding box while pymin  and pymax are defined as the minimum and
maximum y-coordinates of the primitive-bounding box.

The above definition is illustrated in Fig. 5.4. Note that in the case of line-
segment primitive, the primitive-reference chord is the directed line-segment itself
and the primitive-bounding box is considered to be of zero width.

The following definitions related to derived geometric attributes of primitives
will be utilized in the transformation definitions.

Definition 5.4 (Derived primitive geometric attributes). The primitive length
pl  is the length of that side of the primitive-bounding box which is parallel to the

reference chord. The length of the side of the primitive-bounding box
perpendicular to the reference chord will be referred as primitive width pw . The
primitive angle  pθ is the absolute angle of the reference-chord (w.r.t reference
co-ordinate system) . Primitive curvature pβ defined for a curve primitive type is
the tangential directional change following the curve of the primitive from point

p
begv  to p

endv .
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5.2.2 The Multiple-To-One Matching

The task of multiple-to-one inexact matching of the edges of the character
polygram S to a prototype P can be formally defined as follows:

Definition 5.5 (Multiple-To-One Matching M of S with P). The multiple-to-one
matching result M  between S and P comprises of finding a sub-polygram (portion)
of S, Ssub, for which mapping {( pi, ci )}i=1, .., Np can be established between all
prototype primitives pi and paths ci of Ssub . This mapping is based on each ci being
transformable to pi both w.r.t. to its (a) shape and (b) spatial relations with already
identified candidate features cj, established as mappings of pj . The rules governing
these transformations  are covered by the definitions of the subsequent section.

Note that this task basically mounts to preparing an inexact match of a
reference  attributed relational graph. In an attributed relational graph, the
attributed nodes specify feature shapes and the attributed edges their spatial inter-
relation. This reference relational graph  in our case implicitly comes from the
user-supplied prototypes. A mapping M for the input sample at the end of the
matching process can be considered as the inexact equivalent to this prototype
reference graph.

Moreover, note that since more than one alternative matching result M could
be established, it is necessary to add some quantitative measures to permitted

Figure 5.4: Illustration of Definition 5.3 in case of (a) a semi-
circle primitive and (b) a circle primitive
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transformations to measure the total amount of transformation cost that each
mapping implies. The best inexact match is then the one which yields a minimum
total transformation cost.

Inexact matching is computational expensive. However, we have added
constraints that will make the problem more tractable as discussed in the following
sections. Already, the constraint in the definition of finding all corresponding
features in the candidate is a computational  simplification. It implies that very
badly written or distorted samples fully missing essential structural parts will no
longer be mapped to their correct prototype. For establishing the indicated
mapping of a primitive we consider the candidate path ci in S whose start-node

ic
begv and end-node ic

endv  map to  nodes ip
begv and ip

endv  respectively of the primitive pi.
These paths have to fulfill certain basic pre-requisite visual perception constraints
as outlined in Definition 3.4 to be considered as meaningful candidates for
transformation. Only straight-paths are considered for transforming to straight-line
primitives, open-convex paths for semi-circles and three-quarter circle-primitives,
and close-convex paths for full-circle primitives. Both convex and straight paths
qualify as candidates for matching quarter-circle primitives. The used convention
for traversing convex-paths is anti-clockwise.

5.3 Transformations and Measures

In this section we define the transformations that are permitted, and the constraints
and context in which they are applied. As indicated earlier, each transformation
also accompanies a cost-function. This in fact is a measure of the amount of
deformation in shape or deviation in spatial-interrelation of the candidate feature
which is implied to be eliminated if mapped to the prototype primitive. The
underlying assumption is that the more the deformation and deviation in a given
sample is from the reference prototype shape, less likely it is to be its class
member. Moreover, any real-life distortion or deviation can be modeled as a
combination of these defined deformations or deviations and is handled by a
sequence of corresponding transformations. Various hypotheses regarding the best
interpretation of a deformation or deviation are automatically tested in the
matching process owing to the accumulation of these respective costs. The
constraints and context associated with these transformations, determining the
limits of the allowed flexibility, are set by the related parameter values of the
matching process.

The following paragraphs cover the definition of various transformations.
These can be broadly classified into three categories: The first category of
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transformations relates to matching a candidate-feature to a primitive. Subsection
5.3.1 covers these transformations. An overview of these transformations is
provided in Fig. 5.5. The second category of transformations deals with matching
the spatial inter-relationship among candidate-features with that among the
prototype-primitives. An overview of these transformations is provided by Fig.
5.6. and the related definitions are covered in subsection 5.3.2. The last type of
transformation simply accounts for the unmatched portions of the character
polygram and is discussed in subsection 5.3.3. Subsection 5.3.4 provides the
formal definition of accumulating these costs into the total matching cost of
corresponding to a candidate mapping and also defines the best among the
alternate mappings. Finally subsection 5.3.5 takes up the issue of the selection of
the transformation parameter values (weights and distortion limits).

As could be gathered without much difficulty from the overviews of  Fig.
5.5 and Fig. 5.6, most of the transformations simply aims at modeling either one of
the generally known image degradations (like introduction of breaks) or aims at
modeling some aspect of variability commonly occurring in the reproduction of
character shapes like overlapping among neighboring strokes and deviations in
shape, orientation, position etc. from the reference stroke-shape. Note that a
uniform modeling scheme has been largely adopted in the transformation
definitions that follow: utilization of piece-wise linear functions. Each
transformation is permitted within certain maximum limits of distortions under
question. These maximum limits have been chosen large enough to avoid
misclassifications of less frequent cases. Within the permitted range, a
transformation is approximated by a two-segment piece-wise linear function. The
selected corner point divides the entire range into  two. The lower range is
expected to cover most of the cases. It is simply approximated by a function that
linearly sums up various constituent cost components under consideration. The
employed linear function for the upper range is also similar but with a higher slope
in order to strongly penalize extreme distortions.  Note that, in the current
implementation, no attempt has been made to precisely find out the exact locations
of the corner points or the slopes for every transformation. A similar rough initial
setting has been used in most of the cases and adjusted where found really
necessary. The constituent cost components of these functions are either fixed
costs assigned if certain conditions exist or are proportional to the extent of
distortion aspect under consideration. We may emphasis that, though experiments
have shown that this scheme provided acceptable accuracy for our purpose at
hand, alternative modeling or algorithmic implementation of the same ideas are
possible. In the scope of this thesis we, however, limit ourselves to prove the
viability of the basic approach rather to find the best possible modeling function or
algorithmic implementation. Finally note that the undertaken definitions
extensively use auxiliary functions that were covered in Definitions 3.5 and 3.6.
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5.3.1 Candidate-Feature Transformations

This section basically covers all transformations related to transforming the shape
of path ci to that of  pi. Fig. 5.7. illustrates with some examples the kinds of
variations and deformations in shape that are permitted by these transformations.
Various transformations  that may be applied on path ci are defined as follows.
They cover bridging gaps, deformation in morphological shape of a candidate
feature and deviation in its geometrical attributes like length and orientations etc.
It may be good to emphasize,  that defining accurate measures of these distortions
is not the goal. A rough estimation serves  the purpose as attempted in the
following:

A. Gap-Bridging Transformations

Gaps may exists in a candidate feature due to image degradation and binarization
and, therefore, may be bridged. The associated cost may reflect the sizes of the
gaps, their summed length relative to the total feature length and other aesthetic
factors influencing the likelihood of the candidate feature being a match of the
primitive. Note, that  as mentioned in path-related definitions, candidate path ci for
transformation is  already subjected to restrictions w.r.t. the size and place of gaps.
The permitted gaps are considered to be bridged according to the following
transformation definition. Reference is made to the following ratio ic

gapsr  that is
already defined under Definition 4.3:

           Figure 5.6:Components of candidate-feature’s spatial relationship
           transformations

Candidate-feature’s spatial relationship transformations

Relative location
matching

Inter-connectivity
matching

Relative orientation
matching

De-overlapping with
a neighboring stroke
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)(_)(_ ii
c

gaps clengthtraversecbridgessumr i =

Definition 5.7 (Bridging gaps in a path ci). The transformation conditions
and associated cost for line-segment primitive and curve primitive are
defined separately as follows:

Figure 5.7:Examples of candidate paths that can match with each primitive type
Note: Paths matching with a semi-circle may also match with a three-quarter-circle primitive but
with different matching cost
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Case A: Line-segment primitive.

ci  may be transformed to a line-segment primitive only if line
maxgaps

c
gaps rr i ≤  with the

associated cost:
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max line
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line
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line
big
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3if

3if

coscos

32
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),(_cos
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c

gapgap
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ldgap
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c
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gapdev
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ldgap
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c
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segmentlinepii

rrr
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pcgapst

i
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ii

i

ii

i

i

whereas ic
lgN  and line

bigcos gapt  are the count and the fix cost related to gaps whose

sizes are greater than  line
smallgapl ;

ic
ldN  and bigcos gapdevt  are the count and the fix cost related to gaps whose

perpendicular component to the line-segment joining the ‘far’ vertices of the
adjacent  solid-segments are  greater than  line

smallgapd ; the ‘far’ vertices of the
adjacent solid-edges being the one which are not shared by the gap-segment and

bdw  is the associated weighting factor

Case B: Arc primitive.

ci may be transformed to a curve primitive only if  curve
maxgaps

c
gaps rr i <  . In that case

the associated cost-component is given as:
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c
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whereas ic
cgN  and curve

bigcos gapt  are the count and the fix cost related to gap-edges

whose sizes are greater than  curve
smallgapl ;

ic
cdN  and curve

biggapcontcos  are the count and the fix cost related to gap-edges which
have one or both concave vertices and

bdw  is the associated weighting factor

B. Morphological Transformations (Removal of Shape Deformations)

In this section we deal with various kinds of deviations and deformations in the
shape of paths  ci from a geometrical shape of  an arc or line segment and their
limits. Important to note is that only those deformation aspects have to be focused
on which have influential effect upon the identity of the candidate features. Thus
the aspects and types of deformations considered may be partly specific to a
writing system and its conventions. All these deformations are made to contribute
to the cost-function cost_morphdev which is defined separately for cases of
straight line-segments and curve primitives as follows. Reference is made to the
following ratio ic

str  that is already defined under Definition 4.3:

)(_)(_ ii
c

st clengthchordcwidthframer i =

Definition 5.8 (Straightening path ci to a line-segment). The path ci can be
straightened out provided that it does not deviate too much from a straight-line.
The path ci  may be transformed to a line-primitive only if the ratio ic

str does not
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exceed a maximum limit maxstr . In that case the associated deformation cost
related to straightening of ci is defined as:

max max

max

max 3if

3if

3
2

),(_cos

st
c

stst

st
c

st

stst

c
stst

c
stst

segmentlinepii

rrr
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where as wst  is the associated weighting factor.

Definition 5.9 ( Transforming path ci to a geometric curve). In case of
matching ci to an arc primitive, more than one aspect of deviation from the final
geometrical shape (circular-arc) is taken into account to perform the
transformation. This can broadly be divided into two phases: Transforming ci to a
convex path and than transforming the convex path to an arc. Various
transformations involved in the process are described below.

a.  Convex shaping by dent removal: This transformation removes ‘dents’ in
path ci. These ‘dents’ may encompass only two adjacent segments of path ci
forming a concave vertex or may even involve multiple adjacent segments as
illustrated in the Fig. 5.8. Note that as per definition of a convex path all vertices
including the concave ones of ci adjacent to a segment with a length
exceeding curve

smallsegl  are anyhow subjected to the restriction curve
maxintint φφ ≤  as per

dentd

               Figure 5.8:A multiple polyline-segment dent  ddent  in
               a candidate convex path
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Definition  3.3. As shown in the Fig. 5.8, let ic
kdentd be the length of indentation of

a dent k. We define its relative size by

)(_ i
c
kdent

c
kdent cwidthframedr ii =

Path ci may only be transformed to primitive pi  under the restriction that

maxdent
c
kdent rr i <  with an associated indentation cost of:
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If ic
dentN is the total number of dents in the path of ci, the total indentation cost for

ci is defined as:

�
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=
ic

dent
i

N

k

c
kdenttdentst

1

_cos_cos

b.  Curvature smoothening: This smoothens a convex path to a curve with
gradual change in (tangential) direction. Changes in tangential direction along the
path and the number of supporting vertices are taken into account.

)
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with KN as the total number of interval-points considered on path ci .

Let:

where wta  is the associated weighting factor.
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Let the estimate of the average internal angle per supporting vertex of ci as being:

)2()(avgint −= ii c
vi

c Nccurvatureφ

Then the cost related to smoothening is defined as follows:

c. Curvature matching: Expressing the deviation in tangential directional change
of  ci from that of pi as:

)),((_ iii p
i

pc
dev ccurvatureangdiffsmaller ββ =  then

ci can be transformed to pi only if maxdev
pc

dev ii ββ ≤  defined for each curve with the
associated cost-component given as:
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β

where wcv  is the associated weighting factor.

d. De-spiraling at path-endings: The inwards spiraling or bending of the ci
endings are given an extra penalty by means of the following cost-component.
This does not apply when closed-convex-paths are under analysis for
transformation to circle-primitives since their virtual start and end-points are either
the same or separated break-points connected to each other by a solid or gap edge.
Thus

0)(_cos =∈circlepi i
cngendspirilit

and for cases other than a full-circle

��
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�
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≤

=
• otherwisecavgturndevt

cavgturndevt
cunsmootht c
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)(_cos)(_cos)(_cos iendibegcirclepi cwindtcwindtcngendspirilit
i

+=∉

  where as:

         
otherwise
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cwindt
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c
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c
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ibeg
int

int

0
)(_cos

φ
φ�

�
�

=
•

        )(_cos iend cwindt   is also defined similarly based ic
endintφ .

e.  Aspect-ratio matching: Extreme deviations in the expected length-to-width
ratio are taken into account based on comparing the aspect ratios of ci , ic

aspectr , as
defined under Definition 4.3, with pi which is defined as:

iii ppp
aspect lwr =

By letting

i
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ii
p

aspect

p
aspect

c
aspectpc

devaspect
r

rr
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−
=

path ci may be transformed only if  maxdevaspect
pc

devaspect rr ii ≤ with the associated
cost-component calculated as:

where wwl  is the associated weighting factor.

f. Under the constraints described above ci  is transformable to a curve primitive
with associated cost-component defined as:
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C.  Geometric Attribute Transformations

On removing the distortions related to gaps and deformations, a candidate feature
ci could now be abstracted as a transformed feature with the same geometric shape
as pi. The following transformation related to its geometric attributes is the final
stage in shape-matching of the candidate ci to the pi .

Definition 5.10 (Geometric Attribute Transformations). The attributes of the
abstracted geometric feature ci corresponding to the pi primitive attributes, ipl and

ipθ , are denoted as  icl and icθ with

)(_ i
c clengthpathl i =  and

icθ being the angle of the reference chord of ci.

a.  Size matching: Deviation in size of ci compared to pi is considered with the
help of the ratio:
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ci can be transformed to a line-primitive or curve primitive only if maxlen
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where wl  is the associated weighting factor

b. Orientation matching: Expressing the angular deviation between ci and pi
as:
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),(_ iiii pcpc
dev angdiffsmaller θθθ =

Then ci  can be transformed to pi only if maxdev
pc

dev ii θθ ≤  with the associated cost-
component defined below:
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where wθ  is the associated weighting factor

c.  Geometrical transformation cost: Cost function related to removing the
diverse geometrical distortions in ci when matched to pi is:
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Definition 5.11 (Shape transformation cost): Thus the total matching-cost-
portion related to transforming the shape of ci to pi can be expressed as:
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5.3.2 Candidate Feature’s Spatial Relationship Transformations

In this section we shall deal with all transformations and measures that compare
the spatial inter-relations of the candidate feature under matching and candidate
features previously identified with that of  the corresponding prototype primitives.

When dealing with multi-font and hand-written characters, as also depicted in
Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2, a lot of variations can be found in the location of individual
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(straight and curved) strokes.  Comparing the relative spatial arrangement of the
candidate features to that of the prototype primitives has to be performed in the
presence of variations in shape, size, orientation and gaps among strokes. For
example, depending on the writing-style, image degradation, and stroke thickness,
neighboring strokes may start overlapping or become disjoint where originally
they should join or cross each other at one or more junctions.

Though defining exact and precise rules governing the spatial arrangement
would be extremely difficult, their rough modeling taking into account various
commonly observed aspects of spatial inter-relation has been found good in
practice. Various aspects that the following definition covers are relative location,
orientation, overlapping and interconnectivity. Regarding interconnectivity the
definition distinguishes various cases depending on how the neighboring strokes
terminate upon or cross each other.

Definition 5.12 (Candidate-Feature’s Spatial Relationship
Transformations). Using the notation for a candidate feature being matched
with primitive pi as ci and the previously identified candidate features as cj, being
the match of primitives pj, the following measures are defined in connection to
deviations in the spatial relationship of  ci.

a. Relative location matching: Define the horizontal and vertical
displacements of pi w.r.t. pj as follows:

jiji p
cen

p
cen

pp
cen xxx −=∆ jiji p

cen
p
cen

pp
cen yyy −=∆

and the horizontal and vertical displacements of ci w.r.t. cj as

jiji c
cen

c
cen

cc
cen xxx −=∆ jiji c

cen
c
cen

cc
cen yyy −=∆

Path ci may be considered for transformation to pi provided all the following
constraints are met:

1.(a): When 0≠∆ ji pp
cenx ,

)()( jiji pp
cen

cc
cen xsignxsign ∆=∆ .

Otherwise (when 0=∆ ji pp
cenx ),

jij cc
cen

c xxx maxmin ≤≤   if jj pp xx maxmin ≠    and
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iji cc
cen

c xxx maxmin ≤≤   if ii pp xx maxmin ≠ should hold. If any of the these conditions
is untrue, the corresponding condition is simply not imposed.

   (b): Similar conditions are to be met in the y-direction and are obtained by
substituting the above notations with the corresponding y-direction notations.

2. max|| cen_dev
cc

cen
pp

cen xxx jiji ∆≤∆−∆ and

max|| cen_dev
cc

cen
pp

cen yyy jiji ∆≤∆−∆

On meeting the above constraints, the related cost-component is given as follows:

jiji
y

jiji
x

cc
cen

pp
cenr

cc
cen

pp
centrjjii yywxxwpcpcrloct ∆−∆+∆−∆= ••),,,(_cos

b.  Inter-connectivity matching: An essential pre-requisite for transformation is
the following: If ci and cj correspond to mutually connected or intersecting
primitives, they should remain unconnected. For those neighboring ci and cj which
corresponds to mutually connected or intersecting primitives, their end-points that
corresponds to unshared end-points of  pi and pj, should also remain separated
from the other at least  by a distance of disjoingapmin . The inter-connectivity between
the neighboring candidate features should observe the following rules:

Let joink be a mapping of the connection between pi and pj onto the
appropriate nodes of candidate features ci and cj. The permitted flexibility in the
inter-connection of these nodes and the definition of the corresponding cost
function ),,(_cos kji joinccjoint  depends on the type of joink. The types of
joinings that are utilized in our prototypes along with their respective costs are:

Case A: Common end-point between pi and pj (Join-typeA). Let joink involve
the terminal points ei and ej of ci and cj that should be connected as in the
prototype. Let

jieed be the distance between ei and ej, ji med be the distance of ei

from the mid-point of cj and 
ij med  be the distance of ej from mid-point of ci .

Then ci may be transformed to pi only if
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jik eeendjoinJoinTypeAjoinkji dwjoinccjoint •=∈),,(_cos

Case B: Termination of pi at the mid-point of pj or vice versa (Join-typeB). Let
joink involve the connection of the end-point the candidate feature ca to the mid-
point of the candidate feature cb as per prototype. Denoting their separating
distance by abd , its components perpendicular and parallel to (the reference
chord) of cb are denoted as ab

perd and  ab
pard respectively.  By defining

)(_5.0 b
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dr =

matching is permitted only if

maxpar
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per gapd max≤

with the associated cost component defined as:
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Case C: Cross-point of pi and pj (Join-typeC). This kind of junction may occur
only for cases of adjacent line-primitives. To start with, the corresponding cross-
point vcom between ci and cj is identified which if not found leads to the failure of
the transformation process. It is either the single point that is shared between ci
and cj or the mid point of the portions of the paths shared between ci and cj. Its
ideal location for each candidate feature is also identified. It is the point that is
situated at the same traverse-distance ratio from the two end-points of the
candidate as for the primitive. Let vcom  be deviated by ie

crossdev  and
je

crossdev from its ideal locations on ci and cj towards their end-point ei and ej

respectively (as illustrated in Fig. 5.9).

Then we define

Figure 5.9:Illustration of the mapping of  Join-type C (primitive-
cross point) between a pair of adjacent primitives onto the
corresponding  candidate paths

ie
crossdev

ie
idealcrossd

comv

Ideal location of vcom
on ci and cj

ci

cj

ei

ej

pi

pj
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with ie
crossd ideal and je

crossd ideal being the traverse-distances of end-point ei and ej from
the ideal locations of vcom on ci and cj respectively. ci may be transformed to pi only
if

     maxcross
c

cross rr i ≤  and maxcross
c

cross rr j ≤   are met with the associated cost
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where as, by letting cn to stand for ci and cj,
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For computing the total inter-connection cost all the joinings joink for k = 1 to Ncon
between pi and pj are taken into account, leading to the definition:

�
=

•=
conN

k
kji

con
jjii joinccjoint

N
pcpctyconnectivit

1

),,(_cos1),,,(_cos

c.  Relative orientation matching: Deviations in relative orientation of ci w.r.t. cj
from the relative orientation of pi w.r.t.  pj are considered by employing the smaller
angle ji ppα between the (directed) reference chords of pi and pj and the smaller

angle jiccα between the (directed) reference chords of ci and cj. Letting

jijiii ppccpc
dev ααα −=
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 ci can be transformed to pi only if   maxdev
pc

dev ii αα ≤ with an associated cost
defined as
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where wov is the associated weighting factor.
An additional restriction is that not all of the ci path may be overlapping with

others, thus 1<�
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e. Spatial relationship transformation cost: The cost-component related to
matching the spatial relationship of ci with cj into the spatial-interrelationships of
pi with pj is  defined as:
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and the total cost of matching the spatial inter-relationship between ci and
previously matched candidate features cj with the spatial relationship between pi
and primitives pj is
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5.3.3 Deletion of Unused Character Polygram Edges

Unused edges of the character polygram S in the matching process may be
considered as extraneous strokes, noise or decoration and may be deleted.
The associated cost is proportional to the total length of an unmatched
edges.

5.3.4 Matching a Sample with a Class-Prototype

After the introduction of various transformations and their measures it is possible
to quantify the cost of a mapping of a sample with a class-prototype  and to define
the optimal matching among them.

Definition 5.13 (Matching cost of a mapping). The total cost of matching a sub-
polygram of S with P, with C being the set of mapped candidate features ci is
defined as follows:
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Definition 5.14 (Optimal matching). The inexact matching of S with P is the
optimal mapping that minimizes the over all transformation cost :

)),,((cosminarg),( CSPMtMSPM
M

best ==

5.3.5 Selection of Weights and Distortion Limits in Transformation
Measures

The distortion limits in the aforementioned transformation measures determine the
extent to which these distortions or deformations are tolerated in an input sample.
The associated weights determine the relative importance of these transformations
in the inexact matching process. This leads to influencing various inter-class and
intra-class decisions. For example, samples of character pairs {4 ,9}, {C,L} {U,V}
may be transformable to either classes in many cases. This  posses the following
important questions regarding the feasibility of the approach:

a- How critical are the choices for the values of these parameters (distortion
limits and weight  values)?

b-  Do these values differ across the class boundaries?

The stand-point pursued in this work on the above issues is the following:
The precise choices of distortion limits are not necessary and may be easily set to
reasonable safe values that are higher than actually required. Similarly, for most of
the classification decisions an exact choice of  weight values is not crucial and
their values do not vary widely across the character classes.  Thus in our approach,
these weights have been chosen the same for all classes. They were initialized
with values considered reasonable and then coarsely tuned manually by processing
a limited batch of mixed class-samples and revising their values.

However, the exact determination of class boundaries is indeed dependent on
the precise selection of  the weight values and may even not be the same for all
classes. This may become crucial for samples of similar character  classes.
However, as stated earlier such cases, though only few,  are left for the following
stage where more information, finer resolution and measures are employed for
taking a definitive decision.
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5.4 Search for Optimal Mapping between Sample and
Prototype

Our problem of establishing an optimal mapping between the input sample and a
prototype would have been reduced to polynomial one-to-one inexact matching if
the corresponding candidate paths in S that have to be transformed to primitives
are known in advance. However, as indicated earlier, there is no one simple
general way to pre-decide on this set of candidate paths unless each path is
considered explicitly.  Thus the problem is combinatorial in nature. To keep the
problem computationally tractable beam-search rather than exhaustive search is
employed and additional heuristic assumptions, as detailed below, with respect to
the possible  location of the candidate features in the character polygram are used.
Consequently, finding the optimal solution is not formally guaranteed. However,
in practice the system almost always succeeds in finding an acceptable mapping of
S to P if S belongs to P. This is enough for our purpose since the accuracy of the
score corresponding to such a mapping  is good enough for decisions that have to
be made at this stage.

5.4.1 Additional Assumptions and Constraints to Limit the Search

Following assumptions and constraints, though heuristic are realistic and help
generally to expedite the search without hampering the chances for finding the
optimal solution:

• Only those nodes of S are considered for mapping a primitive start-point (and
end-point) for which the height deviation does not exceed more than one-half of
the S bounding-box height.

• The horizontal displacement between the first primitive start-point and the
candidate node in S does not vary more than one-half of the S bounding-box width.
Note that the scope of search for other primitives is considerably limited owing to
relative spatial constraints which are not helpful in searching the candidates for the
first primitive.

5.4.2 Algorithms

We introduce first in Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11  our algorithms for generating the
candidate list for matching a primitive during the matching process. This is in
essence done by considering all different valid paths of different lengths starting at
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nodes in S that fulfill the constraints as discussed in the definitions 3.2 and 3.3. All
the implicit and explicit requirements in the definitions are systematically checked
to efficiently screen out paths that can be candidates for  transformation.

Figure 5.10: Algorithm: path_extension

Input variables: 
pi: prototype primitive
cl: traversed path in character polygram S

Output variables:  none
Other variables and notations:

k: parameter determining the maximum length of the path cl for matching
with pi.

arclenpi : the length of the arc or line-segment depending on feature type
cost_transmax , cost_relmax: maximum permitted values of trans_shape
                                           and trans_rel costs

Result: extensions of cl that may match pi are added to the candidate-feature
list for pi

Pseudocode:
procedure  path_extension(cl, pi)
    if traverse_length(cl) < k • path_length(pi) and path_extension_constraints
are met
         then    /*otherwise further extension of path will be aborted */

if a valid path-type  /*attempt transformation if remaining constraints are
met */
            if trans_shape(cl, pi) < cost_transmax   and trans_rel(cl, pi) <cost_relmax

then  add cl to candidate-feature list
            endif

  endif

         for each adjoining directed segment em  at the end-vertex of cl and not
included in cl

                  let cl+1 = ( cl, em)
                  call path_extension(cl+1, pi) /*recursion/
        endfor

   endif
  return
endproc
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Note that the path_extension_constraints refer to a subset of prescribed constraints
(Definition 3.1) for valid path-types which are those, that if not satisfied by the
path under consideration, will also remain unsatisfied for all further extensions of
that path. Thus non-satisfaction of these constraints for the path under
consideration warrants immediate termination of the path extension process saving
computational time. The candidate paths with low transformation cost are placed
in the candidate-list along with their cost values.

Our heuristic search for an optimal solution is basically beam search based on
depth-first search principal as shown in Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13. The mapping
begins by considering candidate paths for the first primitive which is subsequently
extended. At any intermediate stage we have the partial matching results Mi
between S and P. This mapping is extended to the new state Mi+1 by considering
only the few top most candidates for matching the next primitive number i+1.The
mapping is considered a solution if all the prototype primitives have been mapped.
As indicated earlier, the mapping associated with the minimal matching cost is
regarded as the optimal solution.

Figure 5.11: Algorithm: candidate_feature_generation

Input variables: none
Output variables:  none
Result: generation of candidate-feature list of paths sl in S that may
match pi

Pseudocode:
procedure candidate_feature_generation ( )
      initializations
      prepare a list of start-vertices for cl

      for each start-vertex vk on the list
           for each adjoining directed segment em  at the start-vertex vk

                 let c0 = (em)
                 call path_extension(c0, pi)
           endfor
      endfor
      return
endproc
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Figure 5.12: Algorithm: matching_extension

Input variables:
Mi: a partial matching-result for P

Output variables:  none
Other variables and notations:

Mbest : best matching-result of S with P
ListM : List of candidate matching-results Mk
Nm: total number of matching-results in the list
pi: ith prototype primitive
cl: a candidate matching-feature for pi

itopN : number of top best candidate features in the list with
          least transformation cost that are tried for matching pi
ml: matching-result corresponding to cl
NP: total number of prototype primitives
Mi : partial matching-result till ith prototype primitive
       with M0 =NULL

Result: Prepare list of candidate matching-results ListM

Pseudocode:
procedure matching_extension(Mi)
      call candidate_feature_generation (pi+1)
      for each of the cl among the best 1+itopN  candidate-features in the list for
pi+1

           let Mi+1  = Mi ∪ ml

           if  i+1 = NP

               then add Mi+1 to ListM

               else call matching_extension(Mi+1)
           endif
      endfor
      return
endproc
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5.4.3 Complexity Analysis

To analyze the complexity of the multiple-to-one matching algorithm of the main-
classifier, we have to consider that the matching_extension algorithm performs a
beam search to compile different alternative matchings of the candidate features
with the prototype primitives. The maximum depth of this search equals the
number of primitives which does not exceed four in our scheme.

Then we have to consider the complexity of the algorithms
candidate_feature_generation and path_extension which prepare a list of
candidate-features to match a primitive. Following a similar analysis as for the pre-
classifier case, let M be the number of the vertices in the character polygram  , D
be the largest degree (number of adjoining branches) of any vertex in the polygram

Figure 5.13: Algorithm: matching_generation

Input variables: none
Output variables: none
Other variables and notations:  

P: prototype
      S: candidate

             Mbest : best matching-result of S with P
 ListM : List of candidate matching-results Mk

Result: Prepares the best matching-result Mbest of S with P

Pseudocode:
program matching_generation
      initializations
      matching_extension(M0)
      if ListM is empty
        then Mbest is NILL

        else )(cosminarg
0

k

N

k
best MtM

m

=
=

      endif
      return
endprog
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and K be the maximum number of polyline-segments that may be present in a
candidate-path. It is easy to see that the number of paths originating at a vertex
does not exceed D when considering single polyline-segment paths and  the
number of paths with k polyline segments with k>1 will not exceed 1)1( −

• − kDD .
Thus the maximum number of  paths that have to be considered with 1 to K
number of  polyline-segments by the algorithm path_extension will be a
polynomial in D of maximum degree K. Moreover, in the worst case the
candidate_feature_generation has to call it M times if all vertices are to be
considered as start-vertices.

As indicated earlier, in practice D does not exceed 4, the number of vertices
M does not exceed 15 and K does not exceed 5. Moreover, the actual number of
times this routine is expected to be called in practice is far less than the worst
scenario presented above. Firstly, the degree of most of the polygram vertices is 2.
Moreover various constraints that are applied when considering a vertex to be a
start-vertex of a candidate path is quite limited by the employed constraints. As an
example, the character polygram of an input sample of ‘A’ may have typically 5
vertices. When matching the first primitive, the left tilted stroke, the maximum
number of paths that have to be considered does not exceed 30.

5.5 The Decision Interface

Let { P1, ..... PN } be the set of N prototypes standing for the M classes of a
alphabet {L1, ..... LM} where M ≤ N . Then the initial identity decision of an input
sample S is a result of inexact matching of S with each prototype in the set. As a
result of this matching only one prototype per class is kept as a candidate which is
the one that yields minimum matching cost in the class-group. Further decisions
are taken based on this candidate set.

It is reasonable to impose a maximum limit of the matching cost to a
prototype beyond which the input sample may no longer be considered as the
member of the class (or in other words the class may not be considered as a
candidate class). Thus all classes that are above max_cos mapt  are excluded from
the candidate list of classes for the input sample. This also leads to the following
criteria for rejection of the input sample: The candidate S is rejected (unclassified)
if no prototype yielded a matching cost lower than max_cos mapt .

As a measure of similarity of the input sample with a class, a class-similarity
score based on the matching cost is defined. This is defined as a relative measure
representing the similarity of the given sample S with the character class L on a
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normalized scale [0,1]; whereas 1 corresponds to perfect match and 0 corresponds
to unacceptable level of similarity for being a class member. These extremes relate
to the situation when the matching costs of S are 0 and max_cos mapt
respectively.  Mathematically, )(SSimL , the class-similarity score for a class L, is
defined as follows:

max_cos
),(

1)(
mapt

SPMSSim LL −=

where PL is the prototype of class L which yielded the minimum matching cost
among the class prototypes.

Thus, the output of this stage is a ranked list of candidate classes {L1, ..... LJ}
based on their similarity scores )(1 SSimL , .... )(SSim JL .

Different strategies could be adopted regarding further routing and processing
of the input sample and is linked to various factors: The recognition performance
of the main classifier, desired accuracy of the final identity decision versus the
required computational power etc. It is also linked on the higher-level to the
overall decision hierarchy in the scheme.

In the current implementation following simple strategy has  been adopted: A
priori behavior of the main classifier was studied on a small ‘training’ set to
observe which pairs of similar character classes  were sources of frequent
confusion for the best and second best ranks. These pairs are regarded  as
confusion pairs. Whenever both the top two classes belong to a confusion pair, the
disambiguation stage is invoked for the pair  and its evaluation is also taken into
account in the final decision. For all other cases the evaluation at the main-
classifier is trusted.

5.6 Experimental Results and Discussion

Proof-of-concept testing of the proposed scheme was done for two cases:
Handwritten numerals and upper case letters. A set of 12 and 28 prototypes were
employed in the experiments to model 10 and 26 classes respectively. These are
depicted in full in the Appendix. The employed parameter values are also reported
in the Appendix. Note that these parameters were initialized with rough reasonable
values. They were then checked and roughly tuned (where necessary) using a
batch of few hundred samples only (see the Appendix). Also note that the value of
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the maximum permitted matching cost, max_cos mapt , had been selected
sufficiently high which lead to zero rejection rate of the input samples. In both
cases test batches comprising several hundred samples extracted from CEDAR
CDROM-1 database were employed for testing. Note that since research on
thinning algorithms was out of the scope of this work, such samples where the
available thinning algorithm produced extremely distorted and misleading results
were screened out for these experiments. A few examples of these sort have been
illustrated in Fig. 3.8. The matching performances of the main classifier on both
sets are shown in  Table 5.1.

Data set Best match Best 2 matches Best 3 matches
HW numerals 96.8% 98.8% 99.4%
HW upper-case 91.2% 98.4% 99.2%

Table 5.1: Main-classifier matching performance for handwritten characters:
Success rate in placing the correct class of the input sample among the top 1,2 or
3 matching classes based on their similarity scores.

Illustrated in Fig 5.14 with some specific examples from both sets are some cases
reporting the ranked list of top 3 candidate classes together with the computed
relative similarity scores. Also identified in Table 5.2 are the most important
“confusion pairs” for upper-case letters corresponding to situations when the
correct class is among the best two matches. For these cases, any one member of
the confusion pair being the correct class came out to be the competitor of the
other pair-member as the winner.

Confusion pairs Relative contribution
{D,O} 72%
{D,P} 12%
{C,L} 6%
others 10%

Table 5.2: Important class-confusion pairs for the handwritten upper-case letters
related to the top two matches together with their (approximate) percentage
contribution to the total number of cases in which the correct class was the second
choice in favor of its pair-member as the winner.
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From the experiments on both the sets it emerges that the main classifier is
largely successful in distinguishing most of the character classes. As a result of
this, for numerals the success rate in placing the right class as the top choice is
already quite high. For the case of upper-case characters the identified “confusion
pairs” in Table 5.2 could also be regarded as the most interesting candidates for
better analysis to improve the integrated system performance for upper-case
letters.

Less successful cases (some of them illustrated in the Fig. 5.14) are largely
attributed to only few classes and the following causes may be identified: Close
shape similarity of some classes (like that of {D,O}, {C,L}), ambiguity in identity
owing to careless writing (like the character sample of ‘D’ in Fig. 5.14) and
distortions in representation of the actual shape by the character polygram.

Robustness to problems related to segmentation (like extraneous strokes) or
breaks in pattern image is illustrated by examples of Fig. 5.15.

Figure 5.14:Some character images from the hand-written numerals and
upper-case test sets labeled with their truth values. Below are the ranked
lists of top 3 candidate classes  produced by the main classifier with their
similarity scores in brackets

‘ Z ’

{Z(0.73), L(0.2), C(0.13)}

‘ O ’

{D(0.85), O(0.80), B(0.51)}

‘ D ’

{P(0.78), D(0.73), O(0.40)}

‘ 9 ’

{9(0.91), 4(0.8), 1(0.1)} {A(0.82), P(0.63), H(0.38)}

‘ A ’

{8(0.88), 0(0.37), NIL}

‘ 8 ’
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We would postpone any real performance comparison with existing schemes
to Chapter 7 which bring forwards the integrated system performance. However,
few remarks could still be issued on comparing the main classifier performance
with [3]. The scheme of [3]  is applied only to printed characters though of mixed
quality while our modifications and extensions as was highlighted in Section 5.2
and described in detail thereafter made it to possible to apply our scheme on
handwritten characters. Also note that the approach of [3] was applied only to 10
numeral classes (reporting a performance of 98.13%).

5.7 Concluding Remarks

The adopted approach does not attempt to accommodate a wide number of forms
into the shape definitions. It successfully maps the variability in character shapes
to a few simple shape definitions per class based on conceptually modeling of the
variations and distortions that are usually expected to be found in real-life
character images and the ones that are specific to a writing system. The variability
of actual character shapes is absorbed by the optimization process which is
modeled in terms of a sequence of transformations and the associated costs.

The task of  defining a dedicated variation and degradation model might seem
to be quite complex at the first sight. It is indeed more complex than just
employing general models like Neural Networks or Hidden Markov Models.
However, the very fact that the task of building such a  model can be translated to
a number of simple decisions and considerations related to technological factors
and to the perception of shape similarity, makes the model realizable. This forms
the bases of our transformation definitions which approximately model these
decisions and considerations. Note that these transformation rules were revised
and improved during the course of building up of the system by using a small
‘training-set’. Since, the model also incorporates the specific nature of variability
in a writing system, it may require extension or modification or both when applied

                         (a) (b)

Fig. 5.15: Samples: (a) with gaps (b) with extraneous strokes correctly
recognized by the system
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to another writing system which may have somewhat different shape-variability
characteristics. This is also true for humans, who must re-learn the shape
variability limits when switching to another writing system. This does not,
however, mount to an entire re-design of the system since many of the aesthetic
and technological considerations remain the same among different writing
systems. The same can be said about extension of the proposed model to other
graphical symbols and line-drawings.

Note that once such an analysis model is developed for a certain writing
system,  designing the class-models is a relatively simple task. Though, in our
current set-up, we have entered such prototypes manually, it could be automated
by using an interactive graphics editor. Unlike many existent systems, extension of
the system with new models (belonging to the same writing system) would not
require re-training the complete system over the entire data set. The system offers
good generalization ability, robustness and predictable behavior on unseen
examples of the same character class. This fact has been illustrated by the
experiments in which no significant degradation of performance happened on
switching from the ‘training’ set to the test set.

We may also reiterate that the performance of the approach is not tightly
woven to the exact choice of weights and distortion limits but is primarily
dependent on the transformation definitions themselves. The experimental results
indicate that the satisfactory performance could be realized by manually
initializing the weights and limits to ‘safe-values’ and by adjusting/tuning them
somewhat on a relatively small ‘training-set’. This conclusion is also in line with
the findings of other researchers who experimented with the approaches of similar
kind [3]. The undertaken sensitivity analysis on the approach in [3] showed that
the recognition rate had only a small variation on a very broad range of variation
of weight values. Thus, if reasonable transformation definitions are undertaken in
such kind of analysis, the precise value of weights and costs are not decisive for
the overall recognition rate. In other words, adopting a proper distance measure
and employing key features leads to most of the class-clusters being well-separated
(in terms of the adopted distance function). Therefore, statistical ‘tuning’ of
weights over a larger training set has not been found crucial [3]. Though not added
in our system as well, additional advantages like design ease and optimal system
performance could still be gained by adding a mechanism of automatic tuning of
weights through statistical means.

The above discussion also clarifies why such an approach may succeed in
having comparable performance to other systems without requiring a lot of
‘training’: A number of fundamental perceptual and technological considerations
in a writing system are repeated over and over again in implementing different
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shape-definitions. Their effective identification and utilization drastically
minimizes the training requirements. For this, the knowledge of a system designer
has been utilized to a great extent.

Also note that more advanced decision strategies may be adopted to further
improve the performance figures. For instance, the top three classes based on
certain criteria could be sent to the disambiguation stage to be tried for pair-wise
discrimination. This may have improved the top ranking accuracy further.

We may also not forget to mention that there is no conceptual difficulty
involved in extending the approach to the lower-case alphabet. Initial experiments
were encouraging in this regard. Some extensions like inclusion of a dot primitive
(like in case of character “i”) will indeed be necessary. Also the possibility of
inclusion of non-essential  primitives in the prototype definitions is possible. This
may model those strokes of a character that are non-essential or decorative but are
added sometimes and help clarify the character identity.
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Disambiguation Layer

The third layer of the composite classification scheme presented in Chapter 2 is
the disambiguation stage. Its goal is to resolve the confusions and ambiguities in
classification at the main classifier stage using pair experts. This chapter
elaborates on the philosophy, architecture and the performance of this layer.

6.1 Approach Outline

As proposed in the related papers [IX], [VIII], [III], we may first review and
elaborate upon these concepts of building experts for the pair-disambiguation task
based on fine-level shape analysis.

As was described in the previous chapter, the main-classifier tries to classify
the input sample based on its similarity with the various shape-prototypes. The
adopted similarity measure evaluates the global shape of the sample. Fine details
are ignored to allow flexibility and generality in the matching process.
Additionally, the used polygonal description is unable to maintain the exact shape
description of the sample since it is just a coarse representation of the character
skeleton which in turn suffers from distortion related to the thinning process. Thus,
samples of structurally similar classes might not be reliably distinguishable in this
classification process. Such confusion groups are of small sizes in the Latin
alphabet and may have typically two members.

The role assigned to the disambiguation layer in our scheme is to discriminate
among a group of top few (two or three) candidate classes specified by the main
classifier decision layer which are not easily distinguishable by the main classifier.
For this task, pair-experts are invoked corresponding to all the respective class-
pairs that can be formed in this “confusion group”. These pair-experts employ
additional constraints based on specific secondary features. Their decisions are
passed onto the final decision layer to be used in generating the class-confidence
scores. The specific secondary features correspond to fine local differences
between prototype shapes that are crucial for distinguishing these shapes. They are
prepared through the comparative examination of two shape-prototypes. Thus in
nature the discriminator differs from the main classifier in that it employs the
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context of two prototypes simultaneously instead of individual prototypes
separately.

Before getting into implementation details of our approach, we may refer to
some of the existing approaches with similar intentions and highlight differences
with them. A number of existing schemes [9], [32], [47] have adapted the idea of
additional processing of characters that cause confusion at the primary classifier.

Fairhurst [9], presents an approach to the recognition of structurally similar
handwritten characters in the context of a multi-expert hierarchical structure. Here,
the basic classifier performs the initial separation of the input characters. Based on
the a priori knowledge of the behavior of the basic classifier on  the employed
database, initially separated characters are regrouped to form structurally similar
groups incorporating characters that have a high probability of being confused.
These groups consist of two or three classes. These characters then undergo group-
wise classification. In anticipation of incorrect assignment of the sample in a
group, the groupwise classification structure provides for rejecting such samples.
They are passed on to a reject recovery classifier which re-attempts classification.
The experiments were performed with three types of experts arranged in two
groupwise classification configurations. These experts include a Moment-based
pattern classifier, a Multilayer perceptron and Frequency weighted memory
network schemes. Thus these experts were independent with respect to each other
in terms of features they use and classification technique they use. In [32] Zhou
and Pavlidis introduce a second-level classification process for resolving
ambiguities resulting at the first stage classification. An aggressive graph matching
scheme of the kind discussed in [2] and [3] is used which accesses the overall
shape of the input sample. At the second stage highly specific routines suitable for
recognition of characters or classes of characters are employed. Two techniques
are employed to deal with ambiguity of interpretation: one technique is to seek
further constraints in the way character images are interpreted; the other is to use
additional measurements to curtail the ambiguity of subsequent interpretations.
Suitable local constraint sets for individual classes are devised manually on case-to
case basis using secondary features.  Mostly, corners and shape symmetry are used
as features. For accurate measurement of corner  sharpness the character contour is
used. The classification procedure is also handcrafted and is structured as a
decision tree. Moreover no quantitative evaluation or scoring is involved. Thus
upgrading the system with a new confusion set requires re-writing the entire
procedure.

Our scheme differs w.r.t. the design philosophy from [9], [47] and resembles
[32] in that the additional constraints that are sought for pair-disambiguation are
specific local features and are chosen to be complimentary in nature to the global
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shape matching capacities of the main-classifier. Moreover, in our current
approach the capability of the main classifier to place the correct class among the
top few with high success rate is trusted. The obtained experimental results on the
main classifier stage support this assumption. In other words, it is accepted that the
sample do have a reasonably degree of membership (similarity) to these classes
which warranted their further evaluation. The assigned task of the disambiguation
stage is, therefore, to come up with a better evaluation of the degree of
membership to these classes through comparative comparison based on pair-wise
examination and additional class-specific constraints; hence contributing towards a
more refined decision regarding the sample identity. The distinctive nature of our
approach from that in [32] and others, however, is its alignment with our general
design philosophy leading to modeling of the disambiguation process. Thus we
want to explore common grounds and strategies on which a system can be made
capable to infer, abstract and examine the local constraints automatically for any
group of confusion-classes constituted based on the main classifier output. For all
these reasons we incline to exploit the similarities in general in the disambiguation
process w.r.t the discriminating features and the decision strategies. Another
difference with these schemes is that the disambiguation process is made to
generate a relative similarity figure for  a confusion pair. This has the advantage
over a discrete identity decision in that it can be more effectively combined with
high-level contextual information when available like in the case of interpreting
composing letters of a word. Moreover, rigidly enforcing certain rules to arrive at
the identity decision will be unrealistic for this task. The task rather require a
loose implementation of these constraints.

In the following, we first introduce various types of discriminating features
that are employed to yield a discriminating-feature set for a confusion pair. Next, a
measure for the pair-discrimination task is defined. Practical details on the method
of inferring the discriminating-feature set for a specific pair and its corresponding
examination method in an input sample is then discussed. The performance of the
current implementation of this proposed method is discussed next based on the
conducted experiments. The last section adds some useful remarks on the current
implementation.

6.2 Discriminating Features

As indicated earlier, the discriminating features are nothing more than local fine
differences between two similar shape types. In the following we introduce a few
types of discriminating features that are generally useful for the pair
disambiguation task. These are, anyhow, not meant to be an exhaustive list of such
features.
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1. Gaps: Presence and absence of gaps at certain strategic locations in shape may
play a crucial rule in distinguishing two shape types. However, the main classifier
does not give a special consideration to such gaps since it bridges all gaps based
on a general strategy. For example, this may lead to a situation in which a sample
of character class ‘C’  with only a small gap is also transformable to character
class ‘O’ with a transformation cost not separated enough from the one for the
correct class ‘C’. Thus identification and measurement of such gaps serves as an
important discriminator-feature.

2. Cusp and corners: Differences in connection to the presence of corner and
cusps or the degree of sharpness of comparable corners in  two shapes may serve
as crucial local differences for the discrimination task. For example, the shape of
‘8’ misses the top-left and bottom-left sharp corners of ‘B’, while the middle-left
cusps of ‘8’ missed in the ideal shape definition of ‘B’. These differences are not
focused at in the main classifier, which measures the global deformations in the
sample shape by decomposing and comparing it with the primitives of a prototype.
In the adopted discrimination measure, the sharpness of such distinguishing
corners or cusps is used.

3. Branches: The main classifier has to allow deviations in relative spatial
positions of primitives in a prototype to enable matching flexibility. Based on
general considerations this can be large enough to cause confusion between some
pairs of similar shape types. Taking the example of  pair {P,D}, a discriminating
aspect in the shape of ‘P’ and ‘D’ is the lower termination location of the curve-
stroke on the vertical stroke. The ideal place in case of ‘D’ is at its bottom end
while in case of ‘P’ at its mid but the real samples may deviate from this norm.
When such samples are interpreted flexibly by the main-classifier may be seen of
class ‘P’ or ‘D’ with the termination location deviating downwards or upwards
respectively from its ideal locations as a result of casual writing. The relative
length of the lower  vertical branches compared to the total vertical stroke length
is, therefore, a useful feature.

Based on the above discussion, we define the following pair discriminating-
feature set:

Definition 6.1 (Pair Discriminating-feature set).  An assigned set { i } of 21PP
DN

features of type gap, corner, or branches for a prototype pair {P1, P2} whose
attribute value differs in the two prototypes are referred to as the pair
discriminating-feature set. The attribute value di in case of gaps refers to their
lengths. In case of branches, di refers to their relative lengths w.r.t full stroke-
length and in case of a corner it refers to the change in the tangential direction of
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the curve (expressed as an angle value) within a suitably selected region of
support.

Thus in the adopted definition a sharp corner is the one that brings a large
change in the tangential direction of a curve in a length interval that is quite small
w.r.t. to the size of the sample. However, important to point out is that the adopted
measure for corners is not a unique one and its choice is a matter of convenience.
Several others have been proposed in literature as well [32].

6.3 Relative Similarity Measure   

We now proceed to define the individual and overall relative similarity scores
based on quantitative measurements of the involved discriminating-feature
attributes.

The following definition of the relative similarity w.r.t. a discriminating
feature represents a measure of how much the observed value of the discriminating
feature of the sample resembles one confusion-pair member compared to the other.
This scoring is expressed on a scale of [0 ,1] with 1 regarded as a perfect match to
a class-member and 0 as a no match. Based on the definition of a discriminating
feature, it is reasonable to consider that a discriminating feature gives the sample
the corresponding characteristic property of one class for its lower values and of
the other class at its higher values. In the adopted definition, for simplicity, a ramp
function is used to approximate this behavior. Two suitable limiting low and high
values of the discriminating features define the corner points of this function.
Below and above these values respectively, the sample is considered to perfectly
posses the characteristic property of a single class. In between these limiting
values the related relative similarity is approximated as a linear function. The
following definition formalizes this modeling:

Definition 6.2 (Relative similarity of the sample w.r.t. a discriminating
feature on a class-pair). Let PH and PL stand for the prototypes of the confusion
pair {P1, P2} such that the samples from the classes represented by these
prototypes are expected to have higher and lower values respectively of the
discriminating feature i. Also let L

id , H
id  be the appropriately selected values for

the discriminating feature id  such that above and below these values respectively,
this feature of the sample S could be safely considered of being of a sample from
the classes of PH  and PL respectively. Then the relative similarity measure w.r.t. to
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this discriminating feature S
id of the class-pair {P1, P2} for the sample S is

mathematically defined as:
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The above definition is depicted in Fig 6.1. Also in consequence of the above
definition, note that
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The relative similarity score is now defined. It is the adopted measure to represent
the relative similarity of the sample S with one confusion-pair member in
comparison with the other member. It is based on the relative similarity scores
w.r.t. the identified individual discriminating features for the confusion-pair. Each
score is regarded as a measure of evidence favoring a confusion-pair member. The
relative similarity score defined on a scale of  [0,1] is based on accumulating these
individual evidences. Associated weights determine their appropriate relative
importance. Thus, a maximum score of 1 corresponds to the situation in which all

)(},{ 21 PP
iSim

1

S
id

L
id H

id

Figure 6.1:Measure of relative similarity of a sample with P1 of
the confusion-pair {P1 , P2 } for a discriminating feature i.
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the accumulated individual evidences solidly points out in favor of one member
than the other; thus considering it a perfect match.

Definition 6.3 (Relative similarity score on a class-pair). The relative
similarity )(},{ 21 SSim PP  expressing the similarity of the input sample S with P1

among the prototype confusion-pair { P1, P2} on a normalized scale of [0,1] is
defined as follows:
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where as:

S
id : measured value of the discriminating feature i in S.

)(},{ 21 PP
iSim :  the relative similarity of the input sample S with P1 w.r.t. the

discriminating feature i among the prototype confusion-pair { P1, P2} defined
under the Definition 6.2.

21PP
DN : is the total number of identified discriminating features between the pair

{P1, P2}.

 },{ 21 PP
iw : weighting factor reflecting the relative importance of various

discriminating features for the confusion-pair { P1, P2}.

As an initial guess all the weights wi can be assigned equal values signifying
equal importance to all discriminating features in the decision. However, these are
regarded as statistically tunable parameters of the approach so as to reflect the
optimal relative importances that should be assigned to these discriminating
feature in the overall decision. Basically, a higher value of the weight is warranted
when there is a large shift in class-identity from one class to the other of the
samples belonging to the class-pair when the discriminating-feature value varies
from low to high. If that is not the case the feature is not really discriminating in
nature and should be given a low weightage. In other words, the appropriate
weight-value is related to the amount of change in the probability of finding
samples of one class (or other) with the variation in value of the corresponding
discriminating feature.
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Note, the above definition also implies:

)(1)( }2,1{}1,2{ SSimSSim PPPP −=

6.4 Inference and Examination of Discriminating Features

The above definition of the discriminating features makes it possible to infer the
discriminating-feature set for a confusion pair based on a uniform procedure. This
involves the comparative examination of the prototypes in the confusion-pair for
locating the defined types of discriminating features. Comparable corners and
cusps in a pair may be ignored since they do not significantly contribute to pair
discrimination. However, in case of absence of any other discriminating-feature
corner angles of comparable corners may also serve as a discriminating feature.
For example in the pair {1,7} the corner angle is one of the important
discriminating- features.

The discriminating features are approximately located for examination in a
sample based on the  results of the main classifier. For this purpose the mappings
of the prototype primitives on to the character polygram in the two interpretations
are employed. In the current implementation, the attribute values of the
discriminating features are also measured from the character polygram but of finer
resolution. This offers only a limited accuracy due to the distortions in
skeletonization and polyline fitting. This could be greatly improved by employing
other means of measurement as pointed out in the concluding section.
Nevertheless, for the cases we considered in our experiments reasonable results
could still be obtained.

6.5 Experimental Results and Discussion

Experiments were conducted on samples belonging to the sets of similar class
which are often miss-recognized by classifiers. This also includes the identified
confusion-pairs for our main classifier stage. Table 6.1 reports the class-pairs used
in the experiments, discriminating features used and the achieved performance.
Note that zero rejection was allowed. Specific weight values which were used in
the relative similarity score measure can be found in the Appendix and are a result
of rough tuning on a small ‘training set’ (between 5-20 samples/confusion group)
comprising of samples from their respective confusion groups. Illustrated in Fig
6.2 with some specific examples are some successful and less successful cases of
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establishing the correct classes of the input samples based on the computed
relative similarity scores.

Samples of
class-pairs

Discriminating features
used

Correct class winning rate

{U,V} bottom corner curvature 93.3%
{K,X} left corner curvature 100%
{D,O} top-left and bottom-left

corner curvatures
86.5%

{D,P} length lower stroke-branch 100%
{C,L} upper curvature 100%

Table 6.1: Discrimination performance for some pairs of similar classes based
on no rejection; winner class being the one with higher relative similarity

score than the other.

Two main reasons could be highlighted for the cases where the
disambiguation strategy either leads to indecisiveness or to the wrong choices of

Figure 6.2:Examples of  character samples from similar-class pairs
labeled with their truth values. Below are the relative similarity scores
obtained by the pair-members

‘ O ’

       {D(0.6), O(0.4)}

‘ D ’

      {D(0.6), P(0.4)}

‘ K ’

       {K(1.0), X(0.0)}

‘ O ’

      {O(1.0), D(0.0)}

‘ C ’

       {C(0.6), L(0.4)}

      {D(0.7), O(0.3)}

‘ D ’
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the correct classes i.e strong ambiguity in the sample shape and loss of the actual
shape in the character polygram which represents it. The examples of the former
case are even challenging for humans without the involvement of context. The
examples of latter case actually do not point out the conceptual limitation of the
approach but rather emphasizes on the necessity of employing better ways of
feature extraction and measurement.

The separate performance of the disambiguation stage of our scheme could be
roughly related to the groupwise experts in the scheme of Fairhurst [9]. In his
experiments three types of experts were involved which were tried in two
groupwise classification configurations. 200 samples per class were used for
training each expert. On the two similar-class groups of {U,V} and {K,X} which
are also used in our tests, the best achieved correct classification rate in [9] is
95.04% for the {U,V} case and 96.12% for the {K,X} case. This discrimination
performance may be compared with the correct class winning rates of 93.3% and
100% respectively as reported in our case (in Table 6.1). It is important to note,
however, that only a very rough comparison is possible since it is hard to establish
if the employed handwritten data in both experiments had the same quality; the
employment of data sets of different qualities may lead to very different
performance indications. Moreover, a specialized groupwise classifier in the
scheme of [9] is preceded by a filter which offers a heavy rejection of 35.08% (on
average) to the input. The recognition performance is reported only on the
accepted patterns. On the other hand, our stated figures are based on no rejection
which inevitably greatly increases the chances of recognition errors. Still it could
be safely stated that our scheme succeeds in delivering performance which
competes well with other schemes but uses simple criteria along with reduced
training requirement.

It is hard to compare the performance at this stage with the approach of [32],
since the discrimination scheme performance is not reported separately in terms of
specific confusion groups. Further to that the preliminary experiments were
conducted only on machine-printed characters.

6.6  Concluding Remarks

The scheme is intended to explore common grounds and strategies for
resolving ambiguities in classification and to demonstrate the viability of this
method for that. Conceptually, a disambiguation procedure for any pair could be
designed on these general guidelines. However, in reality ties between certain
pairs hardly ever occur (like  ‘I’ and ‘O’). Therefore, in the current system we
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suffice on implementing  only a few pair-experts that significantly lead to improve
the overall performance of our system or are generally regarded as confusing ones.

The current implementation successfully demonstrates the viability of the
approach. However, we may emphasize that enough room exists for further
optimization, improvement and automation of several tasks. This is expected to
improve the performance further and add to ease in the design task. For example,
in the current implementation extraction of discriminating features is done from
the character polygram. As has been shown in literature [32], measurements in
connection to a number of discriminating features can be better made on the
character contours. There is a considerable loss in the fine shape details in the
polygonal definition as a result of distortions from thinning and polygonal
approximation of the resulting skeleton as shown in the previous chapters. Also, in
the current implementation, setting up of a pair disambiguation procedure is
largely manual.  This applies both in connection to the identification of the
discriminating feature set as well as to the setting of weight values. However, both
the tasks can be automated thanks to the generality of the adapted procedure.
Moreover, using constraints which are very specific to individual classes could
also be considered to be used to further improve the recognition performance.
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Chapter 7

Final Decision Interface

This chapter concludes the description of the character recognition scheme by
describing the final decision interface. This stage produces the final decision
regarding the identity of a given sample based on all the previous stage-decisions.
The resulting system recognition performance is also discussed.

First, in Section 7.1 the nature of the final class-identity decision and the
adopted method to arrive at it is discussed. Section 7.2 describes the overall
performance of the system as a result of this final decision making process. Final
remarks and suggestions on further performance improvement are undertaken in
Section 7.3.

7.1 Class-identity Decision

As stated earlier, the final decision interface layer basically collects all
decisions and acts as a focal point in the decision-making hierarchy. We may recall
that in the current implementation, rejection by any stage is considered as final
with no re-evaluation. Also, the main classifier decision interface keeps only one
prototype per class in the alphabet. When one class is represented by more than
one prototype, only the one yielding the minimum matching cost in the group is
kept. Additionally in the current implementation the disambiguation layer is
invoked to arbitrate for a few types of confusion pairs formed by the top and the
second top competitor. Also note that in finalizing the class identity, decisions by a
later layer is, in principle, given priority over the previous layers.

The intention at the final decision layer is to generate a short ranked list of
candidate classes together with the class confidence scores. The class confidence
score may be regarded as a quantitative measure reflecting the relative surety-level
of an individual candidate class being the correct class in the ranked list. This may
also be regarded as the probability estimate of a candidate class being the correct
class of the sample in the final class-candidate list. This decision is derived
primarily from the ranked list of candidate classes and their similarity scores which
are passed on to by the main-classifier. However, this is combined with the
evaluation results in connection to confusion pairs, if any, from the disambiguation
stage as will be described:
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Let {L1, ..... LK}  be the set of K candidate classes ranked according to their
decreasing values of their similarity scores: )(1 SSimL , .... )(SSim KL  respectively,
with LW = L1 and LV = L2 be the best and the second best scoring classes
respectively. K is chosen according to the requirement so as to include all or some
of the top most candidates class in the main classifier ranked list. For example K
can be fixed by the maximum number of desired options or determined by the
number of classes scoring above a certain minimum target of class similarity score.
A recognition error is counted for cases where the correct class fails to appear in
this final ranked list. In the final ranked list the rank of a class LX other then LW and
LV is maintained the same and its class confidence score is defined as follows:
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The initial class confidence scores for LW and LV are also computed in the
same manner. However, their class confidence scores along with their previous
ranks are considered as final if the disambiguation process has not been invoked. In
case the sample has been routed through the disambiguation layer, the initial
ranking and the confidence scores are adjusted in the light of their relative
similarity scores )(},{ SSim VW PP  and )(1)( },{},{ SSimSSim VWWV PPPP −=  generated
by the disambiguation layer. Let the initial confidence scores generated for LW and
LV be represented as )(SCnf WL

main  and )(SCnf VL
main  respectively. Then the final

confidence scores in both cases are defined as follows:
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This mechanism of combining the decisions is based on maintaining the
combined confidence scores of the sample being of class LW  and LV  relative to the
other candidate classes at the same level as specified by the main classifier.
However, this combined confidence score is re-distributed in between the
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individual confusion-pair members based on their relative similarity scores. Thus,
for this the decision of the disambiguation stage is given priority over the main
classifier stage.

Additionally, we define another measure: the class membership cost. As
against the class-confidence score which reflects the relative surety of the
candidate class being the correct class among the generated ranked list, the class
membership cost is meant to be a measure to express the total cost of assigning the
input sample to some class. This measure is comparable to the matching costs
generated at the main classifier stage and differs from it that it is based on the
combined evaluation result of the main classifier and disambiguation stage. This
measure will be especially useful for word interpretation. As taken up later in the
thesis, word interpretation not only involves considering various class identities for
a character hypothesis but also simultaneously evaluating various competing
character hypothesis at different locations in the word. The class-membership cost
for assigning the sample S to class LX  is defined as follows:

max
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Note that for a candidate class in the ranked list for which the class-
confidence score is not modified based on the results from disambiguation stage,
the class membership cost equals the main classifier matching cost.

7.2 System Overall Performance and Discussion

To give an indication of the overall performance of the system, in this section, we
take the combined performance of the main classifier and the disambiguation
stages based on the  aforementioned decision finalizing strategy. The details of the
individual performances and their testing conditions were already covered in
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.  As indicated in Chapter 5, in these experiments, the
maximum permitted matching cost, max_cos mapt , is selected sufficiently high
leading to zero rejection. No additional constraints were employed at the final
decision interface layer for samples rejection. The chosen value of K was 3. Table
7.1 displays the final recognition results for handwritten numerals and upper-case
letters. As expected, there has been no change in the recognition performance w.r.t.
the class being among the top 3 choices. However, the integrated performance for
putting the correct class in case of upper-case has been considerably improved.
Note that the chosen value of K only determines the confidence scores but does not
influence the rankings and, consequently, the stated results in Table 7.1.
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Data set Top choice1 Top 2 choices Top 3 choices
HW numerals 96.8% 98.8% 99.4%

HW upper-case 96.4% 98.4% 99.2%

   Table 7.1: Combined recognition performance with correct class among
   top1, top2, and top 3 choices for handwritten numerals and upper-case letters.
  1  correct classification rate if the top choice is always declared  as the correct class

Authors
[reference]

Data set
(no. of classes)

Data source Correct
recognition
rate in  %

Training
set size

Lucas et. al.
[55]

HW digits (10) CEDAR 97.6 18468

Lucas et. al.
[55]

HW digits (10) Essex 91.4 not
mentioned

J.Park et. al.
[58]

HW +HP digits
(10)

Self collected +
NIST

96.3 25656

J.Park et. al.
[58]

HP digits (10) NIST 98.2 159228

Cao et. al.
[60]

HW digits (10) Self collected 97.5 6800

H. Park
et. al.
[68]

HW digits (10) Concordia
University
of Canada

91.7 4000

Rahman et.
al.

[49]

HW digits (10) CEDAR 92.4
90.5

92.17
(for three
different

approaches)

2000

J. Park et. al.
[58]

HP upper-case
(26)

NIST 96.4 34961

Favata et. al.
[67]

HP upper-case
(26)

Self collected 92.5 31000

Table 7.2: Correct recognition rate on hand-printed (HP) or  handwritten(HW)
digits and Latin upper-case letters of some approaches as reported in the
literature.
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The examination of the cases where the correct classes failed to appear as the
top choices usually related to very ambiguous cases, presence of additional
decorative strokes, or distortions in the character polygram from thinning and
polygonal approximation. Examples of such cases has already been shown in
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

We may now compare the performance of our approach with existing ones.
Table 7.2 displays performances of some of the high performance off-line (single-
expert) approaches as reported in the literature on data sets comparable to ours. It
is important to note that a recognition result does not reflect only the approach
performance but is also dependent on the type of the data set used as well as the
size of the training set. For example the same approach of Lucas et. al. [55] shows
a variation of recognition performance of about 6% owing to the difference in the
data set used and the size of the training set. The same fact can be noted for the
approach of J. Park et. al. Also to mention is the fact that a handwritten data set is
expected to be more challenging then the hand-printed one. Based on all these
factors, the recognition results in Table 7.2 fall in the range of 90.5%-97.6% for
numerals and 92.5%-96.4% for upper-case letters. We compare the performance of
our approach with the above reported ones under the assumption that output
classification result (comprising of a ranked list with class confidence scores)
generated by our system is thresholded by outputting the top choice as the correct
class. Under this assumption the performance translates to the correct recognition
rate of 96.8%  for numerals and 96.4% for upper-case letters. On comparing this
performance with the reported ones it could be safely concluded that the
recognition performance of our approach matches the best recognition
performances reported in the literature. Important to reiterate is the fact that there is
quite some room of  improvement in the current performance through
additions/improvement at the  individual stages especially by building more pair
experts and by adopting more complex decision-making hierarchy in the system.
Also to note is the fact that in contrast to the relative large training data set
generally required for high performance, this performance was achievable without
involving any real training (rather some parameter estimation) as discussed in the
previous chapters.

7.3 Concluding Remarks

The final output of the decision interface (and the system) can be tailored as
per requirement. This may also be the identity of  a single winner class instead of a
ranked list of candidate classes. The criteria could simply be the selection of the
top ranked class or additional rules regarding declaring the winner class or
alternatively rejecting the sample. Note when just the class identity of the top-
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candidate is demanded with no further requirements, the pre-classifier decision
interface may also route the sample directly to the final decision interface for cases
where only one super-cluster representing a single class is selected by the pre-
classifier.

Note that in the current implementation, the final decision interface together
with the individual decision interfaces is based on a rather simple decision making
strategy. Though reasonable system performance has been achieved, no attempt
has been made to optimize the structure of the decision making process. As pointed
out in case of the main classifier decision interface, there is enough room to
experiment with more complex and advanced strategies for invoking individual
classifier stages and consequently combining their decisions. This may involve
more elaborate analysis of the behavior of individual stages and would yield
optimization of the overall  system performance.

The current system is able to demonstrate the recognition performance that is
comparable to that of the other high performance (single-expert approaches)
reported in the literature. It is to be reiterated that the intention is not to build a
ultimate or best OCR approach but  to demonstrate the viability of a modeling
scheme in which the noise (variation/degradation model) model is separated from
the actual shape definitions and the same single model is utilized to recognize real-
life samples by considering them as the transformed versions of their standard
shape definitions. The fact that the system is able to depict the recognition
performance similar to the best reported ones proves the viability of the proposed
methodology. On the practical side, however, the initial system buildup time is
larger compared to others. Nevertheless, it outweighs this disadvantage by
providing a key to removing several disadvantages related to heavy dependency on
training: This includes robustness to unseen data and ease of extensibility to other
classes.
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Word Recognition

This chapter focuses on extending the paradigm of isolated character recognition
to a segmentation-free approach for word recognition. As discussed in Chapter 2,
our approach will concentrate on the task of recognizing words from a full-lexicon
which requires understanding of its individual symbols for the recognition of an
entire word like numeral codes. Also no other application-specific information like
cross-referencing is being used. The framework of word interpretation is intended
to cope with the distortions like presence of touching or broken characters and
other interferences like cross-bars and noise in the word image.

The proposed scheme finds its roots in the design philosophy and the
approach outline that is discussed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 and is based on the
recognition of character instances that are embedded in character strings. We refer
again to Fig. 2.8 for the block diagram of the generic scheme.

First, the following section reviews in more detail the closely related work.
Next various definitions are undertaken to make the involved notations concrete.
This is followed by describing the details of the practical methods adopted to
realize the task of word recognition. Finally, additional remarks are given for
further improvement of the scheme.

8.1 Related Work

While discussing the design philosophy and scheme outline in Chapter 2,  we
briefly reviewed the segmentation-free methods to word recognition and compared
it with ours. In this section we elaborate further a few of those schemes which are
on the lines similar to ours.

Edelman et al. [43] proposed a method for cursive handwriting recognition. It
permits recognition of character instances that appear embedded in connected
strings based on alignment of letter prototypes. They search for affine
transformations of predefined stroke types, while our transformation definitions
are based on more elaborate analysis regarding variations and distortions found in
real-life characters.
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Rocha et al. [2] proposed a segmentation-free approach as part of a
knowledge-based word interpretation model. The word is represented as a feature
graph of straight-strokes, arcs and loops derived from the skeleton. Potential gaps
are introduced as bridges in this feature graph. The system attempts to match the
subgraph of features with predefined prototypes. Different alternatives are
represented by a directed network whose nodes correspond to the matched
subgraphs. Word recognition is performed by searching for the paths that give the
best interpretation of the word features. This method allows recognition of
characters that overlap, are broken or are underlined. Our scheme differs from this
scheme mainly on the points that a polygonal description of the word (i.e word
polygram) is used directly for searching a meaningful match or character instance
hypotheses. Moreover, while they search for subgraphs homeomorphic to a
predefined prototype (as already explained in Chapter 5), our scheme may
recognize a subgraph (portion of word polygram) that may not be homeomorphic
to the prototypes. Additionally, the pre-classifier acting as pre-recognition may be
invoked to expedite search and recognition of these character instance hypothesis.

8.2 Problem Specification

Our paradigm relies on identifying meaningful symbols in an input word-sample.
That is used to prepare various candidate interpretations among which the best one
is considered to be the recognized word. This section covers various definitions to
make these notations concrete.

It is assumed that the input word-sample is passed through the same pre-
processing and representation process as in the case of  character-samples. This
yields a polygonal description of the word referred onwards as the word polygram
W. Fig. 8.1 shows an example in which gap-edges have also been included during
the pre-processing phase.

Definition 8.1 (Candidate Symbol). A candidate symbol (or a candidate
character) S is a meaningful part of word polygram W of an input word in the
sense that it can be assigned the class-identity or label L with a class-membership
cost (given in Chapter 7) which is low, i.e:

max),( matchCostLScost_match ≤

The task of recognizing an input word comprises of considering possible
interpretations of a given word as a sequence of legal symbols and choosing the
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best one. Before proceeding to formally define this problem, it may be useful to
point out the implicit assumptions made for this task. Our approach concentrates
on recognizing words laid in one-dimension, that is with composing characters
arranged horizontally. However, these words may include characters with some tilt
and of imperfect vertical alignment with respect to each other. These assumptions
apply to a large majority of text samples excluding mathematical expressions etc.

While interpreting a word under the above assumptions it makes sense to
keep in view a number of considerations like the quality of recognition of
individual characters, unmatched strokes, shared strokes between adjacent
characters, the layout quality etc. Factors to consider with respect to the layout
quality may include the horizontal overlap between adjacent characters,
consistency between the height and width of characters, inter-character spacing,
and vertical alignment between characters. Since in real-life samples these
constraints are expected to exist in a relaxed fashion, it may be inappropriate to
rigidly enforce them during interpretation. So we choose for a loose application of
these constraints. Until an extremely improbable deviation from these constraints
is implied, the interpretation is still considered. However, it is associated with a
defined measure (or cost) regarding the quality of interpretation which is
calculated based on the above considerations. This keeps the problem tractable by
excluding very unlikely cases yet retaining plausible solutions. For example it is
not expected that two adjacent characters share strokes, this is the reason why
employing common strokes for adjacent characters should increase the cost of

Figure 8.1: The original image (a) and its (non-labeled) word skeleton description

(a)

(b)
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interpretation, for instance when interpreting a ‘W’ as an overlapping ‘V and ‘N’.
On the other hand, though less frequent, horizontal serifs and long horizontal
strokes can be shared between adjacent characters. Note that such decisions w.r.t.
interpretation can be further refined keeping in view the context at the word-level.

These considerations lead to the following formal definition of our task of word
interpretation.

Definition 8.2 (Word Interpretation). Interpretation IW of a given word with the
word polygram W is a variable-length sequence of NL class-labels Li,

),...,...( 1 LNi LLL , which is associated with candidate symbols Si subjected to the
following consistency requirements:

a. ii xx ≥+1 and ii XX ≥+1

where: xi and Xi are the x-coordinates of the left and the right sides of the bounding
box of Si  and xi+1 and Xi+1 similarly for Si+1 ,

b. )()( 11 ++ −<∩ iiii SSsizeSSsize  and )()( 11 iiii SSsizeSSsize −<∩ ++

where )(Ssize  represents the sum of the lengths of the edges in S, and BA SS −
denotes the candidate symbol SA  in which all the edges that are included in SB
have been eliminated.

The associated cost of interpretation is given as:
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whereas: ),( 1+ii SSoverlap is the horizontal overlap between the bounding boxes
of Si and Si+1

Note that in the definition of word interpretation, except the classification task of a
candidate symbol, all remaining tasks find their bases in the word level context.

This leads us to the final definition of word recognition:
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Definition 8.3 (Word Recognition).The best interpretation W
winI  of the word from

all the compiled interpretations W
iI is the one that is given as:

))((minarg W
i

I

W
win Ipretationcost_interI

W
=

8.3 Solution Strategy

To identify candidate symbols the employed method is to extract all sub-
polygrams of W comprising of all edges enclosed in a rectangular viewing window
of a height equal to the maximum height of the word and width window

widthr  times
its height. This width is chosen such that it is wider than the widest character that
is expected. This is then passed on to the character classifier which outputs the
candidate classes and their respective matching-costs under the constraint of
Definition 7.1.

To prepare various interpretations of the given word in an orderly way, a net
(directed graph) is used. The nodes of this net correspond to the identified
candidate symbols. The directed edges correspond to the relative spatial order
from left to right between the associated candidate symbols. There are two extra
nodes in the net; an initial node and a final node. A directed path in this net from
the initial node to the final node represents a consistent succession of symbols
that are found in the word when reading from left to right. Such a net is illustrated
in Fig. 8.2 with an example.

start

A

P

J

D

EL

C

X

VU

C end

Figure 8.2: Interpretation net for the word in Figure 8.1 with only
promising nodes and edges being shown
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8.3.1 Net Structure

More details of each component of the net are covered as follows:

a. Net nodes. Each net node Nn represents a candidate symbol Sn that is recognized
in the viewing window by the classifier of class-identity Ln according to the
Definition 8.1. To avoid redundancy, nodes are created for only those candidate
symbols whose minimum bounding box have the same left-side position as that of
the window itself. Note that the chosen window-size is larger than the expected
character-width. This creates the possibility of a candidate symbol being
recognized more than once in multiple consecutive (displaced) windows as the
same symbol in shifted position relative to the window’s left-side. The matching
cost for a candidate symbol will be the lowest when no relative position
displacement exists.  The fields associated with a node are: (a) the class-label Ln of
Sn, (b) the list of edges ek of W included in Sn, (c) list of edges ek of W not included
in Sn but included in the bounding box, (d) the start and end x-coordinates of the
bounding box and (e) an associated cost nNnodet _cos given as:
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where Bn is that portion of word polygram W that comprises of the edges which are
included in the bounding box of Sn. Thus the associated cost not only includes the
matching-cost related to Sn but also includes the cost in connection to unmatched
edges in the bounding box. Note that edges which have their extreme left-node
included in the bounding-box are considered to be included in the bounding box.

b. Net edges. A directed edge from node Nn to a forward node Nn+1 in the net is
added if their corresponding candidate symbols Sn and Sn+1 respectively depict the
relative spatial order as given in definition 7.2a and 7.2b. The fields associated
with a net edge are (a) the list of overlapping edges between the two, (b) the list of
unmatched edges that are before the bounding box of Sn+1 but not before the
bounding box of Sn and (c) an associated cost given as:
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This is the cost of assuming Sn+1 being on the right of Sn. It takes into account the
shared edges, amount of horizontal overlapping among the bounding boxes Sn and
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Sn+1 and the cost-components that have to be excluded related to unmatched edges
in the bounding box of one that is being used in the other candidate symbol.

8.3.2 Algorithmic Aspects

A rectangular (viewing) window of height equal to the maximum height of W and
width equal to window

widthr  times its height is assumed. It is displaced in discrete
steps from left to right on W starting from the extreme left initial position. In each
displacement step the left edge of the window takes the horizontal position of the
left vertex of an edge of the word polygram. This is because only at these positions
candidate symbols with zero relative position shift w.r.t to the window can be
recognized. First, the candidate super-features are extracted from the sub-polygram
of the word inside the window. The pre-classifier is invoked to generate character
hypotheses which are subsequently evaluated by the main-classifier (and the
discriminator) to generate the class confidence scores. For all candidate symbols
that are recognized based on definition 7.1 net nodes are created. Afterwards,
edges are added between all pairs of nodes that satisfy the defined partial order for
their associated candidate symbols.

Once the net has been compiled, all paths from the start node to the end node
are traversed and the associated path costs are calculated. This comprises of
adding up the cost associated with the nodes and the edges in the path. Arranging
the cost related to unmatched edges in a path both as a part of the costs associated
with the nodes and edges make it possible to distribute it locally among nodes and
their adjacent edges. Note that nodes can be shared between different paths
corresponding to partial sharing of interpretation. Finally, the best interpretation
corresponds to the optimal path with minimal associated cost as a result of this
exhaustive search.

8.4 Illustration and Experiments

The scheme is illustrated in Fig. 8.2. It is the partial interpretation net for the word
‘ALEX’ of Fig. 8.1 depicting only most promising interpretations. Its correct
interpretation ‘ALEX’ offers the minimum cost path in the interpretation net when
evaluated on the constraints defined in Section 8.2.

Shown in Fig. 8.3 are some more examples of test images that were correctly
recognized by the system. This performance could be compared, for example, with
that of the powerful commercial OCR packages available in the market like
OmniPage Pro meant for (machine-) printed text. Though OmniPage Pro (version
7) gives high performance when dealing with good quality text, the performance
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drops down significantly when dealing with text of low quality. Specifically, the
package encounters severe problems when dealing with degraded text consisting
of blurred and connected characters; for example, OmniPage Pro failed on all the
machine-printed examples depicted in Fig. 8.3. This illustrates the advantage of
adopting  a segment-while-recognize approach as ours.

8.5 Concluding Remarks

The presented segmentation free approach is especially suited for the processing
of more difficult cases of word recognition. Dealing with touching and broken
characters has been challenging in the past [2], [41]. Touching characters possess
the problem of the extraction of an exact set of features corresponding to a symbol
for identification. Similarly, filling gaps without the knowledge of the symbol
shape and correct segmentation break-positions  in a word is difficult. Our
approach solves the problem by allowing the symbol prototypes to guide the
interpretation of strokes and gaps in a word. Moreover, since meaningful symbols
are first searched globally through out the word before attempting any
interpretation, the described approach may also be modified for partial recognition
of a word with one or more illegible characters.

Finally, we may also hint at the full potential of the scheme which could be
realized through further work on the scheme. This, however, is not expected to
bring any qualitative change or addition to the nature of the scheme.  The main
objective in the current work has been restricted to only proving the essential
concepts of the proposed approach. Further improvements and additions may
include the following items: For example, in the present implementation
(meaningful) candidate symbols are searched first throughout the word polygram

Figure 8.3: Images of some machine-printed and handwritten
words used in the experiments

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)
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and the consistent interpretation is evaluated in the later phase. This can be
combined such that the candidate symbols are searched only in places where
meaningful interpretations are possible. This will limit the number of candidate
symbols to be evaluated. Global constraints like consistency between the height
and width of characters, inter-character spacing, and vertical alignment between
characters could be introduced. Also the incorporation of word-level knowledge is
expected to help in pruning this search and to improve the recognition
performance. This includes the use of  n-gram statistics and lexicon which are also
indicated in the generic scheme of Fig. 2.8. For example letter transition
probabilities (bi-gram statistics) can be easily associated with costs and combined
with the cost associated with net edges. However, allowing a simultaneous build
up of alternative interpretations with the entries in the dictionary requires use of a
more complex data structure comparable to that adopted in many HMM-based
approaches [41].
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Chapter 9

Reference Publications

As pointed out in Chapter 1, most of the material of this thesis is derived from the
author’s publications in the area of image processing and pattern recognition. The
previous chapters were designed to provide a systematic and integrated look into
the methodology proposed for pattern matching in various publications. For this,
these chapters were based on adopting consistent notations, supplying further
experimental results and additional discussion to enable viewing all components
of the scheme in their proper context. In this chapter we collect some of these
publications in full. We hope that this will not only serve as easy references for the
reader but may help in adding additional background information on the
conducted work leading to the proposed ideas in this thesis. The complete list of
author’s publications is appended at the end of the thesis.
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A Variation and Distortion Tolerant Structural Pre-classifier  for
Hierarchical  Character Recognition

Nadeem A. Khan, Hans A. Hegt, Ignacio C. Allue
Department of Electrical Engineering
Eindhoven University of Technology

P.O.box 513, 5600 MB, Eindhoven, The Netherlands
E-mail: n.a.khan@ele.tue.nl

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a structural pre-classification approach to reduce the number of class
models to be compared with a given sample during the main classification stage. This helps
to increase the overall classification speed and to improve the recognition accuracy. The
approach is based on preparing high-level coarse shape models of character classes
permitting similar character-classes to merge into super-groups.  The approach is robust to
distortion and font or writing style variations.

1. INTRODUCTION

A pre-classifier that can quickly screen out character-classes that are very unlikely to match
a given input sample of character  (hand-written or multi-font machine printed)  can prove
to be useful in a number of ways [1], [2].  For example;
1- To accelerate classification speed by avoiding the detailed examination at the main
classifier stage for unlikely character-classes
2- To obtain high and reliable recognition specially in cases of large number of character-
classes like Chinese characters. For instance, in such cases when neural networks are
employed, problems like very slow learning speed and difficulty in reaching convergence
due to "local minima problem" are encountered [1].

On the other hand,  it is important that when dealing with distorted samples, the pre-
classifier does not breakdown but gracefully decreases in its prototype screening efficiency.
Moreover, the focus should also be to keep the number of reference models (prototypes)
minimal for high speed.

A scheme is proposed keeping in view above goals. Though the focus is on upper case
English alphabet and numerals,  the approach is certainly not restricted to it.

                                                
1 Adapted to thesis format
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2. OUTLINE OF THE APPROACH

The  basis of the approach is to prepare coarse structural (or shape) definitions of character
classes  permitting similar character classes to share the same or similar models. The aim is
that the screening efficiency or the output set produced by the pre-classifier should be
related to:
a- Resemblance of the input sample to the defined super-class shape models(s);
b- Similarity in shape of the input character class to other classes; vague shapes of the input
sample generally triggering a larger output set;
c- The distortion level expected (or allowed) in the input samples.

In our approach, these coarse definitions of the character classes are effectively derived by
defining a set of "super-feature" families coarsely modeling parts of a character body and
representing it as a class structural model. We will refer to them as (super-) class
prototypes. The classification of an input sample is performed by first extracting a  set of
features that can match the employed super-features and checking for their coarse spatial
relation

3.  SUPER-FEATURES AND CLASS PROTOTYPE MODELLING

The scheme employs three family types of super-features. Their definitions in terms of what
parts of  a character they can coarsely model and represent are as follows:

Fig.1:Some super-features  with examples of character parts that can match them
in cases of  super-class prototypes and the input samples

Super-feature Examples of 
prototype features modeled

Examples of 
candidate feature(s) mapped
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 Loop:  Any bounded or closed convex polygonal part of  the character body.  Its centroid is
used as the reference point for the rough relative spatial location determination in a
character.

Bay family: Any unbounded convex polygonal part of the character body such that the angle
between the first and last line-segment or stroke is below 90 °. The family includes eight
bays in eight principle directions:  North, North-West, West, South-West, South, South-
East, East, North-East. Here too, its centroid is used as the reference point for determining
the rough relative spatial location in a character. Thus bays found in a character-body are
quantized in one of these eight principle directions keeping in view the variation range in
the bay's direction.

Line-segment family: Any straight  line-segment of the character body which cannot be
included in a bay or loop. This family comprises of  line-segments with four principle
orientations: vertical, horizontal and 45 ° inclined to the horizontal. Once again, its centroid
serves as the reference point for determining its rough spatial location in the character

This proposed mapping  of super-features to prototype parts is illustrated in fig. 1 with few
examples. Finally, the proposed class prototypes resulting from this kind of modeling are
shown in fig. 2 shown as a graph of super-features.  For computation ease each prototype is
stored as a vector of super-features with separate fields for all the pertinent  information. As
can be noted that generally two super-features have been used allowing quick checking as
desired.

Fig. 2: Proposed set of super-class prototypes represented as feature graphs
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4. FEATURE EXTRACTION FROM THE INPUT CHARACTER SAMPLE

The input image of the character is pre-processed  (for noise removal and enhancement) and
then thinned. After size normalisation and removal of spurious segments, it is coarsely
polyline fitted with straight line segments. For better matching, vertices are also added at
the junctions, crossings and where the end-point of a line segment is in close proximity to
another line segment. Small line-segments corresponding to serifs are rejected.

All possible loops, bays and line-segments are extracted from the character polygram and
the feature vector is derived  which we will refer as the candidate super-feature vector.  The
candidate super-feature vector differs from the prototype one that the actual directions of
the bays and the orientations are not quantized but kept as an angle value.

When identifying candidate super-features, somewhat loser definitions are used to
accommodate the non-idealities. This is illustrated also with examples in fig. 1. For
instance, small gaps are permitted. In case of line-segments an adjacent set of poly-lines can
be grouped to be seen as a straight line-segment super-features , provided the deviation
from straightness do not exceed a certain limit. In case of a bay, the permitted angle limit
between the ends is larger (e.g  100 °). Note that multiple interpretations are permitted of
the same or overlapping parts of the polygram. That is appropriately screened out later in
the context of the prototypes.

5. THE PRE-CLASSIFICATION METHOD

A prototype is included in the output list if the following three conditions are satisfied:

(i) If all corresponding prototype super-features can be found in the candidate super-feature
vector . For this purpose, flexible matching between the candidate and prototype super-
features is permitted. A candidate super-feature can be semantically equated to a same
family type prototype super-feature allowing 45° orientation difference.

(ii) If a similar basic relative spatial inter-relation or arrangement holds among the
identified candidate super-features as depicted by the prototype super-features. For that
purpose, following is checked to hold  for all the corresponding pairs of super-features in
the prototype and the candidate:
- in case an ordinate of one of the prototype super-feature is greater (or smaller)  than the
ordinate of the other prototype super-feature the same should hold in the candidate pair.
- in case the two prototype super-features have equal ordinates,  the ordinates of the
candidate super-features can have a relative displacement of no more than half the length
(or width) in the perpendicular direction of either of the super-feature involved.

(iii) Finally, the total height and width of the candidate is checked which should not be less
than a certain limit (e.g. two-third) of the reference size of the prototype. This helps to
eliminate prototypes which inherently possess a subset of the super-features of the other
prototypes like a loop of a  "0" is found in a "8".
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If the candidate super-feature vector is larger than the prototype super-feature, multiple
options for matching  are tried so that all options are exploited to see if the desired
matching  can be established. Fig. 3 provides some illustration of the application of the
scheme in few cases.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Though the system is still under improvement to be followed by an extensive performance
evaluation, to date results are already promising. When tried on a database comprising of
few hundreds of pre-segmented totally unconstrained but without gaps hand-written
numerals of postal codes extracted from real-life mail, a reduction rate of above 85% in the
character-classes to be compared at the main classification stage has been  achieved. Most
important of all is that the correct prototype is always in the output set. The database
includes examples as shown in fig. 4. The system can cope with segmentation errors,
extraneous strokes, distortions introduced during stroke-extraction stages etc. However, the
ability to handle gaps still has to be built in .

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The proposed pre-classifier scheme utilizes high-level pre-prepared coarse descriptions of
character-classes (or super-class models) using a set of  "super-features". The scheme lends
itself to a hierarchical classification scheme more closer to human esthetic sense that can be
employed for  a high and reliable recognition performance [3]. The approach does not
breakdown with distortions but gracefully decreases in the prototype screening efficiency as
the distortion level increases. However, for an optimal screening efficiency and speed, the
allowed flexibility in mapping parts of the input character's skeletal polygram should be
tuned according to the expected distortion levels.

Fig.3: Examples illustrating the results of pre-classification scheme in
various cases

4,5,S

B,8,0,O,D

H,X,K,A

E,K

H,X,K
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Abstract

A character recognition scheme based on structural analysis is presented to deal with
unconstrained hand-written characters and degraded samples of multi-font machine-
printed characters. It is based on building  simplified easy-to-construct shape models
representing  character classes. The scheme is based on employing a general variation and
degradation model to match character samples with these models. Experimental  results
are presented as proof-of-concept.

1. Introduction

Recognition of real-life text samples comprising of totally unconstrained hand-written
characters or even degraded machine printed characters that might be touching or broken
has been an active research topic [1,2]. We propose a robust flexible matching scheme
which aims at coping with most of the variations and distortions found in practical
situations with a minimal number of prototypes. Keeping the constraints as few as possible,
the scheme is based on generic modeling of frequently encountered variations and
degradations  from prototypes that represent various character class. In our approach we
accept and utilize the notion that hand-crafted class prototypes i.e. structural class
descriptors based on character strokes serve as a good basis for such type of modeling. Our
approach employs attributed feature graphs to express the configuration of structural
features in the prototypes and in the input sample characters. Multiple-to-one graph
matching  of the input sample  features to the prototype features is performed.

Some interesting approaches based on similar concepts have been proposed in the past,
such as [3,4,7] which make use of Feature Description Graphs to express the configuration
of features of both the prototypes and the input characters. The scheme employs
homeomorphic graph matching. Our approach departs from the existing approaches in the
following ways: Firstly, the paths (ordered set of adjacent edges) in the candidate graph
matched with the prototype graph edges can be partially overlapping. This permits mapping
of even those input samples of a class to a single prototype which are not homeomorphic to

                                                
1 Adapted to thesis format
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the prototype graph. Secondly, the input character skeleton is (coarsely) polyline fitted with
only straight line segments of varied lengths and are directly used as  input sample features.
In other words no attempt is made a priori (without the prototype context) to interpret the
input sample features as straight or curved. However, both arcs and line segments are used
to construct prototypes. Thirdly, the allowed primitive types are restricted to only a few and
a hierarchical interpretation of these primitives is emphasized where necessary. This
permits accommodation of inter-class variation into a single prototype on while maintaining
enough details for an additional discrimination process for similar classes that can be
carried out for specific cases, if required. Finally, the permitted variations in shape and
spatial arrangement of  the strokes involved are not provided on class-to-class bases in
order to keep the task of hand-crafting the prototypes simple. A robust generalized scheme
is proposed based on human aesthetic sense  for that purpose that can satisfactorily
distinguish most of the classes. However, for high performance on very difficult cases, the
scheme is extendible to cases-specific statistical fine tuning of parameters controlling the
permitted flexibility.

The scheme comprises of first preparing the polygram (polyline fitted skeleton) of the
input image which is then matched with structural prototypes of character classes for
classification. Various aspects of the scheme are described in more detail below:

2. Modeling and representation of the class prototypes

The prototypes are based on geometric modeling of character strokes. Hand-crafting of
the prototypes is done based on only the following limited set of geometric features types
which we will regard as primitives for our scheme. They are: (i) line segment primitive; (ii)
quarter circle primitive; (iii) semicircle primitive and the (iv) full circle or loop primitive.
Associated with each of these primitives is its own attribute set. The set of primitives used
for the line segment primitive comprises of end-points' co-ordinates, length, orientation etc.
Curve primitives are also attributed in a similar way by making use of the reference cord as
shown in fig. (1). For a loop primitive it is merely a convenient diameter cord. In contrast to
the semicircle-circle primitive, a quarter circle primitive is used to model those curved parts
of the character (but not loops) which, if replaced by a straight segment, will not necessarily
change the class of the character (for example the curve in 'J').

Looking to the set of primitives, it would be clear that modeling the exact geometric
shape of a character class is not the goal. To come up with a minimum number of
prototypes per class it is essential to keep in view the variation in font or writing style and
use appropriate primitives which not only geometrically best resemble the character strokes
but also provide the best (hierarchical) interpretation covering the possible variations.
The prototypes (and the also candidates) are represented as directed attributed feature
graphs using the above mentioned feature types or primitives. The edges of the graph
correspond to features where the labels of the edges provide detailed feature attributes.
Nodes represent the feature end points. Some examples of prototypes are covered in fig.
(3).
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3.  Input sample matching

The input image of the character is pre-processed  (for noise removal and
enhancement) and then thinned. After size normalisation and removal of spurious segments,
it is polyline fitted with straight line segments. For better matching, vertices are also added
at the junctions, crossings and where a line segment is in close proximity to the end-point of
another line segment. We will call it the candidate graph. It is then expressed as a feature
graph utilizing line segment primitives only. No attempt is made at this stage to identify or
abstract a portion of  a character  skeleton line-set to a curved feature primitive. This
abstraction task is left for a later stage to allow proper interpretation in the context of the
prototype.

The classification is thus reduced to graph matching in which the prototype graph P  that
best matches the candidate graph C has to be found.  Matching the candidate graph C to a
prototype P  involves multiple-to-one matching of the candidate graph-features to the
prototype graph-features. Various possible mappings between the two are explored to find
the most optimal mapping. At each matching stage (including the initial one), several
acceptable matches are explored for further extension of the matching process. We define a
path in the candidate graph C as an ordered set of adjacent edges (features) of the graph.
Thus, each mapping comprises of finding a subgraph of C, Csubgraph, for which the
correspondence {( pj, c_pathj )}j=1, ..,Np is established between all prototype graph-features pj
and the paths c_pathj of Csubgraph such that: (a) matching paths in the candidate graph are
found for all prototype features (i.e they are transformable to the corresponding prototype
features) and (b) they satisfy the spatial interrelationship as depicted by the features in the
prototype graph. At each stage more than one potentially matching path in the candidate
graph are considered and their relative location checks w.r.t. already identified features are
performed. This makes it likely that the best overall interpretation is found of the observed
features. Gaps of reasonable size are permitted between the adjacent edges of a path. A
(straight) edge in the candidate graph can be included in more than one path. Though, no
two paths which are established as matches of two prototype features should fully comprise
of the same set of strokes. This permits matching in case the adjacent strokes of a character
partially overlap. A (straight) edge in the candidate can be split into two edges for use in
two different paths corresponding to two different primitives of the prototype graph. The
total matching cost  of a mapping  M(P,C, Csubgraph) is then given as:

where:
cost_transj(pj ,c_pathj): is the transformation cost for the correspondence ( pj, c_pathj ) and
comprises of costs related to shape matching as explained in the following sub-sections.
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cost_relj(pj ,c_pathj): is the cost related to matching the spatial inter-relation  for the
correspondence ( pj, c_pathj ) as explained in the following sub-sections.
Np: total number of (essential) prototype graph-features
length(cl) : is simply the length of the graph-feature
w1:  weighting factor
The optimal matching of  C with  P, Mbest (P,C), is the Csubgraph for which the cost  cost(
M(P,C,Csubgraph)) is the minimum among various choices. The candidate is classified to that
prototype class for which the total matching cost (related to the optimal matching  Mbest
(P,C) ) is the minimum.

The salient features of the permitted flexibility for matching of a path (shape) in the
candidate to a prototype feature shape is illustrated in fig. (1). Portion of the transformation
costs related to shape matching accounts for deviation w.r.t. size, geometrical shape,
orientation and inclusion of gaps in a path. A match is not found if the deviation regarding
any of the above attribute exceeds a certain selected limit. For bridging gaps all potential
gaps are considered between neighboring line-segments that does not exceed a specified
length.

Fig.1: Primitive set with examples of candidate subgraphs that are
transformable to these primitives
‘−’:  curve on left side of chord
‘+’: curve on right side of chord
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No separate description for the spatial inter-relation among the prototype primitives is
provided. A robust scheme as in [5] is used to deduce the existing spatial-relation among
prototype primitive features and to check that flexibly in the candidate in a manner close to
human aesthetic sense.

At each stage of matching except the first one, first the (coarse) spatial inter-relation
check is performed to hard limit the number of options available. A reasonable  amount of
flexibility in location of the searched feature (or path of features) relative to the already
identified features is still left to accommodate variations and distortions. The allowed
flexibilities are illustrated in fig. (2). For each of the 'feasible' options transformation cost-
component representing the spatial inter-relation matching is calculated. This takes into
account deviations in orientation and location, relative to already matched features with the
prototype serving as reference. The cost related to deviation in location takes into account
the connectivity of these two candidate features and the distance between their centroids
compared to what is observed in the prototype graph.

Finally, the net ability of the system is illustrated in fig. (3) with a few examples. The
system based on the flexible candidate-prototype matching scheme can cope with inter-class
diversity  while keeping the number of prototypes to a minimum. The weight values
corresponding to various transformations (determining their relative importance) have been
heuristically selected and then coarsely "tuned"  by processing a limited set of samples and
revising their values. In certain cases the transformation rules were also revised. The
performance of the system is found not to be too sensitive for the exact choice of weights.
However, an addition of a secondary discriminatory stage is underway for the
disambiguation of very confusing cases like samples of '1' and '7'. This is based on focusing
upon the pertinent discriminatory features of the confusion classes [6] like sharpness of
corners etc. The employed weights determining the final decision will then be fined tuned
statistically for these specific cases.

Fig. 2. Allowed flexibility in the  spatial location checks
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4. Experimental results

The method has been implemented in C language on a PC platform. Though the system is
still under improvement to be followed by an extensive performance evaluation, to date
results are already promising. Fig.4 (a) and (b) presents some examples in connection to the
ability of the system to cope with gaps, segmentation errors, extraneous strokes etc. When
tested on  a set of five hundred of pre-segmented totally unconstrained hand-written
numerals of postal codes extracted from real-life mail correct classification rate of  above
96%  has been  achieved at  zero rejection rate using 11 prototypes. The correct prototype
was among the top 3 in above 99% of the cases. Similarly, limited testing on five hundred
samples of    unconstrained hand-written upper-case letters yields a recognition rates of
94% for zero rejection rate using 28 prototypes. The misclassification rate is expected to be
further reduced by improving distortions introduced during thinning and polyline fitting.
Further improvement in performance is expected by incorporating the discriminator stage
which is under implementation.

Fig. 3:  Mapping class diversities to  minimal number of
prototypes

       (a) (b)
Fig. 4: Samples: (a) with gaps (b) with extraneous strokes correctly
recognized by the system
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5. Final  remarks

The scheme employs a generic degradation and variation model for flexible matching.
Further work on the system includes improving the processing speed by more intelligently
avoiding fruitless matching options and adding a disambiguation stage to focus on the
discriminating features for final classification in case of similar or ambiguous characters.
Research will also focus on additional generalized rules and features for better hierarchical
classification and discrimination. Other feature extraction methods like looking to character
contours in the image can also be explored for the disambiguation process, since the
specific features or properties depicted in the prototypes that are to be checked in the given
sample need not to be obtained only from character skeletons. In future, the approach will
be extended to a segmentation-free-approach for recognition of complete words with
touching and broken characters.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a structural approach for classification of multi-font machine-printed or
hand-written character samples. The issue of how to cope with variations that are found in
the relative location of individual strokes of  a character in the presence of variations in
shape, size, orientation and spacing of the involved strokes is especially focused on. The
approach yields results closer to human aesthetic sense.

1. INTRODUCTION

Structural approaches have been found very successful in dealing with omni-font machine-
printed and hand-written characters [1],[2],[3],[4],[5]. However, the task of  structural
modelling and prescribing rules for flexible matching is not a trivial one. For example,
when dealing with multi-font and hand-written characters a lot of variations can be found in
the location of individual  (straight and curved) strokes.  Comparing the relative spatial
arrangement of the input sample's  strokes with that of a prototype has to be performed in
the presence of variations in shape, size, orientation and gaps among strokes. In order not to
compromise on speed, this task should be performed with a minimum number of prototypes.
Dealing with them can become more difficult if distortions like some rotation, partial
disappearance of strokes or extra strokes exist.

Our scheme is based on optimal shape modelling of characters. The presented flexible
matching scheme aims at coping with most of the variations and distortions found in
practical situations with minimal number of prototypes.

Some interesting approaches with similar goals have been proposed in the past [1], [2], [3].
Among other differences, our approach differs from [1] specially by not requiring on
character-to-character basis the specification of  spatial inter-relationship among the strokes
involved. Though the approach of [2] and [3] is also based on general rules in this regard,

                                                
1 Adpated to thesis format
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our proposed approach permits more robustness and distortion-tolerance when mapping
input samples to a minimal number of prototypes per class.

In the next section, we first briefly describe our structural modelling scheme of class
prototypes;  the back-bone  of the scheme, and then put forward the proposed flexible
matching scheme in section 3.

2. MODELLING AND REPRESENTATION OF STRUCTURAL PROTOTYPES

The prototypes (or structural class descriptors) are based on geometric modelling of
character strokes. Hand-crafting of the prototypes is done based on only the following
limited set of geometric features types which we will regard as primitives for our scheme.
They are: (i) line-segment primitive; (ii) quarter circle primitive; (iii) semicircle primitive
and the (iv) full circle or loop primitive.

Associated with each of these primitives is its own attribute set. The set of primitives used
for the line segment comprises of end-points' co-ordinates, length, orientation etc. Curve
primitives are also attributed in a similar way by making use of the reference cord as shown
in Fig. 2. For a loop primitive it is merely a convenient diameter cord. In contrast to the
semicircle-circle primitive, a quarter circle primitive is used to model those curved parts of
the character (but not loops) which, if replaced by a straight segment, will not necessarily
change the class of the character (for example the curve in 'J').

Looking to the set of primitives, it would be clear that modelling the exact geometric shape
of a character class is not the goal. To come up with a minimum number of prototypes per
class it is essential to keep in view the variation in font or writing style and use appropriate
primitives which not only geometrically best resemble the character strokes but also provide
the best (hierarchical) interpretation covering the possible variations.

The prototypes (and the also candidates) are represented as directed attributed feature
graphs using the above mentioned feature types or primitives. The edges of the graph
correspond to features where the labels of the
edges provide detailed feature attributes. Nodes represent the feature end points. Shared
end-points by multiple features are indicated by multiple overlapping nodes in the figures.
The suggested prototype set based on the above scheme for the upper-case English alphabet
and numerals is shown in Fig. 1.

3- THE FLEXIBLE  MATCHING SCHEME

The input image of the character is pre-processed  (for noise removal and enhancement) and
then thinned. After size normalisation and removal of spurious segments, it is polyline fitted
with straight line segments. For better matching, vertices are also added at the junctions,
crossings and where the end-point of a line segment is in close proximity to another line
segment. We will call it the candidate graph. It is then expressed as a feature graph utilising
line segment primitives only. No attempt is made at this stage to identify or abstract a
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portion of  character  skeleton line-set to a curved feature primitive. This abstraction task is
left for a later stage to allow proper interpretation in the context of the prototype.

The classification is then reduced to graph matching, based on multiple-to-one matching of
the candidate graph-features to the features in the prototype. We define a path in the
candidate graph as an ordered set of adjacent edges of the feature graph. For recognition,
correspondence is established between the paths of the candidate graph features and the
prototype graph features such that (a) matching paths in the candidate graph are found for
all prototype features i.e they are transformable to the corresponding prototype features and
(b) they satisfy the spatial inter-relationship as depicted by the features in the prototype
graph. Gaps of reasonable size are permitted between the adjacent edges of a path. A
(straight) edge in the candidate graph can be included in more than one path. Though, no
two paths which are established as matches of two prototype features should fully comprise
of the same set of strokes. This permits matching in case the adjacent strokes of a character
partially overlap. A (straight) edge in the candidate can be split into two edges for use in
two different paths corresponding to two different primitives of the prototype graph. The
related transformation costs are thus calculated. The candidate is classified to that prototype
class for which the total transformation cost is minimum among the possible
transformations.  These two aspects of matching are covered in more detail below:

3.1. Shape Matching of Features
The salient features of the permitted flexibility for matching of a path (shape) in the
candidate to a prototype feature shape is illustrated in fig.2. Transformation costs related to
shape matching are calculated based on the deviation w.r.t. size, geometrical shape,
orientation and inclusion of gaps in a path. A match is not found if the deviation regarding
any of the above attribute exceeds a certain selected limit.

Fig. 1: Proposed set of prototypes represented as feature graphs;  the curve primitives
in ‘J’, ‘U’, ‘6’and ‘9’ are quarter  circles and the rest of the curve primitives are either

loops or semicircle-circles
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3.2. Spatial Relation Matching Among Features
As mentioned earlier, no separate specification for the spatial inter-relation among the
prototype primitives is available but is deduced from the prototype's geometrical
construction. It is then checked  flexibly in the candidate. To keep the problem tractable,
certain reasonable hard limits of the allowed variation and distortion are assumed. Based on
that a coarse spatial inter-relation check determines in advance if  the explored option is
interesting enough to be considered further as a valid option. Only then the transformation
costs are calculated for classification as a measure of deviation in location from the optimal
position.
The path of features in the candidate graph which corresponds to the first prototype feature
is not known a priori. This can be found anywhere because of the potential segmentation
error. Therefore, the match of the first prototype feature is provisionally selected based only

Fig.2: Primitive set with examples of candidates-graphs that can match them at the
first stage of classification
‘−’:  curve on left side of chord
‘+’: curve on right side of chord
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on the best match for shape, size and orientation. Matching is then extended in stages to
other prototype features. At each stage more than one potentially matching path in the
candidate graph are considered and their relative location checks w.r.t. already identified
features are performed. This is explained in more detail in the next paragraph. At each stage
(including the initial one), other alternative acceptable matches (than the most optimal one)
are also explored for further extension of the matching process. This makes it likely that the
best overall interpretation is found of the observed features.

For the sake of simplicity of explanation, we will focus only on matching the spatial inter-
relation between the candidate and prototype features (strokes) on one-to-one basis  but the
ideas however can be easily applied to cases where multiple-to-one matching of candidate
features with that of the prototype is required. In the later case, these spatial inter-relation
rules have to be applied to the transformed path in the candidate graph instead of  a single
candidate feature.

 Concerning the relative location check suppose that at a certain stage the matching of the
feature pi of the prototype graph with the feature ci in the candidate is under consideration.
For this purpose, the relative locations of ci w.r.t. to all other already identified features cj in
the candidate graph are compared with the relative locations of pi w.r.t to all other already
matched features pj in the prototype graph.

We first take the case when features pi and pj (and also ci and cj) are line-segments.
Appropriate axes-systems are selected to pass through pj and cj and that take into account
their orientations. They are depicted in fig. 3(a). As a convention, we will call the axis
aligned to the stroke as (pj or cj)-aligned axis and the other as the non-aligned axis. Note
that for tilted strokes either a modified vertical axis system (shown non-broken) or a
modified horizontal axis system (shown in broken-lines) can be selected. Our preference is
to choose the modified vertical axes system for all tilted strokes except those having an

Fig. 3: (a)- Orientation dependent axes-systems employed in case of line-
strokes  for relative spatial location checks
(b)- Orientation dependent axes-systems employed in case of curve-strokes
passing through the rectangle centre enclosing the curve

(a)

(b)
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inclination angle of less than 45 degrees with the horizontal.  Anyhow, the choices of axes-
systems in case of pj and cj  has to be similar. For example, a choice of a vertical axis
system for a vertical stroke pj  should lead to the choice of a modified vertical axes system
in case the matched stroke cj  is inclined.

Now both the vertical and horizontal position of ci in the chosen axes-system for the
candidate are compared with that of  pi in the chosen axes-system for the prototype. Their
coarse locations in their axes-system have to be similar to get any consideration to be
matching strokes.  That is described below in more detail on case-to-case bases depending
on their vertical and horizontal position of the prototype stroke pi. The implicit assumption
used is that the relative variation in length (due to writing style-variation or distortion like
gaps) and  spatial location does not exceed approximately half of the length of the strokes
involved in the spatial inter-relation check. As will be illustrated later with examples, the
assumption yields  robustness which is enough for most of the practical cases in case of
English alphabet and numerals.

             Coarse Location Comparison Along  the Non-Aligned Axis:  Following cases
are identified for this:

Case 1: pi not touching the  pj-aligned axis:- ci is permitted to be located anywhere on the
same corresponding side of the cj-aligned axis as in the prototype case without touching (or
intersecting)  the cj-aligned axis.

Case 2: pi touching the pj-aligned axis at  its end-point:- ci is permitted to be located such
that its centroid remains on the same side of the cj-aligned axis compared to prototype case
and the gap between the stroke's end-point and the cj-aligned axis does not exceed half of its
stroke-length.

Case 3: pi intersecting the pj-aligned axis:-  The equivalent corresponding centroid position
of ci w.r.t. cj-aligned axis is calculated. It is the one in which the centroid of ci is situated at
the same side of the  cj-aligned axis and at the same proportionate distance (w.r.t. to its
stroke-length) as is pi in the prototype. A deviation equal to half-stroke length of ci  is
permitted in the either direction.

Case 4: pi on the pj -aligned axis:- This case (for Roman alphabet), can arise in our scheme
for straight strokes only in case pj is an inclined stroke. In this case, the centroid of ci is
allowed to deviate from the cj -aligned axis by not more than half-stroke length of cj.

           Coarse Location Comparison Along  the pj and cj -Aligned Axes:  Following
cases are identified for this:

Case 1: Projection of pi (parallel to the non-aligned axis) on pj-aligned axis neither
overlapping nor touching  pj:-  In this case, ci  is permitted to be located anywhere such that
its centroid projection remains on the same side of the ci  (along the aligned axis) as in
prototype case and projection of ci does not touch (or overlap) cj.
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Case 2: Projection of pi (parallel to the non-aligned axis) on pj-aligned axis not
overlapping but touching pj at an end-point:- In this case, the ci is permitted to be located
such that its centroid projection on the cj-aligned remains on the same corresponding side of
the centroid of cj  as that in case of the prototype and the distance between the end-point of
the cj and ci end-point projection not exceeding half the stroke-length of cj.

Case 3: Projection of  pi-centroid  (parallel to the non-aligned axis) on pj-aligned axis
lying somewhere on pj:- In this case, the equivalent optimal location of the ci centroid
projection on cj-aligned axis  is calculated. It is the one in which the ci centroid projection is
situated at the same side of the cj centroid (along the cj-aligned axis) and at the same
proportional distance (w.r.t. to cj stroke-length) as in case of the prototype. A deviation
equal to half-stroke length of cj  is permitted in the either direction.

In case, one or both features in the matching process are curves, an extended version of the
above rules are applied. The curved feature/stroke is  replaced  with two orthogonal line
strokes; one parallel and the other perpendicular to curved feature orientation and passing
through centroid of the bounding rectangle with end-points on the bounding box. This is
illustrated fig. 3(b). Same checks as described above are now applied on both the replacing
line strokes except that the test is simply skipped in case of vertical or horizontal stroke
pairs if case 4 is encountered during the coarse location comparison along the non-aligned
axis. The above described rules are illustrated with two examples in fig. 4  in different
situations.

If this spatial relation check is passed by ci w.r.t all cj 's, location deviation cost is calculated
based on comparing its connectivity with others and the distance between their centroids
with that to what is observed in the prototype graph.

Fig. 4: Illustrations of allowed flexibility in the relative location of one stroke (c2)
w.r.t. to an identified stroke ( c1 ) based on relative spatial location checks
(a) in case of  'A' ; (b) in case of '3'
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Finally, the net ability of the system is illustrated in fig. 5 with more examples. The system
based on the flexible candidate-prototype matching scheme can cope  with diversity in
stroke variation and reasonable distortion.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The method has been implemented in C language on a PC platform. Though the system is
still under improvement to be followed by an extensive performance evaluation, to date
results are already promising. Fig. 6(a)  presents some examples in connection to the ability
of the system to recognise varied font and style alphanumeric characters. The system can
cope with segmentation errors, extraneous strokes, distortions introduced during stroke-
extraction stages etc.  For example, thanks to structural analysis and exploitation of spatial
inter-relation at stroke level , correct recognition is achieved of examples of fig. 6(b)  due to
the identification of  character strokes  among extraneous strokes.

When tried on a database comprising of few hundreds of pre-segmented totally
unconstrained hand-written numerals of postal codes extracted from real-life mail, a correct
classification rate of  above 96%  has been  achieved at  zero rejection rate. It also includes
binary images of numeral characters with  gaps in their bodies as shown in fig. 6 (c). The
correct prototype was among the top 3 in above 99% of cases. The misclassification rate is
expected to be further reduced by incorporating a discriminator stage for similar or
ambiguous patterns

Fig.5: Examples of robustly  mapping  strokes of given samples  to prototype strokes
under variations w.r.t. size, orientation and  spatial location
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.

5. CONCLUDING  REMARKS

A structural character recognition approach based on canonical modelling of characters has
been proposed. Use of only a few primitives for character modelling and the robust
generalised flexible matching scheme to cope with variations in shape and location of
individual strokes in characters simplify the task of hand-crafting prototypes. No a priori
training of the system is required which can prove to be cumbersome at times. The ideas
presented here also attempt to analyse the issue of which distortions are important for
humans during flexible matching of patterns.

Further improvements in the system include further improving the processing speed by
more intelligently avoiding fruitless matching options and adding a disambiguation stage to
focus on discriminating features for final classification in case of similar or ambiguous
characters. Finally, in case of totally unconstrained hand-written characters, utilisation of
context and syntax information (if available at word level) can play a very important role
especially in the disambiguation process. This is also true in case of  human readers and can
be exploited once an application is specified

(b)

(a) (c)

Fig. 6: (a) Examples of  font and style variations in machine-printed and hand-written
 characters that the system can cope with; (b) Some laboratory-prepared examples of
 hand-written numerals with segmentation problems that are correctly  recognised by
 the system;  (c) Real-life examples of hand-written numeral images
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ABSTRACT

Optimal shape modeling of character-classes is crucial for achieving high performance on
recognition of mixed-font, hand-written or (and) poor quality text. A novel scheme is
presented in this regard focusing on constructing such structural models that can be
hierarchically examined. These models utilize a certain "well-thought" set of shape
primitives. They are simplified enough to ignore  the inter-class variations in font-type or
writing style yet retaining enough details for discrimination between the samples of the
similar classes. Thus the number of  models per class required can be kept minimal without
sacrificing the recognition accuracy. In this connection a flexible multi-stage matching
scheme exploiting the proposed modeling is also described. This leads to a system which is
robust against various distortions and degradation including those related to cases of
touching and broken characters. Finally, we present some examples and test results as a
proof-of-concept demonstrating the validity and the robustness of the approach.

Keywords: Character recognition, shape description, hierarchical classification, attributed
graph matching, multi-font

1.   INTRODUCTION

 Structural approaches have been found very successful in dealing with omnifont machine-
printed and hand-written characters 1,2,3,4,5,6.  However, the task of  structural  modeling and
prescribing rules for flexible matching is not a trivial one. Optimal shape models are pre-
requisite for constructing a robust high speed omnifont or hand-written character
recognition system. In our approach we accept and utilize the notion that  hand-crafted
prototypes (structural class descriptors) based on character skeletons serve as a good basis
for such type of modeling. This  also avoids a priori training which can be cumbersome at
times.

                                                
1 Adapted to thesis format
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 Some interesting approaches based on similar concepts have been proposed in the
past, such as 2,3 which makes use of Feature Description Graphs to express the configuration
of features of both the prototypes and the candidate characters. The scheme employs
homeomorphic graph matching. Our approach, based on structural analysis, also employs
attributed graph matching of extracted geometric features. However, it departs from the
existing approaches in the following ways: Firstly, the identified paths in the candidate
graph for one-to-one correspondence with the prototype graph edges can be partially
overlapping. This permits mapping of even those input samples of a class to a single
prototype which are not homeomorphic to the prototype class. Secondly, we directly make
use of  poly-line fitting of the character skeleton without attempting to interpret the
candidate features as straight or curved without the absence of the prototype context.
Thirdly, the allowed primitive types are restricted to only a few and a hierarchical
interpretation of these primitives is emphasized. This permits accommodation of inter-class
variation into a single prototype on one hand though maintaining enough details for the
discrimination process of similar classes. The scheme lets the system automatically focus on
the intrinsic discriminating aspects of a class at the secondary stage for resolving the class
ambiguity. Thus, the cumbersome task of manually supplying the additional specific
constraint set is highly minimized if not at all eliminated. Finally, our proposed approach
permits more robustness and distortion-tolerance when mapping input samples to a minimal
number of prototypes per class.

2.   MODELING AND REPRESENTATION  OF CLASS PROTOTYPES

The prototypes are based on geometric modeling of character strokes. Hand-crafting of the
prototypes is done based on only the following limited set of geometric features types which
we will regard as primitives for our scheme. They are: (i) line segment primitive; (ii) quarter
circle primitive; (iii) semicircle primitive and the (iv) full circle or loop primitive.
Associated with each of these primitives is its own attribute set. The set of primitives used
for the line segment primitive comprises of end-points' co-ordinates, length, orientation etc.
Curve primitives are also attributed in a similar way by making use of the reference cord as
shown in fig.1. For a loop primitive it is merely a convenient diameter cord. In contrast to
the semicircle-circle primitive, a quarter circle primitive is used to model those curved parts
of the character (but not loops) which, if replaced by a straight segment, will not necessarily
change the class of the character (for example the curve in 'J').

Looking to the set of primitives, it would be clear that modeling the exact geometric
shape of a character class is not the goal. To come up with a minimum number of
prototypes per class it is essential to keep in view the variation in font or writing style and
use appropriate primitives which not only geometrically best resemble the character strokes
but also provide the best (hierarchical) interpretation covering the possible variations.

     The prototypes (and the also candidates) are represented as directed attributed feature
graphs using the above mentioned feature types or primitives. The edges of the graph
correspond to features where the labels of the edges provide detailed feature attributes.
Nodes represent the feature end points. Shared end-points by multiple features are indicated
by multiple overlapping nodes in the figures. The suggested prototype set based on the
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above scheme for the upper-case Roman alphabet and numerals is shown in fig. 2.

3.    THE MATCHING SCHEME BASED ON HIERARCHICAL
EXAMINATION OF PROTOTYPES

To classify an input sample a two-pass approach is proposed in which the second stage is
invoked in cases where no clear winner emerges in the first stage. This disambiguation
process is required at times generally for input samples belonging to similar character-
classes like (2, Z), (U,V) etc. By invoking a discriminator (or an expert) stage for closer
focusing on the discriminating features depicted by the models, the disambiguation process
can be carried out which cannot be performed effectively at the first stage because of the
relatively high degree of flexibility permitted.

First, the candidate graph is derived from the input image of the character that has been
pre-processed (for noise removal and enhancement) and then thinned and poly-line fitted

Fig.1: Primitive set with examples of candidate sub-graphs that can match
 them at the first stage of classification ; ‘−’:  curve on left side of chord ‘+’: curve
on right side of chord
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with straight line segments. For better matching, vertices are also added at  junctions,
crossings and where the end-point of a line segment is in close proximity to another line
segment. It is then expressed as a feature graph utilizing line segment primitives. We define
a path in the candidate graph as an ordered set of adjacent edges of the feature graph. Gaps
of reasonable size are permitted between the adjacent edges of a path and no edge is
included more than once in the same path.

The classification is then reduced to graph matching based on multiple-to-one matching
of the candidate graph-features to the features in the prototype. For recognition,
correspondence is established between the paths of the candidate graph and the prototype
graph features such that (a) corresponding matching paths in the candidate graph are found
for all prototype features (b) they satisfy the spatial interrelationship as depicted by the
features in the prototype graph. The related transformation costs are then calculated. The
given sample is thus classified to the prototype class for which the total transformation cost
is minimum among others. These two aspects of matching are covered in more detail in
following paragraphs:

 3.1.  Shape matching of features

The salient features of the permitted flexibility for the first stage matching of a path (shape)
to a prototype feature shape is also illustrated in fig.1. Transformation costs are calculated
based on the deviation w.r.t. size, geometrical shape, orientation and inclusion of gaps in a
path. Note that the quarter circle primitive can also be matched to a single straight edge. A

Fig.2: Proposed set of prototypes, represented as feature graphs. Note: the
curve primitives in ‘J’, ‘U’, ‘6’ and ‘9’ are quarter circle primitives; rest of the
curve primitives are either loops or semi-circles
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match is not found if the deviation regarding any of the above attribute exceeds a certain
selected limit. A (straight) edge in the candidate graph can be included in more than one
path. Though, no two paths which are established as matches of two prototype features
should fully comprise of the same set of strokes. This permits matching in case the adjacent
strokes of a character partially overlap. A (straight) edge in the candidate can be split into
two edges for use in two different paths corresponding to two different primitives of the
prototype graph.

3.2.  Spatial relation matching among features

As mentioned earlier, no separate specification for the spatial inter-relation among the
prototype primitives is available but is deduced from the prototype's geometrical
construction. It is then checked  flexibly in the candidate. To keep the problem tractable,
certain reasonable hard limits of the allowed variation and distortion are assumed. Based on
that a coarse spatial inter-relation check determines in advance if  the explored option is
interesting enough to be considered further as a valid option. Only then the transformation
costs are calculated for classification as a measure of deviation in location from the optimal
position.

The path of features in the candidate graph which corresponds to the first prototype
feature is not known a priori. This can be found anywhere because of the potential
segmentation error. Therefore, the match of the first prototype feature is provisionally
selected based only on the best match for shape, size and orientation. Matching is then
extended in stages to other prototype features. At each stage more than one potentially
matching path in the candidate graph are considered and their relative location checks w.r.t.
already identified features are performed. This is explained in more detail in the next
paragraph. At each stage (including the initial one), other alternative acceptable matches
(than the most optimal one) are also explored for further extension of the matching process.
This makes it likely that the best overall interpretation is found of the observed features.

For the sake of simplicity of explanation, we will focus only on matching the spatial
inter-relation between the candidate and prototype features (strokes) on one-to-one basis
but the ideas however can be easily applied to cases where multiple-to-one matching of
candidate features with that of the prototype is required. In the later case, these spatial inter-
relation rules have to be applied to the transformed path in the candidate graph instead of  a
single candidate feature.

 Concerning the relative location check suppose that at a certain stage the matching of
the feature pi of the prototype graph with the feature ci in the candidate is under
consideration. For this purpose, the relative locations of ci w.r.t. to all other already
identified features cj in the candidate graph are compared with the relative locations of pi
w.r.t to all other already matched features pj in the prototype graph.

We first take the case when features pi and pj (and also ci and cj) are line-segments.
Appropriate axes-systems are selected to pass through pj and cj and that take into account
their orientations. They are depicted in fig.3(a). As a convention, we will call the axis
aligned to the stroke as (pj or cj)-aligned axis and the other as the non-aligned axis. Note
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that for tilted strokes either a modified vertical axis system (shown non-broken) or a
modified horizontal axis system (shown in broken-lines) can be selected. Our preference is
to choose the modified vertical axes system for all tilted strokes except those having an
inclination angle of less than 45 degrees with the horizontal.  Anyhow, the choices of axes-
systems in case of pj and cj  has to be similar. For example, a choice of a vertical axis
system for a vertical stroke pj  should lead to the choice of a modified vertical axes system
in case the matched stroke cj  is inclined.

Now both the vertical and horizontal position of ci in the chosen axes-system for the
candidate are compared with that of  pi in the chosen axes-system for the prototype. Their
coarse locations in their axes-system have to be similar to get any consideration to be
matching strokes.  That is described below in more detail on case-to-case bases depending
on their vertical and horizontal position of the prototype stroke pi. The implicit assumption
used is that the relative variation in length (due to writing style-variation or distortion like
gaps) and  spatial location does not exceed approximately half of the length of the strokes
involved in the spatial inter-relation check. As will be illustrated later with examples, the
assumption yields  robustness which is enough for most of the practical cases in case of
English alphabet and numerals.

Coarse Location Comparison Along  the Non-Aligned Axis:  Following cases are
identified for this:
Case 1: pi not touching the  pj-aligned axis:- ci is permitted to be located anywhere on the
same corresponding side of the cj-aligned axis as in the prototype case without touching (or
intersecting)  the cj-aligned axis.
Case 2: pi touching the pj-aligned axis at  its end-point:- ci is permitted to be located such
that its centroid remains on the same side of the cj-aligned axis compared to prototype case

Fig. 3: (a)- Orientation dependent axes-systems employed in case of
line-strokes  for relative spatial location checks
(b)- Orientation dependent axes-systems employed in case of curve-
strokes passing through the rectangle center enclosing the curve

(a)

(b)
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and the gap between the stroke's end-point and the cj-aligned axis does not exceed half of its
stroke-length.
Case 3: pi intersecting the pj-aligned axis:-  The equivalent corresponding centroid
position of ci w.r.t. cj-aligned axis is calculated. It is the one in which the centroid of ci is
situated at the same side of the  cj-aligned axis and at the same proportionate distance (w.r.t.
to its stroke-length) as is pi in the prototype. A deviation equal to half-stroke length of ci  is
permitted in the either direction.
Case 4: pi on the pj -aligned axis:- This case (for Roman alphabet), can arise in our scheme
for straight strokes only in case pj is an inclined stroke. In this case, the centroid of ci is
allowed to deviate from the cj -aligned axis by not more than half-stroke length of cj.

Coarse Location Comparison Along  the pj and cj -Aligned Axes:  Following cases
are identified for this:
Case 1: Projection of pi (parallel to the non-aligned axis) on pj-aligned axis neither
overlapping nor touching  pj:-  In this case, ci  is permitted to be located anywhere such
that its centroid projection remains on the same side of the ci  (along the aligned axis) as in
prototype case and projection of ci does not touch (or overlap) cj.
Case 2: Projection of pi (parallel to the non-aligned axis) on pj-aligned axis not
overlapping but touching pj at an end-point:- In this case, the ci is permitted to be located
such that its centroid projection on the cj-aligned remains on the same corresponding side of
the centroid of cj  as that in case of the prototype and the distance between the end-point of
the cj and ci end-point projection not exceeding half the stroke-length of cj.
Case 3: Projection of  pi-centroid  (parallel to the non-aligned axis) on pj-aligned axis
lying somewhere on pj:- In this case, the equivalent optimal location of the ci centroid
projection on cj-aligned axis  is calculated. It is the one in which the ci centroid projection is
situated at the same side of the cj centroid (along the cj-aligned axis) and at the same
proportional distance (w.r.t. to cj stroke-length) as in case of the prototype. A deviation
equal to half-stroke length of cj  is permitted in the either direction.

In case, one or both features in the matching process are curves, an extended version of
the above rules are applied. The curved feature/stroke is  replaced  with two orthogonal line
strokes; one parallel and the other perpendicular to curved feature orientation and passing
through centroid of the bounding rectangle with end-points on the bounding box. This is
illustrated fig. 3(b). Same checks as described above are now applied on both the replacing
line strokes except that the test is simply skipped in case of vertical or horizontal stroke
pairs if case 4 is encountered during the coarse location comparison along the non-aligned
axis. The above described rules are illustrated with two examples in fig. 4  in different
situations.

If this spatial relation check is passed by ci w.r.t all cj 's, location deviation cost is
calculated based on comparing its connectivity with others and the distance between their
centroids with that to what is observed in the prototype graph.

As mentioned earlier, if no clear winner emerges, a secondary stage is invoked for the
disambiguation process. Only the winner and the second competitor are considered. At this
stage the allowed flexibilities w.r.t. to deviations in shapes, sizes and orientations etc. are
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very much reduced. The shape dissimilarity of features of the prototypes of the similar
classes and the corners between the adjoining features are especially focused on.

4.   INTERCLASS DIVERSITY VERSUS CLASS DISCRIMINATION

In this section we will try to show how utilization of only a few primitives combined with a
flexible matching proves beneficial in shedding the unnecessary details related to inter-class
variations. Still enough information for class discrimination in confusion classes is retained.

Illustrated in fig. (5) with the help of a few examples is how the careful choices made in
constructing the prototype set with the prescribed primitives can prove useful in keeping the
prototypes per class to a minimum (one in most cases). Especially to note is the advantage
of postponing the abstraction process of portions of the poly-line fitted skeleton into curve
primitives to the classifier stage. Also note the advantage gained in permitting the use of a
candidate stroke in multiple paths. Thus, in cases where homeomorphic graph matching 2

can fail or result in a poor match this matching scheme can succeed.

However, the correct classification in case of similar or confusion classes like {U,V},
{2,Z} or {5,S} is still possible and in many cases already at the first stage. Note that though
a given sample from these similar classes is transformable to more than one classes, the
transformation cost in matching it to the right class will in general be  lower for the right

Fig. 4: Illustrations of allowed flexibility in the relative location of one stroke
(c2) w.r.t. to an identified stroke ( c1 ) based on relative spatial location checks
(a) in case of  'A' ; (b) in case of '3'
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prototype. However, ambiguous samples very close to the partition boundaries between
pairs of similar classes can risk misclassification because fine weighing of various
transformation cost components can be difficult to achieve. Optimal tuning may even vary
from case to case.  Thus it is better that handling of such cases is achieved at the
discrimination stage which can focus on individual cases.  No extra information is required
other than already supplied by the prototypes. Only a finer examination has to be
performed. For example, in case of character-pair {2, Z}, the tighter checking rules at the
secondary stage will let the system focus on determining whether the upper part of the input
sample is closer to a curve or a straight segment; the key discriminating feature in this case.
However, in some cases additional specific constraints or in-corporation of contextual
information may be necessary for reliable classification like between the very difficult cases
of  (0 ,O).

5.    EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The method has been implemented in C language on a PC platform. Though the system is
still under improvement to be followed by an extensive performance evaluation, to date
results are already promising. Fig.6(a)  presents some examples in connection to the ability
of the system to recognize varied font and style alphanumeric characters. The system can
cope with segmentation errors, extraneous strokes, distortions introduced during stroke-
extraction stages etc.  For example, thanks to structural analysis and exploitation of spatial
inter-relation at stroke level , correct recognition is achieved of examples of fig.6(b)  due to
the identification of  character strokes  among extraneous strokes.

Fig.5: Mapping of class diversities into a single (or minimal number of)
prototypes
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When tried on a database comprising of few hundreds of pre-segmented totally
unconstrained hand-written numerals of postal codes extracted from real-life mail, a correct
classification rate of  above 96%  has been  achieved at  zero rejection rate. It also includes
binary images of numeral characters with  gaps in their bodies as shown in fig.6(c). The
correct prototype was among the top 3 in above 99% of the cases. The misclassification rate
is expected to be further reduced by incorporating the discriminator stage under
implementation.

6.    FINAL  REMARKS

A structural character recognition approach based on canonical modeling of characters has
been proposed. Use of only a few primitives for character modeling and robust generalized
flexible matching scheme to cope with variations in shape and location of individual strokes
in characters simplify the task of hand-crafting prototypes. No a priori training of the
system is required which can prove to be cumbersome at times. The ideas presented here
also attempt to analyze the issue of which distortions are important for humans during
flexible matching of patterns.

Further improvements in the system include further improving the processing speed by
more intelligently avoiding fruitless matching options and adding a disambiguation stage to
focus on the discriminating features for final classification in case of similar or ambiguous
characters. Research will also focus on additional generalized rules for better hierarchical
classification and discrimination. Other feature extraction methods like looking to character

(b)

(c)
(a)

Fig. 6: (a) Examples of  font and style variations in machine-printed and hand-written
 characters that the system can cope with; (b) Some laboratory-prepared examples of
 hand-written numerals with segmentation problems that are correctly  recognized
by the system;  (c) Real-life examples of hand-written numeral images
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contour in the image can also be explored for the disambiguation process since the specific
features or properties depicted in the prototypes that are to be checked in the given sample
need not to be obtained only from character skeletons.

Finally, in case of totally unconstrained hand-written characters, utilization of context
and syntax information (if available at word level) can play a very important role especially
in the disambiguation process. This is also true in case of  human readers and can be
exploited once an application is specified
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Automated Resolving of Ambiguities in Character Classification
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PO Box 513, 5600MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Abstract. This paper presents a generalised framework for effectively identifying and
resolving ambiguities in character classification that usually limit the recognition
performance. A multi-stage structural classification scheme based on hierarchical  analysis
of structural details is employed  Experimental results are presented as proof-of-concept.

1.  Introduction

Character samples that are badly distorted due to degradation or are from character classes
very similar to other classes ( like {U,V}, {5,S}, {K,X} etc.)  may cause ambiguities in
classification between two (or more) classes. This generally limits the performance of a
character recognition system [4,5].  To overcome such problems, multi-stage or multi-layer
classification schemes  have been found effective that hand over such samples to dedicated
case experts specialising in distinguishing between two (or few) classes. However,
identifying pertinent discriminating features and building these expert for such cases mostly
remains a tedious manual task. Therefore, the application of such experts is generally
limited to few very often encountered problematic cases.

This paper focuses on outlining a general framework for automatically identifying
pertinent discriminating features between classes and exploiting them for the
disambiguation task. In this context, we propose a scheme for structurally modelling the
character classes and hierarchically analysing the shape of  given input samples[2,6]. In our
approach we accept and utilise the notion [3] that hand-crafted class prototypes based on
character strokes well serve this purpose. This  also avoids apriori training which can be
cumbersome at times. The emphasis is on building optimal shape models for character
classes depicting multi-resolution features that lead to automatic reliable hierarchical
classification. At the first stage, less difficult input character samples are decisively
classified based on shape similarity. Input samples causing ambiguity between two or more
candidate classes are passed on to the secondary stage along with the identified confusion
classes. The secondary stage performs pairwise discrimination by examining the fine
structural differences. The approach helps to successfully deal with both omnifont machine-
printed and handwritten characters with few constraints along with employing a minimal
number of prototypes per class.

                                                
1 Adapted to thesis format
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Another  distinctive aspect of our approach compared to others [1,3,5] is not to apriori
group similar character classes into confusion sets and channel their input samples to  a
predefined processing path. This can be non-optimal or even erroneous since different types
and extents of distortions or shape variations can lead to confusion between different sets of
character classes. We, therefore, emphasise on establishing this confusion set dynamically
as a result of main classifier processing.

The global overview of the system is presented in fig. 1. Various stages and aspects of
the scheme are covered in more detail as follows:

2.  Modelling and Representation  of Class Prototypes

The approach essentially utilises a pre-prepared library of hand-crafted prototypes
representing various character classes. They are based on geometric modelling of character
strokes. Hand-crafting of the prototypes is done based on only the following limited set of
geometric features types which we will regard as primitives for our scheme. They are: (i)
line segment primitive; (ii) quarter circle primitive; (iii) semicircle primitive and the (iv)
full circle or loop primitive. Associated with each of these primitives is its own attribute set.
The set of primitives used for the line segment primitive comprises of end-points' co-
ordinates, length, orientation etc. Curve primitives are also attributed in a similar way by
making use of the reference cord. For a loop primitive it is merely a convenient diameter
cord. In contrast to the semicircle-circle primitive, a quarter circle primitive is used to
model those curved parts of the character (but not loops) which, if replaced by a straight
segment, will not necessarily change the class of the character (for example the curve in 'J').

Looking to the set of primitives, it would be clear that modelling the exact geometric
shape of a character class is not the goal. To come up with a minimum number of

Fig1: Block Diagram of the system
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prototypes per class it is essential to keep in view the variation in font or writing style and
use appropriate primitives which not only geometrically best resemble the character strokes
but also provide the best (hierarchical) interpretation covering the possible variations.

The prototypes (and also the candidates) are represented as directed attributed feature
graphs using the above mentioned feature types or primitives. The edges of the graph
correspond to features where the labels of the edges provide detailed feature attributes.

Nodes represent the feature end points. Shared end-points by multiple features are indicated
by multiple overlapping nodes in the figures. The suggested prototype set based on the
above scheme for the upper-case Latin alphabet and numerals is shown in fig. 2. As would
be clear, the proposed  shape modelling scheme is simple enough so as not to become
cumbersome for the prototype designer.

3.   Pre-processing and Feature Extraction

During run-time, the input image of the character is pre-processed  (for noise removal and
enhancement) and then thinned. After size normalisation and removal of spurious segments,
it is polyline fitted with straight line segments. For better matching, vertices are also added
at the junctions, crossings and where a line segment is in close proximity to the end-point of

Fig.2: Proposed set of prototypes, represented as feature graphs.
Note: (1) the curve primitives in ‘J’, ‘U’, ‘6’ and ‘9’ are quarter circle primitives;
rest of the curve primitives are either loops or semi-circles; Note(2):
Top tilted line-segment of "1" tagged as "optional"
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another line segment. We will call it the candidate graph. It is then expressed as a feature
graph utilising line segment primitives only. No attempt is made at this stage to identify or
abstract a portion of  a character  skeleton line-set to a curved feature primitive. This
abstraction task is left for a later stage to allow proper interpretation in the context of the
prototype.

4.  The Main Classifier

All the input samples are fed to the main classifier. The main classifier compares the input
polygram to each of the class prototype by performing a sub-character level analysis. It
attempts to map parts of the polygram to various primitives involved in the prototype based
on a flexible matching scheme, details of which can be found in [2,6]. Its salient features are
outlined below:
The scheme can basically be seen as a graph matching problem in which the prototype
graph P  that best matches the candidate graph C has to be found.  Matching the candidate
graph C to a prototype P  involves multiple-to-one matching of the candidate graph-features
to the prototype graph-features. We define a path in the candidate graph C as an ordered set
of adjacent edges (features) of the graph. An acceptable mapping comprises of finding a
subgraph of C, Csubgraph, for which the correspondence   {( pj, c_pathj )}j=1, ..,Np is established
between all prototype graph-features pj and the paths c_pathj of Csubgraph such that: (a)
matching paths in the candidate graph are found for all prototype features (i.e they are
transformable to the corresponding prototype features) and (b) they satisfy the spatial
interrelationship as depicted by the features in the prototype graph based on general
scheme. Deviations w.r.t. size, geometrical shape, orientation are permitted within a certain
broad selected limit. Gaps of reasonable size are also permitted between the adjacent edges
of a path to handle disconnections due to image binarization or/and degradation Paths
matching two adjacent prototype primitive may partially overlap. A (straight) edge in the
candidate can be split into two edges for use in two different paths corresponding to two
different primitives of the prototype graph.. At each matching stage (including the initial
one), several acceptable matches are explored for further extension of the matching process.
This makes it likely that the best overall interpretation is found of the observed features.
The total matching cost  of a mapping  M(P,C, Csubgraph) is calculated. The optimal
matching of  C with  P, Mbest (P,C), is the Csubgraph for which the mapping cost is the
minimum among various choices. The prototype class for which the total matching cost
(related to the optimal matching  Mbest (P,C) ) is the minimum is placed as the top candidate
matching class.

As illustrated in fig. 3 with a few examples, the system based on the allowed
flexiblities in matching is able to cope with inter-class diversity  while keeping the number
of prototypes to a minimum.
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5.  Discriminator

As mentioned earlier, for samples causing ambiguity due to distortion or shape similarity
among some character classes, the generalised classifier acts as a filter to dynamically
generate a very small group of character classes causing ambiguity.  Usually it is a matter of
resolving close ties between the top two candidate classes generating similar matching
scores. This resolving of ambiguity is done by examining the two already prepared
mappings of the candidate polygram to each prototype during the first stage of
classification. Discriminating features, defined as the difference in structural details at
corresponding locations in the two prototypes, are focused at.

In this initial implementation, differences w.r.t. the two most prominent structural
features: corners/turns and gaps depicted in the prototypes are used for discrimination. This
is extendible with additional features. The corners and gaps involved in both the
interpretations are tagged separately on the polygram and then compared. Since in the
utilised modelling a (sharp) corner can only exist at the junction of two primitives, its
location in the prototype and hence in the sub-character level interpretation is easily
detected. When a similar corner or a gap is indicated at the same place or (in close vicinity)
in both interpretations, it is not focused further for discrimination (like corners c3 and cb in
fig 4(a) and gap gx in fig. 4(b)) unless all corresponding corners and gaps are found.
Remaining corners and gaps of the two mapped onto the candidate are regarded as the
discriminating features between the pair (like corners c1, c2,ca, in fig. 4(a) and gap g1 in fig.
4(b)).  Related measurements (corner angle, gap length etc. ) at these strategic locations are
taken into account in the decision making process. As an example, if two adjacent segments
forming a corner in one interpretation are mapped to a straight line primitive in the second

Fig.3: Mapping of class diversities to minimal
number of prototypes
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interpretation, the smoothness (or sharpness) of the this angle between the two segments
determines its interpretation. Symmetry between parts, if any, is also taken into account.
Choice of the sharpness measure and its parameter values are important but not crucial.
When all corresponding corners and gaps exist in pair members, only then the
discrimination w.r.t to their characteristics (corner sharpness etc.) is carried out.

The discriminator decides upon the winner between the two and produces a confidence
score which is based on the measurements undertaken w.r.t. various discriminating features
and their relative role in discrimination task. This can be mathematically expressed as:
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where as:
C: input sample
P1, P2: prototypes of  the two classes for disambiguation

{P ,P }
PD (C)1 2

1 :  normalised confidence score that C is of the class P1 out of the class-pair
{P1,P2} on the scale {0,1}: whereas 1 represents perfect surety for  C being P1 and 0 in
case of perfectly sure that it is not P1.
Nf : total number of identified discriminating features between the pair {P1,P2}.
wi: weighting factor reflecting the relative importance of discriminating feature type in the
discrimination task. Currently it is chosen heuristically based on general inferences about
relative importance of various discriminating feature types.
Si(P1,P2) : relative similarity measure quantifying similarity of the input sample feature ci with
the corresponding feature of P1 relative to the mutual similarity of the established
corresponding features of P1 and P2.
ci: candidate feature .

Obviously, the confidence score of input sample being  of the class P2 is given as:
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Various relative similarity measures can be adopted for a certain category of
discriminating features. For example for discriminating sharp or smooth corners/bents, the
normalised maximum perpendicular distance of the curve from its chord joining its end-
points currently serves  the basis of this measure.

A high confidence score will be generated for the winner only when all the extracted
discriminating features support the decision in favour of the winner. The character sample
can then be finally classified or rejected by taking into account this confidence level score,
context, if available, and the desired level of reliability in decision.
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6.   Experiments and Discussion

Various stages of the proposed scheme have been implemented in C language on a PC
platform. Though the system is still under finalization to be followed by an extensive
performance evaluation, preliminary results are already promising. To check the
performance of the main classifier we tried it on a database comprising of about three
hundred of pre-segmented totally unconstrained hand-written numerals of postal codes.
They are extracted from real-life mail and their ground truth established by manual
inspection. The correct class was the winner in 96%  of the cases and was among top three
ranked classes for above 99% of the cases.  Confusion was mainly between structurally
similar characters or ambiguous characters. Thus the main classifier is indeed capable of

(a) (b)
Fig 4: Illustrations of disambiguation process; (a) An ambiguous input
character sample of two similar classes {'B' ,'8' } with the corners
of their prototypes mapped onto its polygram (b) A degraded input
character sample with gaps that are to be 'bridged' in transforming its
polygram to '5' or '6' (corners not shown)

Table 1: System performance with zero rejection on some
general confusion classes

Samples of
classes

Final correct
classification

rate

Identified discriminating feature for
pair disambiguation task

'U/V' 92.3% bottom turn smooth/sharp
'K/X' 98.5% left corner absent/present
'1/7' 97.6% top right corner sharp/less sharp

gx

g1

g1

c1

c2

c3 cbca

c2

c1
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handling most of the cases leaving only difficult cases for the discriminator along with
correct identification of  confusing classes.

To test the effectiveness of the disambiguation ability at the secondary stage  we utilised
a set of about 110 real-life samples of  character classes K, U, V, X, 1 and 7.  The correct
class of the input sample emerged either the clear winner after the main classifier (like
samples of '1' without serifs) or were always among the top two candidates with close
scores. The other candidate class was always structurally similar. Table 1 identifies the
relevant discriminating feature used for disambiguation at the discrimination stage when
disambiguation was carried out between the indicated pairs. Also final  correct
classification rate achieved for input samples from classes belonging to these pairs are
shown. Shown in fig. (5) are some examples of these character samples. Except the last
sample in row one and last two samples of the third row, remaining were classified correctly
(based on no rejection).

Further improvements are underway to enhance the performance of the system.
Currently, the measurements in connection to the curvature estimation is performed on the
skeleton. However, in a number of cases it is useful to supplement this with character
contour-based measurements to detect skeletal distortions. This will be undertaken in future
to better estimate the characteristics of the focused features since their approximate location
is already identifiable from the
mapping prepared at the first
stage.

Though recognition
accuracy for the confusion cases
is improved by  the proposed
"general" discriminator, it is not
optimal for individual cases
which require case-specific
optimal tuning of parameters. We
believe that by basically adopting
the same discrimination method
and measure, specific "dedicated"
pair-experts can be evolved or
trained on-line by statistically
fine tuning the weight values for
specific pairs.

7.   Concluding  Remarks

A character recognition scheme based on simple structural modelling and muti-level
analysis of these structural details is presented. The main classifier is designed to make a
coarse structural matching of the input sample to the models so as to successfully recognise
samples of  most of the classes with only few models. Character samples that cannot be
classified with certainty are lead to a secondary stage along with the specification of
candidate  classes that are being confused.  A generalised framework  of examining the finer
discriminating stage is used in an attempt to resolve ambiguities in classification among the
pair and to generate a confidence score. The character sample can then be finally classified

“V” “U”“V” “V”

“K” “K”“K” “X”

“1” “7”“7” “7”

Fig 5: Examples of confusing input character
samples  along with their ground truth
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or rejected by taking into account this confidence level score, context , if available, and the
desired level of reliability in decision. Thus the discrimination task can be carried out for
any class-pair that causes confusion based on a general scheme without imposing heavy
training requirement right away. It also leads to creating pairwise "dedicated" experts by
on-line training for frequently confused pairs.

Further work on the system include improving system by on-line training such
"dedicated" experts and employing character contour for more accurate measurements in
connection to discriminating features. Also pairwise disambiguation frame work will be
extended for groups of three. Research will also focus on additional generalised rules and
features for better hierarchical classification and discrimination.
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ABSTRACT

A powerful automated license plate recognition system is presented, which is able to read
license numbers of cars, even under non-ideal circumstances. At the front-end of the
system, there is a high-speed shutter camera and a frame grabber that delivers the digitised
images of cars passing by. In a license plate segmentation step, the approximate positions of
the four corner points of the plates are indicated. Due to the perspective view, these corner
points may not correspond to a rectangle. By means of resampling, a rectangular license
plate with a fixed size of 180×40 pixels is reconstructed. After image enhancement steps,
the characters are approximately segmented, based on the properties of a vertical projection
of the license plate. Next, the separate characters are normalised with respect to contrast,
intensity and size. Each character image is projected on a low-dimensional space using the
Karhunen-Loève (KL) transform, containing the relevant information to distinguish it from
other characters. A problem with this transformation arises, when the character is not
properly segmented. We solved that problem by comparing the inverse KL transformed
result with the original character. In case they differ significantly, this may indicate a major
segmentation error, for which we can correct. This leads to a much improved segmentation
and thus a transformation that holds the needed information for the classification. The KL
transformed characters can be classified by several methods. We obtained good results by
classifying the transformed characters with the help of the Euclidean distance. A
misclassification rate of 0.4% was achieved with a rejection rate of 13%. Further
development of the system, for which a number of recommendations are given, is expected
to increase the system performance.

Keywords: character recognition, license plate recognition, character segmentation,
Karhunen-Loève transform, probabilistic neural network, Bayesian classifier

                                                
1 Adapted to thesis format
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1. INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE OF THE SYSTEM

From the amount of recent publications [1-14] it can be concluded that much research is
done on license plate recognition nowadays. A lot of effort is put in the development of
electronic recognition systems based on the usage of transponders etc., but their general
introduction is a lengthy process. Furthermore, an optical recognition system is often
needed as a backup. Many useful applications for a license plate recognition system can be
mentioned, such as operating a ticket-free parking lot, warning drivers who are exceeding
the maximum speed (with signs next to the road, mentioning the license number of the
offender), studying traffic habits, secure gas stations, etc., have induced much research
activity on the automation of these systems.

In our system [15], a high-speed shutter camera system with a frame-grabber delivers
images in a non-stop fashion of cars passing by. A license plate segmenter searches for
numberplates in the image, as will shortly be described in section 2. Normally, the images
are not taken from a viewpoint perpendicular to the license plate. Due to the resulting
perspective distortion, the image of the plate is not rectangular in general. As outlined in
section 2, a rectangular license plate with fixed dimensions of 40×180 pixels is
reconstructed by means of resampling. This image is further improved by a number of
image enhancement steps. An important tool in the system is the character segmenter, which
approximately segments the characters on the plate, as described in section 3. The
segmented characters are normalised with respect to contrast, intensity and size. Before
classification, data reduction is obtained by the application of the KL transform, as will be
treated in section 4. This transformation can be considered as an optimal linear projection,
inherently focussing on the features that distinguish characters from each other. The result
of this transform depends on a good segmentation: in case of a badly segmented character,
its transformation result most often deviates from the ideal outcome. This property, which is
normally considered as a drawback, can be used to check the character segmentation step.
Section 5 outlines the actual classification procedure, which is combined with syntax
checking, based on a-priori knowledge about the syntax of license numbers. In section 6,
results from real-life tests are presented, followed by some conclusions and suggestions for
further research in section 7. A-priori knowledge about the syntax and structure of the
considered license plates turned out to be essential to obtain optimal recognition results.
Our system was optimised for Dutch license plates, but can be adapted for other types of
license plates as well.

2. SEGMENTATION OF THE LICENSE PLATE FROM THE IMAGE

The front-end of our system consists of a monochrome high-speed shutter camera,
combined with a frame grabber producing images of 439×510 pixels of cars passing by.
Experiments showed that the optimal position for the camera is at an elevation angle of
approx. 30° (refer to fig.1) in order to have the least problems with reflections, disturbing
objects (such as other cars) which may (partially) obscure the considered license plate, etc.
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It appeared to be advantageous to make the pictures at the backside of the cars for a number
of reasons:
• the lights at the back of a vehicle do not influence the images as much as the front

lights;
• many trucks have signs at the front, which can be mistaken for license plates;
• drivers who want to avoid being seen by a camera can drive very close to the vehicle in

front of them, so the license plate will then be obscured;
• the plate at the back is usually cleaner than the front plate.
Special attention must be paid to a good setup of the camera and frame grabber. Properties
like contrast, sharpness, noise, camera angle and used artificial lighting will all be of
influence on the performance of the system.

    30°

Fig.1: Optimal camera position.

In the obtained image, the license plate segmenter tries to find a license plate, by searching
for a number of features [16]. For example template matching is used to locate the corner
points of the plate and the dashes that can normally be found on Dutch license plates. If four
possible corner points are detected, the content of the quadrangle is checked on its spatial
frequencies. Certain spatial frequencies are expected due to the characters in a plate. Only
in case this frequency content confirms the presence of these characters, the four corner
points are accepted as being the corner points of a license plate. In this way, a powerful
license plate segmenter was obtained, which is able to indicate the exact positions of the
corner points with a maximum error of only a few pixels. Under normal circumstances, the
average size of the license plate is about 22×100 pixels. This is less than 1% of the total
image, but the Dutch law demands that besides the license plate a certain part of the car
should be visible on the image.

Due to the perspective view, the found corner points generally will not correspond to a
rectangle. The area described by the four corner points are transformed into a rectangular
area by means of a bilinear transformation and converted to fixed dimensions of 40×180
pixels by means of bilinear interpolation. This is illustrated in fig.2.
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Fig.2: Reconstruction of a rectangular license plate.

For every pixel centre (x,y) in the resulting image, the corresponding position (x’,y’) in the
original image is calculated, using the bilinear transformation:
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Next, the grey value of the considered pixel is calculated based on bilinear interpolation of
the grey values of the four pixels in the original image which are closest to (x’,y’). Fig. 3
shows an example of the obtained result.

Fig.3: Image with perspective distortion, corner points of license plate indicated (top)
and the plate after the bilinear transformation and resampling (bottom).

This figure shows that the bilinear transformation can correct for most of the perspective
distortion, but it cannot correct for the distortion that is caused by bent plates. Also, due to
the applied interpolation, some blurring can be observed in the resulting image. This
appeared to be not a real problem, because the noise level in the images is so high, that
some blurring actually somewhat enhances the image.

D'.,C',B',A'   tolinked are DC,B,A, pointscorner such that chosen  are  and  parameters where kk βα
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3. SEGMENATION OF THE SEPARATE CHARACTERS

For the characters of the license plate, different approaches are used for the horizontal and
the vertical segmentation. The horizontal segmentation is based on finding the spaces
between the characters. The up-sampling of the image of the license plate from approx.
22×100 to 40×180 pixels helps in finding the correct columns for the character
segmentation. If the resolution of a plate is very low, as in some example images, then the
space between the characters is very small and hard to find. After up scaling this is usually
no problem anymore. These spaces are found by examining the maxima of the column sums
of the grey values of the license plate. Before these column sums are calculated, a special
form of histogram stretching is applied, resulting in a better distinguishable column sum
graph. An ideal image should at least contain a certain percentage of light grey pixels from
the background of the plate. There should also be at least a certain percentage of dark pixels
from the foreground in the image. By examining a number of images it was concluded that
an image should at least contain about 60% light pixels and about 10% dark pixels.

Experiments showed that an image is enhanced for the character segmentation process by
projecting 60% of the lightest pixels to absolute white. Projecting 10% of the darkest pixels
to absolute black proved to distort the character segmentation. If this is done then dark areas
in between characters are sometimes projected to absolute black, thus degrading the column
sum graph. Projecting just 3% of the darkest pixels to absolute black proved to enhance the
column sum graph. Linear histogram stretching is applied to the remaining 37% of the
pixels. This is depicted in fig.4.
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Fig.4: Histogram stretching for the character segmentation.
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The extremes of the resulting vertical column sums are clearly more distinct, which
simplifies the horizontal segmentation process, as shown at the bottom of fig.5.

Fig.5: License plate before (top) and after (bottom) histogram
stretching with their vertical column sum graphs.

A maximum is assumed to indicate a possible space if:
• a value in the column sum graph is larger or equal to its six closest neighbours and the

values of to the four columns to the left and to the right are smaller than at the basis
position; and

• a value in the graph between two minima is larger than a threshold, which is equal to
98% of the maximum possible value for the column sum. If more values next to each
other exceed this threshold then only the centre position is assumed to be a maximum.

The candidate positions of the spaces between the characters are accepted or rejected, based
on the a-priori knowledge of the structure of Dutch license plates. In cases where the space
between two characters cannot clearly be found, the positions of the left and right
neighbouring spaces are used to estimate its location. The help of a modelled estimation of
the probability of the segmentation position between a character pair, as indicated in fig. 6,
proved to enhance the character segmentation a lot.
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Fig.6: Modelled estimation of the probability of the segmentation position between two
characters.

The vertical positions of the characters are found with the help of an edge map and the
corresponding grey value row sum (see fig.7). A high increase of this row sum indicates the
top or bottom of the characters. Based on a-priori knowledge of the structure of the license
plate, only a limited range of rows is searched for the top and bottom of the characters.

 

Fig.7: Edge map and its row sum

This segmentation scheme performs very well and reliable in most cases. Real-life tests
showed that only 1.1% of the plates are segmented badly. The rest of the characters is
segmented with an accuracy of about two pixels horizontally and one pixel vertically. This
is acceptable for the classification, which is able to correct for these small errors. In the
exceptional situations that a large segmentation error occurs, this can be detected by the
method, described in the next section.

4. KARHUNEN-LOEVE TRANSFORM

Many classification procedures for segmented characters can be found in literature. A
straightforward method is based on template matching, basically comparing bitmaps of
characters with prototypes. The prototype that matches best to the character “wins”.
Template matchers usually treat all pixels as equals. Changes in pixel values, if compared
with the prototypes, will all contribute the same to the matching cost, independent of the
position and the significance of the pixel. Obviously all pixels forming a character are not
equally important to recognise the character. Template matchers are not aware of the
specific features that distinguish one character from the other. They just consider the
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differences between a character and the prototypes. This is one of the major reasons why we
have chosen another approach for our license plate recognition system.

In our system, we make use of the Karhunen-Loève (KL) transform [17], which can be
considered as an orthonormal decomposition by projection onto the relevant eigenvectors of
the correlation matrix. Thus the eigenvectors point in the directions of the maximum
energy/variation of the prototypes. This way, only the information that distinguishes one
prototype from another is kept. Non-relevant data for the recognition process is suppressed.
The obtained data reduction while inherently focussing on the most important information
for the classification process was the most important reason why this method was adopted
in our system. The number of relevant elements in the transformed vectors was estimated as
25. A more exact calculation of the optimal number of elements can for instance be
obtained by the application of the generalised Fisher’s criterion [18], that calculates the
average ability of discrimination for each component of the projection result as

2

22

σ
µµ −=D   ,

with µ2 representing the square mean value of the considered element computed over all
classes, and 2µ and 2σ the average values of the square of its mean value and of its
variance computed over each class respectively.

Before the segmented characters are KL transformed, the plate is first enhanced with
histogram stretching, as described in the previous section. Again 3% of the darkest pixels
are projected to black, however this time only 30% of the lightest pixels are projected to
white. These values leave the grey areas surrounding the characters in tact. These areas also
contain information about the characters. Then the character size, brightness and contrast
are normalised. The character size is normalised based on its height because this is most
accurately found by the character segmentation stage. The character is resampled to a fixed
height of 28 pixels. The width is scaled with the same amount as to keep the same aspect
ratio. Then the brightness and contrast of the resulting character is normalised. The
prototypes, needed for the classification, were calculated based on the averages of about
100 example characters per class that were processed in exactly the same way as described
above.  Examples of prototype characters are given in fig.8.

       

Fig.8: Prototype characters ‘B’  and  ‘8’.
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The projection directions of the KL-transform are based on the obtained prototype
characters. This KL-transform appeared to be very sensitive for the actual character
segmentation. This was studied by comparing sample characters in different positions with
their reconstruction, obtained by first using the KL-transform and then reconstructing the
character again by applying inverse KL transformation. This is depicted in fig.9. This figure
shows a significant deviation of the reconstructed characters with respect to the original
samples, in case of a segmentation error. This seems to be an important disadvantage of the
KL transform, but on the other hand, this phenomenon can also be exploited to indicate
segmentation errors. Also other kinds of “distortions” can cause differences between the
original and the reconstructed sample. We use the Euclidean distance between a sample and
its reconstruction as an indicator of possible relevant distortion. This proved to be very
useful in practice. Only in case this Euclidean distance is small enough, the KL
transformation result is accepted for the classification stage.

  

  

Fig.9: Prototype character ‘H’ (top),
sample character ‘H’ at different positions (middle),

 with corresponding reconstructions (bottom).
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5. CLASSIFICATION AND SYNTAX CHECKING

Several approaches for the classification of the characters of the license plate can be
considered. The KL transformation results can be regarded as points in a high (here: 25)
dimensional space. Now, classification of the characters can be based on a distance measure
between their KL transform results and the KL transformed prototypes. In our first and most
simple approach, the transformed prototype, which is closest to the transformed sample, is
chosen. The distance to the second closest transformed prototype gives information about
the amount of confusion. We use a rejection threshold, defined as the ratio of the distances
from the transformed character to the closest transformed prototype and to the second
closest transformed prototype. Choosing a rejection threshold between 0 and 1, defined as
one minus this distance ratio, the trade-off between misclassification and rejection can be
controlled. This is illustrated in fig. 10.

As a slightly changed version, a Radial Basis Function (RBF) type of neural network [19]
can be used. Here, the centre of each hidden neuron can be made equal to the KL-transform
of the prototype class it represents. The sigma of each hidden neuron can be set to half the
Euclidean distance to the nearest competitor. This corresponds to the idea that points close
to KL-transformed prototypes are reliable. If the distance to the closest competing neuron is
large, then also the receptive field can be large. Neurons that lie close to each other indicate
that the corresponding prototypes look alike. Therefore, their receptive field should be
smaller. No training is needed for this net. The class, corresponding to the hidden neuron
with the highest response is chosen. Here, the difference between the highest and second
highest response is used as an indication for the amount of confusion. Again, this difference
can be compared with a rejection threshold 0 and 1, as illustrated in fig. 10.
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Fig. 10: Error rate as a function of the rejection rate for the distance ratio and RBF
approach.

From this figure it can be concluded that the distance ratio method performs slightly better
than the RBF neural network. In both methods, the classification is based on a simple
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Euclidean distance measure in the KL transformed space. This distance can be used as an
indication for the amount of distortion with respect to a certain prototype character, but this
does not give a direct criterion for the probability of occurrence of this distortion. For the
sake of simplicity, it might be assumed that the distortion has a simple radial symmetric
Gaussian probability density function, centred on the point that corresponds to the prototype
in the KL transformed space, but we checked that this assumption can be far from the truth
in practical situations. For this reason the application of a Probabilistic Neural Network
(PNN) [19,20], realising a Bayesian classifier was considered. The structure of a PNN is
comparable to that of a RBF neural network, but in stead of having only one hidden neuron
per prototype class in case of a RBF neural network, the PNN has a hidden neuron per
example in the training set. Outputs of hidden neurons, belonging to the same class are
summed at the outputs. This approach should be able to deal with the actual probability
distributions in a more sophisticated way. With a Bayesian classifier, not only the prototype
characters, but the distribution of all the characters of the training set in the KL transformed
space determine how a sample character is classified. Also, the a-priori probability that a
certain character will occur is automatically considered in this method. In our training and
test sets for example, the character ‘B’ occurred far more often than any other character,
due to the fact that the Dutch license plates for trucks most often start with this character.
The PNN would have taken this into account when calculating the a-posteriori probability,
for instance in case of confusion between a ‘B’ and an ‘8’. However, in order to obtain a
proper estimation of the underlying probability distribution one needs a huge and
representative training set. The training set available to us appeared not to be sufficient for
this purpose. For this reason, for the time being, the simple approach with the distance ratio
was implemented in our system.

The most important confusion classes found in practice (at a threshold of 0.35) were ‘8/B’,
‘1/J’ and ‘0/D’. For these kinds of problems, a-priori knowledge about the syntax of the
license plates can often help. According to the syntax of Dutch license plates for instance,
characters are organised in pairs, each pair consisting of two digits or two letters. As long as
this kind of confusion between a digit and a letter does not occur in both characters of such
a pair, it can be detected. The licence plate can then be rejected, but preferably this
character pair can be reconsidered, taken the joint probability of the two characters into
account.

Based on the syntax of Dutch license plates, the syntax checker checks if the 3 character
pairs are either digits or letters and if at least one character pair consists of digits and
another pair of letters. Other syntax rules could be adopted as well, which could increase
the system performance even more.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For a real-life test, more than 1000 images of cars were made, with a setup as described in
section 2. As a deviation from this standard setup, the images were first recorded on a VHS
tape in PAL format and digitised afterwards. This extra recording step is expected to reduce
the optical resolution of the images somewhat and introduces some noise. The performance
of the system will probably increase if this step is omitted. An overview of the system is
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Fig.10: Schematic overview of the tested license plate recognition system.
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given in fig.11. Of the test set, 13% of the plates were rejected. Some of those plates were
even completely or almost completely unreadable by a human spectator. Of the accepted
plates, 0.4% were misclassified. As was already mentioned in section 5, the threshold can
be used to control the trade-off between the rejection and error rate.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

A license plate recognition system was presented, which is able to read license numbers of
cars, even under non-ideal circumstances. First, the approximate positions of the four corner
points are detected in the image. Then, after some image enhancement steps, the spaces
between the characters and at the top and bottom of the plate are used to segment the
separate characters. After normalisation of the character size, brightness and contrast, on
each segmented character the KL transform is applied, to reduce the amount of data while
inherently focussing on the most important information to discriminate between the
character classes. By comparing the (non-transformed) characters with their forward-and-
backward transformed counterparts, a useful indication about possible segmentation errors
or other distortions is obtained. A distance measure between the transformed character and
a set of transformed prototype characters is used for classification purposes. Finally a
syntax check is done, based on the a-priori knowledge about the possible license numbers.
This system was tested under real-life conditions, where it rejected 13% of the plates and
0.4% of them were misclassified.

The correction of the perspective view distortion is realised by a bilinear transformation.
This cannot correct for distortions caused by bent plates. If the corner points of a plate are
known, then it should be feasible to find its contours. Then a more advanced
transformation, using for instance 6 points could be used for a better reconstruction of the
plate, resulting for example in a better estimation of the height of the characters

The error rate of the character segmentation scheme based on the vertical projection is just
1.1% and performs well enough for the classification. Distortions like dirt and bolts can
result in dark areas near the characters. This is the main cause of bad segmentation.
Segmentation should preferably not be done independently of the classification, especially
if the classification stage is able to correct for small segmentation errors. A co-operation of
the classification and segmentation stage is most likely to perform very well. One can for
example imagine a scheme where a segmented character is classified. The classifier then
enhances the segmentation or even rejects it. This information is fed back to the
segmentation stage, which responds accordingly.

The a-priori knowledge about the license numbers can be further exploited.  For example
the probability of a certain character for each character position in the license is not equal.
This is caused by the rules that are applied for license plate numbers. Even certain character
combinations occur more often than other combinations. At this time no use of these
properties is made. Using them could improve the system performance.

Our system relies on only one recognition method: only the KL transform result is used to
classify the characters. It is expected that a major improvement of the performance can be
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obtained, when a combination of several (complementary) recognition methods will be
applied. This combination could be realised by the application of several character
recognisers, working in parallel, using a statistically optimised voting mechanism to
produce the overall response. Another way to exploit the combination of multiple
approaches could be to construct a multi-stage system in which the recognisers work in a
serial fashion.

Although the obtained results are encouraging, the mentioned suggestions for further
improvement will be studied in the future.
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Chapter 10

Concluding Remarks and
Recommendations

The study described in this thesis has focused in the context of text recognition on
the various aspects of invariant pattern recognition and has presented a minimal
training dependent but robust high performance recognition scheme.

Before moving on to specific concluding remarks and recommendations in
this regard, it may not be out of place to recall the various levels of studying an
information processing system like ours. David Marr in his book [61] points out
three levels associated with any information processing task that should be
distinguished: At the top level, is the computational theory which concerns itself
with the goal of the computation, why is it appropriate, and what is the logic of the
strategy by which it can be carried out. Below it is the choice of the representation
for the input and the output and the algorithm to be used to transform one into
another. The lowest level is the hardware implementation i.e. how can the
representation and algorithm be realized physically. Though these levels are inter-
related still are not tightly hooked to each other. Usually, more than one choice is
possible at every level. As hinted earlier in this regard, this work concerns itself
the most with the methodology itself ( the underlying computational theory with
its goals) and hardly touches the hardware realization. The presented
representations and algorithms (the scheme details) have been presented to
demonstrate the viability of the concepts and are just a means to this higher
objective. Thus the current algorithms, as highlighted later in the conclusions,
could be improved and even more efficient representations and algorithms may be
worked out without undermining the proposed methodology.

A wide variety of techniques have been applied to the pattern recognition
tasks. It is observed that the dominant trend is to employ general-purpose
classification models, the structure of which is fixed in advance. The parameters of
the model are mostly estimated based on statistical training. The choice of the
model is heuristical and is largely dependent on the researchers background,
experience based on previous studies and the desired performance aspects to be
optimized. This perspective, though able to achieve high performance, however,
does not yield any clear answer on how and why certain methodologies and
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models are better suited for this task. It remains unclear on what knowledge is
learnt through training not to mention the analysis and explanation about the
specific structures of class-domains. As a consequence, it is difficult to analyze
deficiencies in classification performance and what needs to be done to improve it.
This perspective also sheds little light on feature selection and its relation to the
classification model. Better features have been identified largely based on growing
experience. Perhaps, all of this also relates to the fact why the high performance of
most of the existing pattern recognition schemes  is so heavily dependent on the
availability of a large training database in which all classes are duly represented
w.r.t. to real-life variability and distortions. A desirable aspect in a pattern
recognition system, on the other hand,  is the ability to yield a reasonable initial
recognition performance even with a few examples or with a user-supplied
reference pattern that improves gradually on-line as more examples are
encountered.

With these observations in mind, this research focuses on various aspects of
invariant pattern recognition with the intention of evolving a system with minimal
training dependency such that a number of shortcomings owing to it (as
highlighted in Chapter 1) could be effectively reduced. Most importantly, the
approach investigates the separation of the variations and degradations in patterns
from the actual shape definitions which may be modeled separately. The design of
the variation and degradation model may be based on the largely shared behavior
of the domain object and needs to be designed only once for the domain. A
statistical syntactic approach has been investigated for the design leading to what
may be regarded as a ‘soft’ language model. Here instead of adopting discrete
mathematical rules categorically determining the class membership of a sample
pattern, the sample may have a degree of membership to more than one class based
on the transformation rules. These  are, however,  accompanied by transformation
costs that estimate the pattern similarity to a class based on the removal of
degradation and noise. Recognition proceeds by computing the transformation cost
which is also considered to help estimate the probability of a sample being a class-
member to the reference pattern. The limits of the tolerated variations and
degradations and the weights which influence the relative effect of individual
transformation costs constitute the model parameters. These parameters can be re-
estimated based on statistical means as required.

 The above methodology to pattern recognition has been applied to the task of
character recognition. It is extended to a segmentation-free approach for word
recognition. The proposed scheme is composite-structured based on multi-
resolution inexact pattern matching. For that multi-resolution structural features
have been used. The first stage of the scheme, the pre-classifier, focuses on
eliminating the character classes that are quite far from the target class using
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coarse structural features. The second stage, the main-classifier, focuses on
recognition of individual classes. While the third stage, the disambiguation layer
based on pair experts, improves the recognition accuracy for confusion cases by
focusing on finer structural difference. The sensitivity of the scheme parameter
increases along the stages.

The validity of the approach has been tested by the realization of various
scheme-components and conducting performance experiments on degraded
machine-printed and handwritten characters and words which illustrate its high
recognition performance. Important to note is that this was achievable using only a
few models per class (typically one) and without any intensive parameter tuning.

Besides the detailed comparisons that were made in this thesis with other
approaches, the following broad conclusions can be drawn regarding the nature
and the performance of our approach:

From the theoretical viewpoint, the approach offers a systematic experimental
way towards the problem of invariant pattern recognition. It successfully relates
the complex problem of sub-division of a pattern space into classes to a large
extent to simple limited number of perceptual factors, technological rules and
writing system conventions. Moreover, the approach, unlike most of other
approaches, is more in-line to the specific nature of  the computer vision and
pattern recognition field for the following reasons:

• The scheme employs two dimensional representation and modeling. Text and
other curvilinear patterns are two dimensional entities unlike speech or other
1-D signals. Though text reading is sequential, it still involves recognition of
patterns which are two dimensional. Hence, a two dimensional representation
and modeling scheme which processes these models sequentially is a more
natural choice for recognition of patterns and sequence of patterns as against
one-dimensional models for example the popular 1D-HMMs. Here, in most
cases, the script is processed strictly from left to right, yielding a sequence of
feature vectors fed into a 1D-HMM recognizer [51].

• Recognition (isolation and classification of patterns) is modeled as a
hierarchical process. This is closer to the human experience who undoubtedly
can be regarded as the best general-purpose pattern recognizers. The way
human beings, compare curvilinear objects seems to be a structured
hierarchical process [48]: first  looking to the global and salient features of the
object, their order and then the finer local details.
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• The variation and degradation model is separated from (though closely linked
to) the abstracted shape definitions. No attempt is made to accommodate a
wide number of forms into the shape definitions. This seems to be important
for building an efficient learning and generalization mechanism into a pattern
recognition system.

 From the practical viewpoint, the initial design complexity of the proposed
system can be regarded to be far more than many popular existing approaches.
Also it might not succeed in outperforming them on the basis of speed. However,
it offers better generalizing ability without requiring a large training database. The
approach offers a more robust and stable recognition performance towards unseen
data including the one suffering with degradations. Moreover, the deficiencies in
the recognition performance can be concretely  isolated and improved by editing
the model or by incorporation of new information. This design approach bears its
most benefits when dealing with open systems which are to be frequently extended
with new pattern classes.

As indicated earlier, it is realized that various individual measures adopted in
the scheme can be further refined and improved. Further investigations may even
result in simplification of some measures. The scheme performance is sensitive to
the skeletal representation of the input image prepared as a result of thinning the
input image. The performance of the employed thinning algorithm is
unsatisfactory in a number of cases and investigation on better methods is highly
recommended. For the measurement of discriminatory-features, employment of
character contours and the original image is also recommended. Also a more
efficient implementation of the scheme is possible. As in the case of nearly all
research studies, it is realized that not all aspects of the research topic have been
explored in full depth.

Among the recommended additions to the scheme, is the incorporation of a
automatic statistical tuning mechanism for the various model parameters. Also
adding an interactive graphics editor for entering new character prototypes will be
convenient in practice. Similarly, based on prescribed rules, automation regarding
the identification of the discriminatory-feature set for class confusion-pairs from
the prototype database are recommended. The same applies to the task of
abstraction of group-prototypes. On the word-level incorporation of contextual
knowledge for limited vocabulary application is recommended especially for the
recognition of pure cursive handwritten text with individual characters distorted in
shape to the extent that they are no longer legible in isolation. For the
incorporation of lexicon more complex data structures have to be investigated.
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Although the scheme has been worked out in the specific context of OCR, the
involved concepts and methodology are general in nature to the pattern recognition
task. We, therefore, hope to see more approaches in this direction especially for
the recognition of other curvilinear objects and line patterns.
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Appendix

Experimental Details

The following sections report the detailed information regarding the experiments
described in various chapters of the thesis. These include the employed sets of
group-prototypes and prototypes and various parameter values for every stage.

A.1 Character Recognition Experiments

This section covers all the parameter values related to the character recognition
stage. Note that all angle values are expressed in degrees and all length values are
expressed as number of pixels (assuming a normalized image of height of 30
pixels).

A.1.1 Sample Pre-processing and Candidate Path Types Definitions

Table A.1 lists all the parameter values related to the pre-processing of the input
sample for skeletonization, polygram generation and gap identification. Note that a
finer polygram was employed for the disambiguation stage.

Parameters      Values
Pre.+ Main      Disc.

Parameters Values
Pre.+ Main      Disc.

maxabssegd 5.0 2.0 end
gapl small

12.0 12.0

maxrelsegd 0.2 0.2 close
gapl small

2.6 2.6

minsegl 2.6 2.6
maxgapl 12.0 12.0

maxsegl 25.0 25.0

Table A.1: Parameter values for input sample polygram in cases of pre-
classifier (Pre.), main classifier (Main) and the disambiguation stage (Disc.).
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Parameters Values
 Pre.     Main

Parameters Values
 Pre.     Main

gapvertexl 2.6 2.6 loop
gapclosel 7.0 7.0

line
smallsegl 2.6 2.6 curve

smallsegl 2.6 2.6
line

smallminφ 90.0 90.0 curve
minintφ 20.0 45.0

line
gapl max

0.0 12.0 curve
maxintφ 270.0 270

line
smallgapl 0.0 7.5 curve

gapl max
0.0 12.0

curve
gapopenl 5.0 5.0 curve

smallgapl 0.0 7.5

Table A.2: Parameter values related to candidate paths (Definition 3.3) in
cases of pre-classifier (Pre.) and main classifier (Main)

A.1.2 Pre-classifier

Fig. A.1 shows the employed group-prototype set for the upper-case Latin
characters and the numerals. While Table A.3 list values of the parameters for the
pre-classifier.  The size of the batch used for parameter adjustment/tuning was less
than 300 samples.

Parameters Values Parameters Values
looplmin

5.0 line
gapsr max

1.0
curve

gapsr max
0.75

maxstr 0.33
loop

aspectr min
0.3 fc

devmaxϕ 50.0
baylmin

5.0 fc
devmaxγ 65.0

bay
aspectr min

0.2 c
heightr ′ 0.7

bay
minβ 20.0 c

widthr ′ 0.6
linelmin

5.0

Table A.3: Parameter values of the pre-classifier.
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Figure A.1:The super-prototype sets for Latin upper-case letters and numerals
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A.1.3 Main classifier

Fig. A.2 shows the employed prototype sets for: (a) Upper-case (Latin) characters
and (b) the numerals. Table A.4-A.7 list all the parameter of the main-classifier.
The combined number of samples from upper-case characters and digits that were
used for parameter adjustment/tuning were less than 500.

Figure A.2:The prototype sets for (a) Latin upper-case letters and (b) numerals.
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Parameters Values Parameters Values
line
maxgapsr 1.0

maxendjoind 16
curve
maxgapsr 0.75

minendjoinr 0.25

maxstr 0.33
maxparr 2.0

maxdentr 0.33 joinB
smallgap 7.5

high_avgdevβ 57.35 joinB
maxgap 16.0

c
high_avgintφ 90.0

maxcrossr 0.9

maxdevβ 135.0
smallcrossr 0.5

maxdevaspectr 3.0
maxdevα 90.0

maxlenr 3.0
maxovlpr 0.9

maxdevθ 60
max_cos mapt 10.0 (for upper-case)

  15.0 (for numerals)

Table A.4: Limit parameter values for main classifier

Parameters Values
line

gapt bigcos 3.0
line

gapdvt bigcos 0.5
curve

gapt bigcos 3.0
curve

gapcont bigcos 3.0

Table A.5: Values of fix-cost  for main classifier
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Parameters Values

k 4.0

max_cos transt 15.0

max_cos relt 15.0

itopN 12.0

Table A.6: Parameter values related to algorithms of Section 5.4.2 for main
classifier.

Parameters Values Parameter Values

bdw 3.3
attrw 1

stw 0.166
xrw .075

dentw 0.06
yrw 0.1

taw 0.008
parw 0.5

cvw .004
perw 0.5

ww 0.015
ovw 2.0

wlw 0.15
rlocw 0.5

lw 0.8
rangw 1.0

θw 0.022
joinw 0.5

lenw 0.5
ovlpw 1

orientw 0.5
tw 0.022

gapsw 0.3
crossw 1.0

devw 1
endjoinw 0.4

Table A.7: Weighing factor values for main classifier
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A.1.4 Disambiguation Layer

Parameters in connection to disambiguation stage are listed in Table A.8.

id upper and
lower limit values

Class-pair

{PH, PL}

Discriminating
feature

id H
id L

id

Weighing factor

iw

curvature top-left
corner 105 70 0.4{D,O}

curvature bottom-
left corner 105 60 0.6

{P,D}
length lower
stroke-branch 15 0 1.0

{C,L}
upper curvature

60 28 1.0

{X,K}
curvature left

side 45 0 1.0

{V,U}
curvature bottom

corner 105 70 1.0

Table A.8:  Discriminating features and the related parameter values for the
disambiguation layer

A.2  Word Recognition Experiments

Parameters in connection to word recognition stage are listed in Table A.9.

Parameters Values

maxmatchCost 4.0

comw 0.1

ovlpw 0.1

nmtchw 0.1

window
widthr 1.0

Table A.9: Parameter value (in case of printed text) for word recognition
algorithms
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1. The field of Pattern Recognition/Computer Vision is largely driven by
commercial interests. More fundamental research is needed to provide it with a
sound scientific theoretical base. (Reference: [1], and this thesis: Chapters 1
and 10).

2. Multi-expert methodology may yield the best recognition performances by
optimally combining the decisions of the individual classification approaches
such that their strengths are exploited and their weaknesses bypassed.
However, it does not address many of the key theoretical issues in the field of
Computer Vision/Pattern Recognition. The approaches based on shape analysis
are expected to play a more stronger role towards meeting this challenge.
(Reference: [1], and this thesis: Chapters 1, 2 and 10)

3. Use of contextual knowledge in text recognition is generally considered in
terms of employing the dictionary knowledge or the character transition
probabilities. There is little attention towards exploiting the global knowledge
of the shapes of the character classes to interpret the individual local (sub-
character level) features in a given sample. (Reference: [2], and this thesis:
Chapters 2, 5, 6 and 8).

4. Solving a technological problem based on simple underlying principles does
not render the design trivial. In fact as the proverb goes “Simplicity is the top
of smartness”.

5. “Watch out for a half physician; for he can kill in an attempt to cure”. This
quotation from an Urdu proverb best warns of the hazards in dealing with
professionals with incomplete knowledge of the subject in question.

6. We usually take for granted what Nature provides whether it is walking or
vision. Only through designing them by ourselves do we realize their
complexity.

7. Engineering terminology like “Artificial Intelligence” or “Artificial Neural
Networks” indicate more their sources of inspiration rather than alternatives to
their biological counterparts in terms of functionality.

8. A society not only has to care for its individuals’ right to choose but also has to
care about their capability to make the right choices.

9. Inter-ethnic, inter-geographical and inter-cultural differences among people
will remain a topic of discussion. However, the most positive aspect of these
differences among humans when combined with their ability to communicate



is the access to endless knowledge of diverse experiences without undergoing
all of them.

10. True faith does not have to be apprehensive of the scientific exploration of
Nature; however, it has to be concerned about the human tendency to draw
pre-mature conclusions.
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